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Speaker Kubik: ''The House will come to order. The Members will

be in their chairs. We have out Members retire to their
' chairs, please. The Chaplakn for today is Reverend David

Ashby of the Bible Baptist Church in Champaign, Illinois.

Reverend Ashby is *he quest of Representative Rick Winkel.

Our guesk ln the balcony...our guests, I should say, in the

balcony may wish to rise for the invocation. Reverend

Ashby.''

Reverend David Ashby: ''Letls boW our heads. Our Fathery we thank

ïou for this day. We are grateful for Xour love. We khank

You for Your blessings. We thank 7ou for the privilege and

opportunity to pray for those that bear rule. over us as You

have knstructed us ko do so and I Would ask today that

ïould be with them. I pray that Xou would give them Wisdom

as they consider legislation that affects our stake. I

pray that Tcu might have ïour Will and Way in that

legislation. I pray *hat You be With each of the

Represestatives in their peroonal lives, the needs that

they have. Encourage tbem, strengthen them, and Father,

Ne'1l thank you in Jesus' name. Amen.''

Speaker Kubikt HWe61l be led in the Pledge today by

Representakive Wirsing.''

Wirsàng: ''I pledge allegiance to the flag of khe United S*ates of

Americav an+ to the Republic for which it stands, one

nation under God, indivisible, wtth liberty and justice for

Z1.Y * Y

Speaker Kubik: ''Roll Call for Attendance. Representative Currie

is recognized to report any excused absences on the

Democratic side of the aisle. Represenkative Currie.''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. Though it may surprise the Chair,

there ksz in factz only one absence on our skde of the

aisle this morning and that is Representative Martinez, Who
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is excused because of illness.''

Speaker Kubikz ''That illness Will be so journalized.

Representattve Cross is recognlzed, oh, I'm sorry.

Represenkatlve Hanrahan is recognized for any Republican

excused absences. Representative Hanrahan.''

Hanrahan: '1Mr. Speaker, Representative Ann Zickus is excused
.

All else are in attendance.''

Speaker Kubik: ''That excused absence will also be journalized.
Mr. Clerk: take the record. There are l16 Members

answering the call. A quorum is present. The House
Iwi1l.. .is now în order. Representative Kubik in the Chair.

Mr. Clerk, are there any messages?''

Clerk McLennand: ''Introductions. House Joint Resolukiön #36
,Ioffered by Representative John Turner, Committee on Rules.

lCommittee Reports
. Committee Report offerqd by

1Representative Tom Johnsqnp Chairman from the Committee on
!
IJudiciary for Crininal Law, to uhich the following Bills

Iwere referred, action taken on Kpril 6th, 1995, rjeported
' Ithe sane back. with the following recommendations: do
tapprove for consideraeion' House Floor Amendment #7 to
lHo

use Bill 2038) Floor Amendment #6 to House Bill 164 Floor
tAmendment 45 to House Bill 2236. Committee Report offered

by Representative Weaver, Chairman from the Commitkee on
lAppropriations for Education

. to Which the following Bills

iwere referred, action taken on April 6th, 1995, rleporked
1Ehe same back wlEh Ehe followlng recommendakions: 'do pass'
IHouse Bill 1016) House Bill 1018) 'do pass as amendedt
1

House Bill 807.'.

Speaker Kubik: 'lFor whak reason does the Lady from Cook,

Representative Currie, rise?''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. I feel as
iif perhaps my light has been on since yesterday evening.
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Yesterday evening, the Chair made a ruling so egregious, so

contrary to the plain language of the Rules you proposed

and adoptedr that I Was moved to make a Motion to challenge

the ruling of khe Chair. I understand that Wedre noE

permktte; to qffer Amendments thak will be given khe

opportunity for discussionr debate, and to vote. Tbat the

majority in this chamber has decided to so clamp down on
minority rights, that sometimes it feels as if we might nok

even bother to come to work on any given day, but I thoughk

*e still had the opportunity to challenge clearly erroneous

rulings made by the Chair and yesterday's ruling
, in

respect to the majority required to adopt an Amendnent on
this Floor, was so egregious: so lacking in an

understanding of the English languaqe: that it seemed to me

appropriate to make a Motion to challenge. was not

recognized to make that Motion, and I think that it is an

outrage vhea a Member of this chamber, who doesn't have the

opportunity ko call an Amendment for a vote, doesn't have

the opportunity to bring issues that are important to his

or her constituents, to the attention of this full chamber
,

when ik kurns out we don'E even have the opportunity to

challenge the ruling of the Chair. I1n disappointed in

your leadership. I'm disappointed in the people who

occupied khe Chair yeskerday afternoon.. I would hope thak

the Chair could assure me khat Members will be recognized

in the future to make Motions of khat sort
. Secondly,

another point of personal privilege, I was honored, I was

thrilled yesterday afternoon, to be able to offer a 'Grow

Award' to a colleague of miney who decided to ignore

substantive conmittees, Whose job it is to work on issues

like changes ln the public welfare system, who instead

wanted to creake a little task foree ko do the job instead.
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That...''

speaker Kubik: ''Representative Currie. Representative Currie
e

could we, first of all: could we have *he staff move away

from you, so I can see you. Thank you. Representative

Currie, I recognized you on your point with respect to the

Rules. Okay, and I want to respond to your point on the

Rulesr because I do believe that you are in error in your

statenent with respect to the Rules, and let me explain

what I mean. The ruling, yesterdayy Was on the Amendment.

The Chair cited the Rulep EouGe Rule 1-1Q, uhich indicates

that a majority means a majority of those Members present
and voting on a question, unless oeherwise specified wieh

respect to a partkcular House Rule for purposes of

deternining the number of Members present and voting on a

question. A fpresent' vote is not counted.

Representative, kf you wi11 look through the Rules, you
will also noEe tha: House Rule 1-13 applies and 1-13

indicates that a majority of those elected. And it saysg a

majority of those elected means a majority of the total
number of Representatives entitled to be elected to the

House, regardless of the number of elected or appointed

Representatives actually serving in office. So long as l18

RepresenEatives are entitled to be elected to the House: 'A

majority of.those electei' shall. mean 60 affirmative votes;

71 affirmative votes shall mean three-fifths of the Members

eleeted. In Ehe case Ehak you ciEede *he Rule indicated a

majority. It did not indicate a majority oc those elected,
so the Chair was correct in its ruling. Representative

Currie.''

Curriel ''Qhank you, Speaker. I still would disagree. It sayse a

majority vote of the House. If you meant a majority voke
in respect to the Rule 1, your initial site, then khere
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period after the word, vohe. When you

say a majority vote of the House, I think it pretty clearly

means a Constitukional Majority or 60 Members of the House.
Reqardless of ghich of us ts rtghe, the particular point I

rose on this morning was the lack of Willingness of *he

Chair to give me the opportunity to challenqe the ruling.

It's come to a pretty poor pass when Memberu who can't

offer Anendments, can't brinq up ideas and lssues for

discussion and votes in this chanber, cannck even challenge

a clearly erroneous ruling of the Chair. That Was the

point thae I rose on this norning, and I'd hoped 1 would

hear the Chair assure me thae in the future, Members who

are rising to make that Motion kill have the opportunity to

be hearde''

Speaker Kubik: ''Are you making a Motion, Representative?''

Currie: ''I am not: this Monniag, making that Motion: but I am

pointing out that last evening vhen I tried to make the

Motion, T vas not recognized in order to do so. The Chair

:u-. prcceeded eo move along through other business, even though

this issue was still very much alive and very much With

tl S * '1

Speaker Xubikt ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representakive Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank your Mr. Speaker. You know, this ruling relattve to

how many votes it takes to adopk an.Amendment, may come up

agatn during this Session and I would just slmply recommend

to the Chair that, that you go in the back roomr Nherever

it is you have to go, and draft the necessary Resolukion to

straighken this out. We know khat you want the Rules to

say and if Ehat's whae you wank them to sayz have thes say

that. A11 wedre suggesting ls that the Rules don't say

what you uould like them to say. It would be a simple

matter to file a simple Resolution to amend the Rules so iE
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says exactly what the majority party wishes it to say. And '

1if you would just simply do that, and you certaklly have l

the votes to change the Rules any way you like, it would
not affect the rulinq you've previously made

. Thak Bill is

gone and you Would not have this continued debate on what

this Rule says in the future. So, Mr. Speaker, would you

constder having this done: so that ge don't have to have

the debate as to how many votes it takes to adopt an

Anendment in the future?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang, again, I think that if you

review the Rules, and I would hope that you have reviewed

the Rules, I thknk the Rules are very clear. In the

instance where there is 60 votes required
, the Rule

indicates a majoriky of those eleeked. In the instance

Where an Amendmenk ls involved, it says a majority. Now, I

think it's very clear and I think, Representative
, kelve

had a dehate with Representative Currie and I will

recognize you to respond, but I think khat, that the rulin:

is very clear. Representative Langg''

Lang: ''We1l, with all due respectv Sir, the Rules are not clear
.

They could be made clear with a simple clarification and we

just think kt would be appropriate to do that. Perhaps

more to the point, if you are Wrong in your ruling and we

are. right, khen any Amendment that is adopted with an

erroneous ruling from the Chair and any Bill subsequently

passed, based on tbat erroneous ruling, is void. And what

you do by not clearing up this lssue, by letting it hang

and letting us continue to debate it and not clearing it up

with a simple Resolution, you run the risk that any Bill

you pass is a void Act and you have wasted the time of the

General Assembly and the sponsors, who Work so hard to pass
I

their legislatton, will nok have good legislation on the
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books. It Will be void and we're trying to avoid that

problem for you and for Members of the Majority Party.
Surely not for us because We are not having our Amendments

called, but we surely don't Want Bills you pass in good

faith to become irrelevant. And so we're just simply

suggesting a one sentence clarification of your Rules
, an;

you could pass that in five minutes, Sir.''

Speaker Kubik: ''House Bills Second Reading. Mr. Clerk,

apologize. House Bills - Third Reading. House Bills -

Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, what is the status of House Bill

88420

clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #884, a Bill for an Act in relatton

ko municipalities. Third Readlng of this House Bil1.'I

Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerk, would you please return this Bill to

the Order of Second Reading. Mr. Clerkr what's the status

of Eouse B1'11 8867'*

Clerk McLennandk ''House Bill #886, a Bill for an Act in relation

Eo xunicipalieies. Third Reading of this Rouse Bil1.H

Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerky please restore this 3il1 to the Order

of Second Reading. Mr. Clerky Whak is the status of House

Bill 127G?''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #1270 is on the Order of Thfrd

Reading.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerk, please reskore this. Bill to the Order

of Second Reading. Mr. Clerk, What is the stakus of House

5ill 1755?19

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #1755 is on the Order of Third

Readinga''

Speaker Kubik: ''Please restore this Bill to the Order of Second

Reading. Mr. Clerk, what is khe status of House Bfll

17962'1

Clerk McLennandz uHouse Bill 91796 is on the Order of Third
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Readingo'' )
Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerk, please return that Bill to *he Order '

of Second Reading. Mr. Clerk, what is the status of House

Bill 2278?''

Clerk McLennand: 'gHouse Bill #2278 is on the Order of Third

Readinq.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerk, please return that Bi11 to the Order

of Second Reading. Mr. Clerk, what is the status of House

Bill 2327?1'

Clezk KcLennand: S'Eouse 2kll #2327 is on the Order of Third

Reading.f'

Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerk, please return thak Bill to the Order

of Second Reading. Mr. Clerk, what is the status of House

Bill 23317'1

Clerk McLennand: ''Eouse Bill 42331 is on the Order of Third

Readingo''

Speaker Kubik: *ër. Clerk, please return that Bill to the Order

of Second Reading. Kr. Clerk, what is the status of House
' . Bill 24342': .

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #2434 is on the Order of Third

Reading.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerk, please restore that Bill to the Order

of Second Reading. House Bills - Second Reading. Mr.

Clerk, please read Eouse Bill 16. Representative Lachnez
.

Representative Lachner, do you Wish that Bill called?

Please read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #16, a Sill for an Act khat amends

the Code of Cràminal Procedure of 1963. Second Reading of

this House Bill. Committee Anendment #1 has been referred

to Rules. Committee Amendnent #2 has been referred to

Subcommittee. Committee Amendment /3 was withdrawn. Floor

Amendments #4 and 5 have been referred to Rules. Floor
i
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Amendmenk #6, offered by Representative Lachner, has been

approved for consideration.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lachner on Floor Amendment #6.

The Genkleman fron Lake, Repreaentative Lachner: is

recognizedgl'

Lachnerk ''Mr. Speaker, Representatfve Durkin has tbts Amendment

and has agreed to present this Amendment, and I would like

to yield to Representative Durkin to present this.
''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Durkin
,

to present Ploor Anendment 96. Representative Durkin.''

Durkin: 1'Mr. Chair, What this Amendment will do is we're amending

the Criminal Code in the Section of.e.in the venue area,

Section 1-6, place of trial. Wepre adding the language

that states that the state is not required to prove during

trial that the alleged offense occurred in any particular

county in the state when the defendant contests the place

of trial under this Sectton. A11 proceedings regarding

this issue shall be conducted under Section 14-1 of the

Criminal Code. Webre also setting forth procedures for

that type of motion in Ehe form that When a defendank seeks

dismissal under the l.e.under Section 1-14 of the charge,
Ehe defendant shall make a prima facie showing that the

county is an improper place of trlal. fpon such shoking
,

the state shalt have khe burden of proving by a

preponderance of *he evidence ehat the counky is ehe proper

place of trial.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman has moved for the adoption of Floor

Amendment #6. And on that, is there any discussion? The

Gentleman from St. Clairy Representative Hoffman: is

recognized.''

Hoffman: ''Wil1 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Sponsor indicakes hedll yield.
''
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Hoffman: ''Representakive, I remember this Bill ln Commitkee
. I

belkeve that theze were some concerns regardlng tf this

were ko become law, it could potentially allow a Grand Jurg

or a State's Attorney in places like Madison County or St.

Clair County to potentially try and indict an indivkdual

whose acts occurred in Cook County. Has that concern been

taken care of vith this Amendment?''
 s eaker Kubik : lRepresentative Durkin

. ''Pi

 Durkin: f'Representative, I don't think this is a situation Where

 we're going to have forum shopping on behalf of the
i prosecutors in different counties. You know we're going toi
 have eo rezy on tseir qood fakth efforts, but z don't, you

 knok we had a uituation in Cook Couney a year ago. There

I wag a homicideo..khere was a homicide which We believe was

 committed tl Cook County, but the defendant Was apprehendedI

 in downstaee Illinois and the body was found downstate
,

i along with the automobile
. And by khe virtue of the fact

 that there was a question of venue, the State's Kttorneys
!
 of Cook County Were sworn into the downstate courthouse and
I they prosecuted the case dawn there

, just to avoid any type .

 of complicatkons doing from a venue motion. But I really
don't see that it'll be a problem and I don't see a

question of a state's attorney looking for a more

convenient place. to try a case.''

Speaker Xubik: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: 'IWe11y I don't disagree With you. I understand What

welre trying to get at. We're trying to qet at somethlng

that I think as prosecutors, many people are. .osometimes

forget to ask the question of venue, number one, and theny

number two. that specific example khat you cited, I agree

with that. The concern is that it allows thak type of

venue shopping, and it's not your inkenk to do any of that

' 
loi
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11 lor to allow that to occur. Is that correct?
1

Sgeaker Kubik: ''Representative Durkin/'

Durkin: ''That's correct, Representative.'l

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''What's the difference between the criginal Bill and the

Amendment as far as the concerns? I know that there were

other concerns raised in Committee. I can't remember Whak

they exackly were. Does this address those concerns and

whak is the difference?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Durkin. f'

Durkîn: ''What welve Qonez the orkgknal Bkll stated that venue

will no longe: be included as annulment of the case in

chief. We'vee..The Anendment Will. g owhat it states is that

when a defendant is seekinq itsp..any type of notion or any

type of challenqe to the venue of a casee What we're saykng

is thate bring ik up in a pretrial motion. At that point,

like- ts any other type of pretrial issue dealing with a

4th, 5khe or 6th Amendment issue, and then what you should

do, if you're seeking any type of dismissal, you shouldr

you know, make your motion. The state at that kime will

be...will have to establish a prima facie case as to the

propriety...or as to why they believe the county was

appropriate. And once they eskablish that
y I mean, the

defendant must establish a prima facie case. The stake at

that tine only has to rebut that Witha . .by a preponderance

of Ebe evldence.'l

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffnan: ''So, essentially what Wedre saying is: venue is still an

element...is still an element; h/wever, itfll be dealt Wikh

in a different type of fashion. Is thak correc..pls that

right?l'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Durkin.
''
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Durkin: ''No, receding is not an element.''

Speaker Kubik: MRepresentative Hoffman.n

Hoffman: f'So, I guess my question is, What is it now? If it's k

not an element, Will you still have to prove... What the i
. !

prosecutor noW... What youdre saying is the prosecutor i

wouldn't have to prove anything with regard to venue and ik

Would essentiallyom.we're saying that the defendant has the I

burden of proof of proving that venue is not proper. Is

that what's happening?'f

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Durkin.
''

Durkin: ''Venue is not an element and I believe that if you look (

through Chapter 38 and you see the definition of any crime,
Representative, venue is not incorporated in. ..when the

elements of every charge is set out. We're statin: that

this can be brought up at the... It should be brouqhk up by

the defendant. If they have a question as to the propriety

of which county or a questlon of whether or not venue does '

lie in there, we're saying bring it up in a pretrial

motion. It is... The venue has never been an element of a

charqe. It's never been an element of provinq First Degree

Murder or Aggravated Criminal Sexual Assault.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hoffmany'' .

Hoffman: ''I understand that. I think that the Amendment is a $

good one in that I think it sets out in a more expansive i

fashion what Representative Lachner's intent and your

intent was orlglnally. I thlnk, Eherefore, I think we

should adopE the AmendmenE. I think we still need to maybe

talk about the issue of forum shopping just to clear that
up on Third Reading, go we know that it's not the intent of !

anybody to allow that to occur, but otherwise I think it's

a good Amendmento''

Speaker Kubik: HFurther discussion? The Gentleman from Bureau,
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Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Thank you, thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Sponsor indicates he'll yield.''

Mautino: ''On the Amendnent, can you explain to me hoW this vould

work .outy for example, in a case of murder Where the

defendant seeks to change the venue where's it going to be

heard. Where would the burden of proof be there? Would it

be on the state ot on the defendant to prove that there's a

necessary change?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Durkin.''

Durkin: ''What We've stated in the Amendment, if the defendant, if

they have a question as to the venue, where as to if they

believe that the county is not the appropriate forum where

the case is being presented, what they need to do is if

they can establish a prima facie showing that the venue is

improper, that the county is not the proper place of trial,

the burden shifts over to the state, in which time they

would have the opportunity to rebut that prina facie

showing by a preponderance of the evidence by stating that

khis was the appropriate forum. It'11 be in the forn of a

pretrial motion.''

Speaker Rubik: ''Represenkative Maukino.''

Maukino: ''So in this situation that I'm referring to on here, in

that same situation, the...it would not make it easier for

the person who's being accused of committing this violent

crime to change the venue. It would not place a larger

burden on the county or on the state to prove it is the

appropriate venue?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Durkin.''

Durkin: ''No, I believe What this does is that I think it just, it

makes i*...it does not.a.kt's not a burden on the state.

It will not be a greater burden on the prosecutione
''
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Speaker Kubik: ''Representatkve Mautino.'î

Mautino: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Any further discussion? Seeinq no fureher

discussion, Representative Durkin to close.
''

Durkin: ''We'd ask that the Amendment be adopted.
''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman has noved for the adoption of Floor

Amendment #6. And on that, a1l those in favor will say

'aye'; those opposed will say 'no'. Ik's in the opinion of

the Chair that the 'ayes' have i*. The Amendment is

adopted. Third Reading. Oh, I'm sorry. Any further

Amendment, Mr. Clerk?''

Clerk McLennand: ''NO further Amendments. A fiscal note and

judicial note have been requested on the Bill and they have

been filed.''

April 7, 1995

Speaker Kubik: ''Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, please read Souse Bill

314. Representative Turner. Representative Turner, do you

Wksh this Bill cakled? Please read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.

House B11l 314.''

Clerk McLennand: 'IHouse Bill #314, the Bill's been read a second

time previously. Committee Amendmen: #1 was referred to

Rules. Committee Amendment #2 was referred to comnittee.

Committee Amendment 43 was Withdrawn. Committee Amendment

#4 was adopted. Floor Amendmenks #5 and 6 have been

referred to Rules. Floor Amendment #7, offered by

Representative John Turner, has been approved for

consideraEionotl

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner on Floor Amendnent #7.11

Turner, J.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Amendment #7 to House Bill

3l4 becomes the Bill. It proposes a change to the Juvenile

Couzt Act. The Bi11 as anended provides that a minor may

be confined in a eounty jail if *he confinemenk is

inplemented in such a Qanner that there will be
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substantially no contact by sight or sound between the

adult prison population and the minoro''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman has moved for the adoption of Flaor

Amendment #7. And on that, is there any discussion? The

Chair recognkzes the Gentleman from Cookr Representative

RZ Z' Q' * P

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'l

Speaker Kubik: ''The Sponsor indicates helll yield.''

Dart: ''Representative, the.m.the thrust of this Amendment. . . The

Amendment becomes the Bk11 and the thrust of it is We're

going to allow juveniles to be held in jails. Is that
correcE?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner.''

Turnerr ''Representative, it would allow a juvenile to be held

in a jail as long as there is substantially no contact

between the juvenile and the adult prison population.''

Speaker Kubik: 'tRepresentative Dart.tl

Dart: ''How is 'substantially no contact' defined?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner.n

Turner: J.: ''Representative, there is no definition provided in

the Amendment or the statute for 'substantially'. I would

suggest that the common definition, the dictionary

definition Would be utilized.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dartv''

Dart: ''Well, for legislative intent, I think we better be darn

sure we know whaE wedre talking about here because this is

a...a major change here to allow juveniles to be held in

adult jails, and there's some inherent problems with that.

Obviously, we don't Want chtldren being held with people

who are being held over for murder or rape or something or

waiting to be sent to either the State Prison Facility or

the case of a police station eo be sent to a coun*y
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facility. So, I think we better be really clear here

what...what the heck we mean by 'substantially no contact'

and We ought to put some legislative intent here because

this ksvq.this is getting sort of crgzy. I mean, kf we

dondt...if we can't get this straight, welre really asking

for a lot of problems here. Because these are little kids

and they're potentially going to be in a cell next to a

murderer, and they can be in a cell next to a child

molester or a rapist. So, ue bettêr be real clear what

we're doing here. So, Ne better put real loud and clear on

the record what we mean by 'substantially no contactd.''

Speaker Kubkk: SlRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Representative, I share your concern
. The reasan

'substantially no contact' and specifically the word
,

'substantially' is placed in there is so that, for example,

if a door would happen to open down the hall 50 feet or

something, we would not want an attorney bringing a civil

rights action to say that if you use no contact without

using 'substantially' that that was in sone way a

violation. The intent of the Bill, howeverz is to make

sure that there is no contact of any consequence whatsoever

between the adult prison population and the juvenile. This

Bill does not envision putting a juvenile in a jail

adjacent to an adult as you suggested. We're just trying

to make the language workable and practical and I felt.. .I

think lf ve leave ouE the word, 'substantialf, we create a

risk so as to defeat the entire purpose of the Bi1l
.
''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Darta''

Dart: ''Are we not going to be jeopardizing federal money by

putting children in this type of environment?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner.''

Turhërz J.: ''Representative Dart, I honestly can't answer the
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queskion, but 1'11 kell you what I believe to be Ehe case
,

and that is that the federal statutes and/or regulations do

provide for certain grant moneys. If kndeed the State of

Illinois or other state has a statute vhkch prohfbkts

incarceration of a juvenile With an adult in the same
buildinq. However, 1et me add to that very quickly

: I'm

not aware that the State of Illinois has indeed received

any of those grant noneys whatsoever, but I can't answer it

any better than that, I apologize.''

Speaker Kubik: f'Representative Dart.f'

Dart: My understanding is that I think wetve received around $2

million from the Feds that could be poEenkially jeopardized

by this. The.o.to the Amendment, Mr. Speaker. I think,

understand khe Sponsor of this is well intended in what

he's doing, but I think this is a very dangerous precedent

here. 1, from my experience, much like the Sponsor is a

Statefs Attorney, came in course of my duties, numerous
sktuations. When you get into some of these smaller towns

,

the rules on hoW they operate are rather lax. A Bill such

as this, which would allow khem ko house juveniles with

adults, would send them a rather clear, loud mandate tha:

thaE's exactly what they'll do. That is exactly what they

do. And when you have vague language which talks about

substantially no contact by sight, sound or otherwise
, that

would Rean to them, 'We1l, it was...the k:d was two cells

over from the child molester. The chlld uas *uo cells over

from the murderer.' And I don't care what the Sponsor

tells me, that thak's not the intent. I understand that's

not the intent, but that's exactly Whatfs going to happen

here. I can guarantee that is going to be what happens
.

I've dealt with these police departmentg before, and you're

now gclng to allow these juveniles to be held in those
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types of facklities, and tbat's exactly What theydre qoing

to do. I can guarantee it, you can bet the farm on this
.

They will be doing that. There's no tWa Ways about kt
. So

by doinq this, Ne will be alloving child molesters to be

one cell over for a child Who's been picked up over night

for breaking windovs or whatever and that's a. . .
''

Speaker Kubik: ''Further discussion? The Gentlenan from Cook
,

Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Thank your Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

question?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Indicates he'll yield. 'l

Pugh: ''Representative, am under the inpression that

we're o .gabout to make this Amendment become the Bill? This

Amendment will become the aill. Am I correct?''

Speaker Kubik: 'gRepresentative Turner.
''

Turner, l'That is correck, Representative.f'

Speaker Kubik: ''Reptesentative Pugb.
''

Pught ''Repregentative: When we speak. ..when We speak of the

minors being convinede.vconfined Wtth no contact to sight

by sound of adult prisonerse are we talking about the 10

year olds, the 13 year olds or the 16 year old minors?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, HRepresentative, the Bill refers to juveniles under

16 years of age.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Pugh.
''

Pugh: î'Representative, are you aware of what happens once an

individual enters the correctional system and. . .and the new
level of.o.of laws that take place once an individual is

incarcerated?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, ''Representative, I'm not clear on what youdre asking

me. Coutd you rephrase that? apologize.
''
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Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Pugh.
''

Pugh: ''Are you aware that currently there is approximately three

to five inmates per staff person that's incarc
. w .that's

incareerated in thea..in the criminal justice system?''

Speaker Kubik: nRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: 'IRepresentative, I was not aware of that
, but I'm

notvo.l'n still not clear Whethèr you're referring to the

Juvenlle Department of Corrections or to couney facilities

across the state or to a particular fackltty.'s

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Pugho'l

P h: l'Can yo'u. ..can yau tell me what kind of offenses wouldug

classify these individuals, these youth, tbese...these

children to be kncarcerated wkth hardened crimknals?''

Speaker Rubik: ''Representakive Turner.''

eurner, J.: 111* ls a.m.in fact, a pretty rare case Where a

juvenile is incarcerated and...but essentially it can
inctude any criminal offense. But the court bas to make a

specific finding that *he juvenile ls a clear and present

danger to himself or herself or to members of the public

before a court w1ll hold a juvenile in detention.''
Speaker Kubkk: ''Representative Pughl''

Pugh: ''Well: is it...my question is, is khis before a youth as

adjudicated or after youth as adjudicated or does a youth

have to be adjudicated at a1l?''
Speaker Kubik) S'Representative Turnerw

''

Turnerp J.k ''Representative, this Bill pkovides that vhen a court

makes a flnding, the juvenile needs to be incarcerated. 1*

can be pre-adjudlcation or post-adjudication under this
Amendment.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Pugh.''

pugh: ''So, if...if there is a ease of parental abusee would that
classify a youth to be incarcerated kith. m owith adults?''

!
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Speaker Kubik: l'Representative Turner. ''

Turner, J.: ''No, that would not 6e a delinquency case. I think
that Would be a case of neglect or abuse and in a situation
like thaty my assumption Would be that DCFS Would b

eeome

involved and take the child into protective custody, which

as you know is somethin: quite different than

incazceration.''

Speaker Rubik: ''RepresentaEive Pugh.''

Pugh: nTo the Billr Mr. Speaker.'l

Speaker Kubik: ''Proceed.''

Pugh: ''Representative, ofkentimes we in the hallow halls of
m . .of

Springfield attempt to correct a 1ot of discrepancies that

we see within the...the judicial system, but this piece oc

legislation, I guarantee you, Would.. .would not correct the

wrong. As a matter of fact, it would enhance some criminal

justice that's going on. Once an individual is
incarcerated within the correctional systen

, therefs a neW

set of laws which will govern his life and that's the laW

of survival, which means that he will become prey,
especially a youth 10, 13 to 16 years o1d Will become 

preyv
will come a prime victim of older offenders

. This
individual wilk not by any means be rehabilitated

. ..''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative, could you please brîng your

remarks to a close?''

Pugh: ''An individual, once he's incarcerated, Representakive, if
he is l0, l3, 16 years old, he can very easily become a

victim of rape. He can very easily be taken advantage of
because of his youthful status. And you say that there

will be no sighty sound or connection, but it is impossible
with khe overcrouding in the penal system

, it is imppssible

for a youth not to be subjected to contact with oldet

inmates. And the older inmate might not be
. p .he might not
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be l7, the older inmate might be l6. But, once an

individual's manhood is taken away as a result of this

criminal justice system, then we have created a monster.

And tbis is exactly what this piece of legislation tends to

do. And oftentimes we're not concerned about how these

youths come out into the community. We're not concerned

about the rehabilitation factor because they're not coming

back to our particular communities. But the communities

that these youths are coming back to are going to pay the

cost of this miseducation that they're going to receive as

a result of a failed system. We areo..the records reflect

thaE the crlminal justice system is not working. So why '

are we going to send l0, 13, and 16 year o1d youths into a

system where he can be trained to become a better criminal,

a better part of the problem, instead of the solution. Why

aren't we developinq legislation that would allow these

children to become a part or a portion of DCFS and create

some...kind of counseling mechanisms that would allow them

to become productive citizens...citizens. None of this

leqis...this legislation will not allow a youth to become a

productive citizen. There is no mechanism within *he

criminal justice system that allows a youth to become

rehabilitated and records reflect that. And it reflects

that with the crisis we have in Corrections, and therefore

I request a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Jones, is

recognized. Lou Jones is recognized.''

Jones, L: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the..mwill the Sponsor

yield?''

Speaker Rubik: ''The Sponsor indicates that he will yield.
''

Jones, L: ''Representativee at *he present timev where are these

youths...where are these ninors being held at now?'l
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Speaker Kubik: IlRepresentative Turner.
''

Turner, ''Representative, it's my understanding that there are

specially constructed juvenile facilities in which the

juveniles are currently heldr and I believe that khere are
16 kn number throughout the State of Illinois.

''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Jones.''

Jonesy.L: ''Is there something wrong with where theydre being held

at now that you want to take them from that place and put

them into an adult facility?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner.
''

Turner, 1'No, Representativee there's nothing wrong with the

juvenile facilities. That's not the intent of the Bill.
What, and I didnft get into a...that's a very good

question. did not get into a great deal of detail when I

explained the Amendnent, but the..ethe purpose for this is

that in most downstate counties, We do not have, nost

counties do not have a special juvenile detention center.

As a result, when a juvenile does get in trouble and has to

be incarcerated, counties have to take those juveniles to a

special faciliky for juveniles. Now, that is fine and well
and it's a good idea. But there are many counties that can

keep the adult prison population or jail population

separate from the juvenile population. And when they can

do that and separate them, they can accompkish exactly the

same thing as the juvenile, the special juvenile detention
facility. And the bottom line is, is Eha: for counties that

don't have a special facility who could, except for the

statutes, keep juveniles separate from adults must pay a

tremendous amount of Money to transport and then house the

juveniles from tbeir particular county where the offense

was committed in a different county. And so What it has

done has become a kremendous cost factor for counties that
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do not have juvenile facilities. A11 we're trying to do is

accomplish exactly the sane thing that is bein: done, hold

juveniles separate from adults, but have a tremendous cost
saving to the taxpayers, because ît has been a terrkble

burden on the counties, particularly in the downstate

Z Y P Z * î'

Speaker Bubik: ''Representativm'lonese''

Jones, L: ''In *he aounties that you're mentioning tbat do not

have the facilities to house *he minors, how close or how

near will these minors be to the adults that are in the

facilkty?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turnervl'

Turner, J.: ''The Bill does not specify kn number of feet or

yards, as you know, as to how close they can be. Thatls

why we've used the word, 'substantial'. And the intent is

When we say, 'substantially separate by sight or sound or

otherwise' is that...to demonstrate that the intent of the

Bill is to make sure that there is no consequential contaet

of any kind whatsoever between the adult and the juvenile.
:ut it does not spell out the number of feet or yards as I

said, and khe reason it doesn't do that, for example, you

might have a wall separating the juvenile from khe adult
and they may never see each other, may not ever hear eaeh

other, but they may only be separated by a feW feet. That

Would still accomplish the purpose of what we're trying to

do. So, we tried to fknd language to accomplish the

purpose and keep them from being in contact with each other

and we thknk that the vording, 'substantially separated by

sight or sound or otherwise' is a proper way to do that and

mechanism to accomplish it.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Jonese''

Jones, L: ''Wi1l ehese juveniles be separated by the nature of the
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offense?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner: suspect, Representative, that the persons in

charge of making a decision vhere a certain class of

juvenile offender is housed compared to another class, one

betng more serious than the other. would nake a dectsion

that certain...certain of them are held as I indicated in a

differene area. Hokever, this Bill Would not address the

authority to nake that decision. That Would still be made

wkthin the confines of the authorktkes who are in charge of

the incarceration.''

Speaker Kubik) ''Representative Jonesv'g

Jones, L: ''Representative: I think thatds...that's dangerous. To

qive you an example, what if a young person, say seven or

eight years old is pkcked up, naybe he's 10 or lly for

curfew. Maybe it's curfew and you can't get it. . .and maybe

Ehe authorities can not get in touch with his parenes ak

that particular time, thaE young man or young lady is taken

to the jail in this small community that you're talking
about: this county that you're talking about, and what

there is...''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative, your tine has expired. Could you

bring your remarks to a close.''

Jones, L: 'lWhat if another person is in there, could of been in

there for rape or nurder or whatever and you.. .youdve

already told me Eha: you doo..there's no cerEain place or

you don't know bow far this kndivkdual will be from this

other indikidual. And I think you're taking young people

and throwing them into an environment that could be harmful

to them. I think I realiae vhae youdre saying and What

youlre trykng to do because of the limited space that sone

of the countiês have, but I think whaE you fail to realize
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danger that you're putting some of ehe

youngsters in when you say 16 or younger. It could be a

three year old, it could be a five year old, it could be a

six year old, but your Bill does not say this. And I think

that in the Billy you should spell out certain things

because this...this can be very dangerous. You could be

taking a child that has broken a window or trespassed and

thrown bkm into a sktuation phere anothez...another 16. . .15

or 16 year old might have killed sonebody or raped

somebody, and I think you should take a look. I think

this...this piece of leqislation is very dangerous and can

be very harmful for the youngsters in the State of

Illinois.''

Speaker Kubik: 'fThe Chair recognizes the Lady fron Cook
,

RepresenEative Shirley Jonesq''

Jones, St ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Kubik: 'lThe Sponsor indicates...''

Jonese S: ''I know this is not your first Billy so I'm serious

today, okay.''

Speaker Kubik: f'The Sponsor indicates hedll yieldw 'î

Jones, S: ''The.a.Representative Turner, if there Was a riot in

the...in the jail, and some of these kids are rioting in

the jail and some of these kids got grabbed by the adults:

and maybe three or four of them qot killed by some of the

adults, do you think We will have a laWsuit on our hands?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turnero'l

Turnere J.: ''Certainly Without any question, We would have a

lawsuit on our hands. However, the Bill, if followed and

we have to trust our authorities to follow what the laœ is,

I mean vedre all responsible for doing that, would elearly

state that there is no substantial contact by sight or

sound and again, with the idea that there is no contact of
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any consequence whatsoever. So, if what.e.under your

scenario, there Would be a lawsuit, but that Will not

happen under this Bill. The Bill does not authorize . khat

and if I may digress just a bit, the Bill, as to the former

speaker, would not take into consideration those children

under 13 years of age. That's a separate part of the

Juvenile Court. Act: and this Bill does not deal with those.

It deals with 16, 15 and 14 year olds. Thank you.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, S: ''Your Bil1 do not spell that out and also once.v.once

there's a riot in the jail, regardless lf they next door,

across the Way or Wherever, a lot of these prisons will get

those other kids and the other prisoners out. So,

and...just say for instance one of *he 10 year olds or five

year olds or 13 year or 16 year old get raped in...in the

prison. That's another lawsuit against it. This is a bad

Bill. I vould like for you ta take this Amendnent down

and...and do a little more Work on it. Maybe you can spell

it out a little better than what it is now, because this

really is a bad Asendment. Thank you.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentlenan fron

Vermilion, Representative Black.n

Black: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will *he Sponsor

Xield?'l

Speaker Kubik: ''The Sponsor indicates helll yield.'f

Bl ck: ''Yes Representative, and you know '1 stand in stronga ,

support oe your Asendment. As I've listened to some of the

questions fron tbe other side, would you be amenable to an

Amendment in the Senate that night in faet remove Cook

County from the Bill and perhaps even come up with some

language that would say if you were Within 15 miles of an

approved detentlon facilityr perhaps you...that county
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covered under the 1aw as Well? That might be

something that could get us off dead center here. Would

you be anenable to that kind of Amendmenta''

Speaker Kubik: 'fRepresentaeive Turner.''

Turner, ''Most certainly, Representative Blackg''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ..''7es. Yes.. Thank you.u.thank you very much, Mr. Speaker

and Ladies and Gentlenen of the House. To the Gentleman's

Amendnent. With his Willingness to amend the Bill in the

Senate, and I...and in a1l honesty, I thought we had

exempted Cook County and We probably should do so in the

Senate. think We could also, as mentioned by Members of

the other side of the aksle, exempt a county if you' are

within say 15 miles of an approved juvenile detention

center. But to the...wkth that promise, I would hope you

could support it and ifa..if I could have a little order,

Kr. Gpeaker. Thts ks an extremely kmportant legislative

measure.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''I would hope that a1l of you realize that there are only

16 juvenile detention centers approved in this state. Nowz

the Chicago Tribune in an article back in the 20th of March

pointed out thae a juvenile offender in McHenry County, to

find space for that offender, that Sheriff's Departnent may

have to drive that juvenile al1 the way to East St. Louis,

st. Clair CounEyz to find a bed. Now thak is silly. It's

ludicrous, and let me..olet me quote from an editorial in

my hone town paper, the Commercial News from Danville. Let

me give you something that actually has happened. A 13

year old Vermilion County resident was charged with arned

robbery. aggravated battery against a police officer and

unlawful possesskon of a vehkcle. Now, Ladies and
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1Gentlemeny that isn't tipping over an outhouse

, thatfs a i

iserious cbarge. He walked out of any supervision on the j
I17th of March because the last facility we appealed to for

a bed was in Will County and they had no room. And so the

police had no choice but to release that 13 year old back

in the community. I don't think that's qood public policy.

I realize that many of you have tried *o' say-the worst case

scenario. Now, let's be honest with each other. No i
. . 

gauthority, reasonable aukhority, for fear of suit or worse I
I
Iwould put a juvenile in a bull pen arrangement. That was

done 50 years ago. It was wrong then. It's wrong now.

We're not asking under any circumstances, Would you ever

put a juvenile in a cell with an adult offender. The

Gentlenan's Amendment makes that very clear, substantial

tion of sight and sound. I thtnk you uill see the (separa
E
Iwaiver come down fron the Federal Government that will i' 
t

allow this. The current 1aw isn't working, and juvenile
offenders are no lonqer beinç charged with the crimes of 35

years ago of taking a Wakermelon fron someone's waternelon

patch. This is a very serious Bill. The Gentlenan has

crafted the Amendment. He's Willing and amenable to an i

Amendment to alleviate some of the concerns that those of

you from Cook County have, and rightfully so, you have an

approved facility. But there are dozens of counties Who do

not. And what we are doing is putting juveniles charged
Iwith very serious offenses out on *he sEreeE after elght 
kI 
.hours or less of confinement because We can't find an

Iapproved...a bed in an approved facility
. This is common :

,

sense legislation. I think you'll find that neuspapers a11

over the state think it's common sense legislation. I urge

an 'ayeî vote. The Gentleman has given you his word. He

will seek some Amendments that answer some of your
t
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legitimate concerns, but we need to nove this Bill in *he

process. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. I intend to

vote 'aye' on the Amendment.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Genkleman from Clinton, Representakive

Granberg, is recognized.''

Granberg: HThank you. Would the Gentledan yield?''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman indicates he Nill yield.
''

Granberg: ''Representative Turner, let me give you a. ..one idea.

Representative Black and I discussed this briefky, and

think you're well intentioned with what youdre atkempting

ko do, but there are think valid concerns raised by

Members of the House on its applicability to various parts

of the states, and certainly the concern about juveniles

being subject to the proximity of very serious criminals.

Representative Black had indicated we should move this to

the Senate. I would ask youz Sir: we are on Second

Reading; this is the appropriate place to amend a Bill. We

are not trying to hold your Bill up because I think it is

well intentioned, but I would ask you to consider putting a

different Amendment on. Letls sit' dokn and Work it by

population, by region, by proximity to a juvenile detention
centery and we could resolve I think most of our concerns,
and We can move this Bi1l along, and.. .because there are a

number of people here do no* want to support. . opass this

Bill out of this chanber to the Senate not knowing What can

happen. And again, Mr. Turner, we're not tryins Eo

jeopardize your Bill, but I think We can make it applicable
to what you're trying to do.''

Speaker Kubkk: ''Representative Turner.l'

Turner, J.: ''Wel1, thank you, Representative...''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Turner. Representative Turner,

one moment. Representatkve Black in the Chair.''
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Speaker Black: ''Excuse me one second, Mr. Turner. I believe the .
(Clerk has an announcement

.
'g

Clerk McLennand: ttRules is meeting immediately in the Speaker's

IConference Roony in Churchillds, Representative Churchill's j

Office. Rules is meeting in the Majority Leaderfs Office.''
Speaker Black: ''Xes, Representative Turner.

f'

1
''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representativey I iTurner, J.:

appreciate your comnents and I am willlng to work with you

and 1...1 frankly appreciate khe bipartisan..oextension of

an offer to Work With us on this. And I Want to accomplish j
I
Iwhat the B1ll intends and that is to allow us in counties

where We can separate juveniles from adults to be able to
do so without this terrible cost. I'm willing to work Nith

you at this stage or at any other stage, and I don't know

if you have any specjfic Amendments in mind, but certainly

if you do, I'm willing to discuss those as well. ''

Speaker Black: ''Yes, I have two esteemed colleagues on the other

side of the aisle seeking recognition. Representative

Granberg, would you yield for just one second.
Representative Mautino, wedll get right back to you .

Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: l'Thank you. I had a question of the Sponsor and I

wondered if he gould yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicakes he wi11.''

Mautino: ''Representatkve Turner, ïs there anythkng in the

AmendmenE that uould... LeE me preface this by saying when

a county sends a child to a juvenile detention center, and

I have...l have one of the juvenile, the 16 juvenile

detention centers inside my district. There is a cost

which is incurred and borne by that county. Is Ehere

anything in the Amendment or the Bill itself which would

discourage a county for...or a smaller county for economic
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reasons from keeping a juvenile inside the county jail

system? Our jails are already stuffed at this point in
time. For someone to say, 'Wel1, it'd be more cost

effective to keep this juvenile in our county jail.' I
guess I would want to know that we weren't going to leave

that option open, but even if there is a bed available at a

facility that for cost reasons that child is pu* in a.. .a

county jail Where they may do this just for economic reason
or savingso''

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Representativez certainly there is no mandatory

language in the Bill, and a county will have the option Eo

utilize a juvenile detention center. And my guess is that

many counties, even lf we pass this legislation, will have

a full county jail of adults and will still need in many

instances to use juvenile facilities. Bu* there isn't a'ny

mandatory language that they need to use a juvenile

facility, nor is there any language that says however, that

if there ks space in thekr county jail, that their not

allowed to do that. And I certainly...they Will use cost

as a factor in making this decision. If they could comply

With the statute and save money, I'm sure that theydre

qoing to want to do that.''

Speaker Black: ''Ves, Representative Mautfno, do you have further

tions?''ques

Mautino: ''Yes. The... I guess that would be probably one of my

main concerns because, you know, in the real world, your

county board is going to look at this and say, 'Wel1: it's

going to cost me, you know, $70 or $90 a day to send this

child to the facility where I can keep him here and maybe

separate them by one or two cells.' So, I think when you

do...and I understand and respect whak youdre Erying to do

I
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with the Bk11, 1 just hope that that would be taken into

consideration simply because in the real uorld
, thakfs

going tc happen in the counties.
''

Speaker glack: ''Representative Turner
: do you Want to respond?l'

Turner, J.: ''Yes, Representative Black
. 'Actually not directly to

the..oto the last speakers but with regard to the request

made from my colleaques from the other side of the a.isle,
I've indicated to them that I'm Willing to work on this
legislation with them to put it in

. . ea proper form that we
a11 could tive with. I just want to make eeztakn that they
are willinq to work with me in the immediate future so that
this Bill can be moved out of the House and over to the
Senate in a timely fashion, so the Senate will have an
opportunity to work wtth it and vote on ie as uell

. And if
they're willkng to do that, then I would be Willing to root

it from the record for the tine beinq until We get it in
proper form and back on the House floor

.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg
, does tbat meet with your

aPêrOVa1?''

Granberg: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. Representative Turner, thank
you very much. I know youdre Well intentioned and We

appreciate your offer to take the B1ll out of the record.
We will meet with you immediately you would 

care to.
Again, ge do not mean to. . .to deliberately stall thks
legislation whatsoever. 

' It is well intentioned and ge'll

be more than happy to meet with you and 
come to an

agreement on this...on this Bi1l. ''

Speaker Black: ''What is your destre, Representative Turner?''
Turnet, ''Por purposes of the day' I will ask that this Bill

be taken out of the recotd, with the understanding that we

wil1 seriously negotiate this with the Members from the
oEher side of the aisle and bring ik back ouE in this
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legislative Session in time so that it can go back. . .get

over to the Senate in time for a vote there.''

Speaker Black: ''Thank you very muchg Representative Turner. And,

Representative Granberg, if our staffs could get together

and work on that and I appreciate the bipartisan effort.

At this tinee the Chait Wauld like to acknowleoge

Representative Mautino. Frank Mautino, is he in. the

chambet? Representatkve Mautino, the Chakr would like to

know if We were not...the bulk of us on the Floor were not

înformed that this, perhaps, is a '70's flashback day.

Well, we also noticed your leather jacket with the 'Starsky

and Hutch' enblem on the back is very fashionable. But

perhaps you could tell us, al1 of us, when wefre going to

have these flashback days? Thank you. Mr. Clerk, on page
three of the Calendar, what's the status of House Bill

412?91

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 4412, a Bk11 for an Act that amends

the Environmental Protection AcE. Second Reading of this

House Bi11. Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee. No

Motions. No Floor Amendments. A fiscal note has been

requested on the Bill as amended and tt has been filedvn

Speaker Black: ''Third Reading, Mr. Clerk. On page three of the

Calendar appears House Bkll 508. Kr. Clerk, what's the

status?''

Clerk McLennand) uHouse 3i11 #508, a Bi11 for an Act that amends

the Illinois Municipal Code. Second Reading of Ehis House

Bill. Amendment /1 was adopted in Committee. Floor

Amendment #2 has been referred to Rukes. A fiscal note has

been requested on the Bill as amended.''

Speaker Black: ''Xes, the status of the fiscal note, Mr. Clerk.'l

Clerk McLennand: ''We11, the fiscal note is requested cn the Bill

as amended by House Amendment #2. House Amendnent 42 is in

April 7, 1995
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Rules and is not on the Bi11, sa the note is out of order.

No further note requests.l'

Speaker Black: nThank you, Third Reading. Excuse mer the Chair

sees that the Representative...the Lady from Cook,
Representative Monique Davis' speak light is on. I don't

see her. Is she seeking recognition? Thank you. Mr.

Clerk, on page seven of the Calendar, there appears House

Bill 1320.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41320, Bill's been read a second

time previously. No Committee Amendnents. Floor Amendment

# l . . . ''

Speaker Black: ''I donft see the Sponsor, Mr. Clerk. Could you

hold the Bill on Second Reading? On page nine of the

Calendarr there appears House Bill 1748. Mr. Clerkr What's

the status?''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill /1748 has been read a second tine

previously. No Committee Amendments. Floor Amendment

#l...F1oor Amendment #l, offered by Representative Roskam,
is approved for consideration.''

Speaker Blackl ''Third Reading. I'm sorry. Proceedy Mr. Clerk
.
''

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #l, offered by Representative

Roskam, is approved for consideration.d'

Speaker Black: ''The Chair would recognize the Gentleman from

Dupage, Representative Roskam.lt

Roskam: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Floor Amendmgnt #1 is a clean up AmendmenE that was

suggested and requested by Representative Hoffman. It

merely takes out the part of this Department of Labor clean

up Bill, which would have repealed the Illinois Farm Labor

Contractor's Certification Act. This restores that Act and

I would move its adoption and ask for your favorable

consideration.''
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Speaker Black: ''Thank you very much. Any discussion on the

Amendment? The Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative

Hoffman.''

Eoffman: ''Qhank youp Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he Will.''

Hoffman: ''This cleans up the problem thak we had concerning the

Farm Labor Contractor's Certification Act. Isn't that

correct?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Roskan.'l

Roskan: ''That's correct.n

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: 'flt's my understanding that the rest of this is

merelya..the rest of this Bill then is merely technical

changes. Is that right?f'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Roskam.l'

Roskam: ''That's right.''

Speaker Black: ''Representaeive Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''And this is being put forward by the Department of

Labor, I believe?''

Speaker Blaek: ''Represenkative Roskan.''

Roskam: d'That's rightv''

Speaker Black: nRepresentative Hoffman.'d

Hoffman: think we can probably discuss more of the meri*s on

Third Reading, but this Amendnent is good because think

what it does is it removes something that Would have been a

substantive change and I think that as far as the Amendment

goes, it's a good Amendment and I think we're in favor of

it . ''

Speaker Black: l'Representative Roskam to close.''

Roskam: 'Il'd ask for your favorable consideration.
''

Speaker Black; ''Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, youdve heard

the debate on Floor Amendment tl to House Bill 1748. All
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those in favor of the Amendnent signify by saying 'aye';

opposed 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes'

have it. The Amendment is adopted. Mr. Clerk, Third

Reading. Any further Amendments?'l

Clerk McLennand: '1No further Amendments, but a fiscal note has

been requested on the Bill as amended and has not been

filed.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Roskam? A fkscal note as amended

has been placed on your Bill.''

Clerk McLennand: ''The fiscal noke has been wiehdrawn.'f

Speaker Black: ''The fiscal note has been Withdrawn
. Mr. Clerk,

any further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennandr ''No further Amendmentso
''

Speaker Black: ''Third Reading. On page nine of the Calendar

appears House Bill 1795. RepresenEative O'Connor
. Is

Representative O'Connor in the chambers? Take the Bill out

of the record. On page 11 of the Calendar appears House

Bill 2236. Representative Tom Johnson
. Yes: Mr. Clerk,

read the Bill. Representative Johnson's on his way
.
''

Clerk KcLennand: nHouse Bkkl 42236, a Bkll for an Act that amends

the Code of Criminal Procedure of 1963. Second Reading of

this House Bill. Conmtttee Amendment #1 has been referred

to Rules. Committee ARendment #2 is referred to

Subcommittee. Ploor Amendnents #3 and 4 referred to Rules
.

Floor Amendment #5, offered by Representative Tom Johnson
,

haG been approved for conslderation. ''

Speaker Black: l'On khe AmendmenE, khe Gentleman from Dupage,

Representative Johnson.'l

Johnson, Tom: ''Yes, this Amendnent #5 is a result of a 1ot of

input from the state's attorneys and from defense bar and a

nunber of other individuals on eoncern of the original Bill

that provided that post-conviction petitions Would have to
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be brought within six months of a conviction at the lowest

court level. That origtnal Bill that was brought to my

attention could create a glut of post-conviction petitions
.

Our goal here ks to expedite those post-conviction

petitions and expedite the whole appeal process as' it

relates to the death penalty. So this Amendmenty I

believe, achieves that, and as a result of a lot of

discussions and negotiations, and would now require that a

defendant would have to file their post-conviceion petition

within 45 days after the defendant files his or her brief

in the appeal of the sentence before the Illinois Supreme

Court. Soz it's really the appeal of the. . .or the filing

of the brief and the deadlkne OE filing of the brief in the

Supreme Court Which Will now trigger the filing of the

post-conviction petition. And that's a1l this Amendment

does is clarifies that and would ask for a Motion
, 'do

pass' on thts.'l

Speaker Black: ''Yes, on Floor Amendment #5, the Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Dart, is recognized.
''

Dart: ''Thank you. Just a couple quick questions. Representative

Johnson, Who Were the parties you Rentioned you worked this

out With?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Johnson.
''

Johnson, Ton: ''I spoke with some of the assistant state's

attorneys, both in Cook and in Dupage, and with Mr.

O'Rell1y from the Publlc Defender's Office, worked wiEh

them and thatlsa..those are the individuals
.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dartp''

Dart: ''And this Was the result, Was an agreement Worked out as

a result of all that? One quick question, too. NoW? did

the.o.Are the courEs on board with this as well? Because I

know it makes some changes in regards to the filing and
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also makesa..deletes language dealing With the issuance of

the opinkon from the Illinois Supreme Court. Were khey

consulted to make sure that this in no way causes problems

with the way they operate their business?''

Speaker Black: ''RepresenEative Johnson.''

Johnsonr Tom: ''I did not have any discussions with the courts on

this. I don't believe the courts Would care on this.

thknk we could have really clogged up the court system, the

way we originally had ik. I think there was some

legitimate concerns raised there. I do believe that with

the rewrike here, I believe wedll stîll be able to cut

maybe two years off of the appeal time on death penalty

cases.''

Speaker Black: ''Repzesentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you.'l

Speaker Black: ''With no one out seeking recognition,
Representatkve Johnson to close.''

Johnson, Tom: 'flust ask ehat ehis be adopted.
''

Speaker Black: ''Youfve heard the discussion on Floor Amendnent 45

to House Bill 2236. Al1 those in favor of the Amendment

signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'nay'. In the opinion of

the Chakr, Ehe 'ayesl have it. The Amendment is adopted.

Mr. Clerk, any further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: ''NO further Amendmentse n

Speaker Black: ''Tbird Reading. On page 11 of the Calendar

appears House Bill 2307. Mr. Clerk, read the Bi1l.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 42307, a Bill for an Act that anends

the Public Utilities Act. Second Reading of this House

Bi 11 . ''

Speaker Black: f'The Sponsor: I believe, is in a meeting. Take

the 3111 out of the recozd. Welll come back Eo On the

Order of Third Reading, on pave 14 of the Calendar appears
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House Bill 178. Mr. Clerk, read the Bill.''

Clerk McLennand: l'House Bill #178, a Bill for an Kct that amends

the School Code. Third Reading of this House Bil1.
'î

Speaker Black: 'fAnd on that Bill, the Gentleman from Kane,

Representaeive Hoeft.''

Hoeft: HThank youy Mr. Speaker. House Bi11 l78 is actually a

' combination of -three. different-Bills that passed out of the

Education Committee. The first of these Bills is the

School Treasurer's Bond Reduction Bill. This will save the

school districts considerable amount of noney because they

Will reduce it fron 100% of the requirement to 25%, whieh

1.11 explain laker. The second is a Biil kha: vill give

*he school districts greater flekibility in using

substitukes. The third Bill is a Bill that will allow

scbool distrkcts to evaluate the services of the State

3oard of Education. Let ne go through each of tbese in

detail Eo We can have a discusskon on them. 'here ks a

requirement in 1aw that says that the school treasurer must

have a bond equal to 100% of the greatest anount of money

on deposit. That includes building bonds, life safety

bonds, a1l sorts of bonds that cannot be cashed. It is a

very difficult thing to believe that anyp..ltls impossible

for any individual to cash these bonds, and yet We are

requiring the school districts to take out a $1.15 per 100

bond on a charge on these bonds. I have been talking to

the bonding companies and they say they do not understand

this because it is vireually lmpossible for an individual

to cash these. The state schools spend approximately one

million dollars a year on these bonds. In the last 20

years, there has not been a single penny taken by a school

treasurer. Yet, the school districts have spent 20 nillion

dollars on this bond. We are asking that, that be reduced
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to 2S% of the highest amount on deposit and thls will 

save

the school districts and your diskrict, your area,
considerable amount of money. The second issue that this

Bill addresses is the problem of substitute teachers.
Substitute teachers are a concern of almost every school
disErick 'cause you can't get these critters

. The law says
that if you have. a bachelor's . degreGs- you- can ''get a

substitute certificate and substitute in any classroom in a
school dkstrict. Xet, an actual teacher, an active teacher

cannot substitute in an area outside of their certificate.
So, a high school Eeacher cannot substitute in elementary
and an elenentary school teacher cannot substitute in high
school. Neither of that group can substitute in a special
education class. That simply does noE make any sense. The
third of these Sills in 178 allows a school district board
president to annually evaluate the services of the State
Board of Education and the regional offices of education.
This creates an accountabilitg that has been missing for
both khe State Board and the regional office and al

vlows all
the servicesy educational services in the state from tbe
individual school to the school district to the State Board
of Education to annually be evaluated

. This composite Bill
passed out of Committee, each one of these

, 20 - nothing.

I know of no opposition to any of these Bills
. I would ask

that they be passed.''

Speaker Black: HThank you and on House Bill 178, the Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Lang
.
''

Lang: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicateg he Wil1
.
H

Lang: ''Can you please explain *he provision in this Bill relaklve
to substitute teachers?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft
.
tt
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Hoeft: ''In order to get a substitute certificate in the state,

you need to have a bachelor's degree from an accredited

school. That's all. With that substttute certificate, you

can substitute virtually throughout any classroom in the

school district. Yet, a person who holds a high school

certificate, an elementary school certificate, or a special

education certificate, cannot substitute outside their

domain. Therefore, it limits the school disErict's

flexibklity in using substitutes on a basis of need.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Relative to *he section regarding the reduction of bond

penalties, you indicate that the penalties will decrease

the individual provides surety. What Will that surety cost

these individuals?''

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''The suzety Would be the bond, I would assume.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you. By the way, before I proceed: Mr. Speaker, We

will remove this fron Short ''Debate. I?n joinedu by the
requisite number.''

Speaker Black: ''That's fine. That's fine.''

Lang: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Black: ''Absolutely.'t

Lang: ''Representative, the State Board of Education did not

oppose the proposal, relative to these reductions, but

seemed to indicate that a larger percentageg such as

perhaps 50% might make more sense. What was your comment

to them reqarding that?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''Qhe State Board of Education made absolutely no

statements to me indicating anything other than full

support for Ehe 25% level.''
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Speaker Black: f'Representative Lang.f'

Lang: ''What savings Will there be here and who will the savings

be to?''

Speaker Black: ''Representakive Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''The schaol dkstricts in the State of Illinois spend

approxkmately million dollars a year on that bond
. Kane

Countyy my regional office, $37:000 was spent by the nine

school districts for that bond on an annual basis. I've

asked the bonding authorities if they could please give me

an estimation of the reduction. They said they could not
,

buk it would be in the vieinity of about 25% of the cost

that is noW occurredw''

Speaker Black: ''Yes, Represenkative Lang.f'

Lanq: ''And how often in the past has this bond been paid out?

How often have Ne had to call on the bonding company to pay

out on the bond?''

Speaker Blackt HRepresentative Eaefto''

Hoeft: ''I did a State Board search. We went over to their

records. In the last 20 years, the bond has never been

used. Not a single penny has been taken.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.n

Lang: ''So, it would be your position that for the last 20 yearsr
a11 the school districts have been paying thousands and

thousands of dollars for no reason?f'

Speaker Black: 'sRepresentative Lang. I%n sorry. Representative

Hoefke do you uant to respond?''

Hoeft: ''That is correct?l'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lango'l

Lang: ''We1l, it sounds like a pretty good 3i1l to me,
Representatkve. 1111 support it.u

Speaker Black: ''Any further questions? The Gentleman from Cook
,

Representative Dart.''
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Dart) ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he Wi11.''

Dart: ''Representatives just a couple of quick questions here.

The annual evaluation, Whyz I mean, What's the reason we

need to do that? I mean, is there a problen rkght now with

the State Board of Education that they are not providing

services 'in such a way that we are suspect of their Worth

or Why is it that we need to have these schools evaluate in

that?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''We, in the Legislature, have placed the educational

instltutions in this state under great scrutiny. We have a

report card for every single school building. Thirteen

pages going into details on test scores and student

attendance, on mobility dropout, al1 of that. We have a

report card on every single school district in the State of

Illinois, allowing the public to *ake a look at the

efficiencies of these. We have an accountability model for

ehe educational community in every group in the state, with

the exception of khe sta*e Board and the regional öffices

of education. I think it's Lime that we empower the school

districts to also evaluate how well ehey do in

certification, hov well they do wieh their legal advice:
how well they do in life safety. T khink it's time, in

fact, We find out what the boards of education believe is

the servlce value from Ehe regional office and from *he

State Board. Why don't we brin: them also under an

accountability modela''

fpeaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: 'fYeah, I have no problem With the accountability. My real

concern was, is there a... were there . particular problems

With how they Were operating though that. .vEor Chicago
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public schools, for examplez a lot of the accountability

came about as a result of the problems they were havlng

khere and a 1ot of the other and different agencies When we

have ïnspector generals and the like that We create, it's
always in result of problens that are out there. Is there
a particular problem that you have in mind that the State
3oard has been doing thaE we are targetkng under or is this
in general, jusE as you were saying for accountability

PurPO5es?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Roeft
.
''

Hoeft: ''I believe khe StaEe Board of Cducatton does an excellent

job in many of the areas that khey are working Wikh
.

They're working under difficult conditions
. This is not

targeted at any single issue or any single person
. I think

it's good publlc policy to have an annual evaluation to

create a base line: service base line, so we can laok ak
this long term. This is not an attack upon the State Board
or the regional office.''

Speaker Black: urRepresentative Dart
.
'%

Dart: ''Wi1l there be any cost involved with this evaluation?''
Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft

.
''

Eoeft: ''The State Board bas a fiscal note that says it'll be very
Minimal. What it vill take is a one paqe sheet of paper to
be sent out to *he 923 school districts

. They then Wi11
have the opportunity. This is not a mandate. This is an
opportunity to fill out the one page sheet and send it
back. So, 900 stamps, two kiEh *he State Boardz excuse me,
to the school districts, 900 stamps back and the cost of

the single piece of paper. That's the cost to the state
.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.n

Dart: ''And, Representative, just so I'm clear then, they.are not
required to fill Ehis out. If bhey wish to evaluate the
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servkces, they can. Is that correct?'f

Speaker Black: IlRepresentative Hoeftm''

Hoeft: ''Absolukely.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''My final quesklon is, if this has a1t been reported to the

Lieutenant Governor, other than dispersing, what does the

Lieutenant Governor do with this .information?p

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.î'

Hoeft: ''I asked the Lieutenant Governor if this Was the

appropriate use of his office. I did not Want an

evaluation to come back and be tabulated by the indivldual

agency being evaluated. So I went to his office, he said

that this could be done without any additional costs
. His

responsibility is tallykng Lt and giving it to the State

Board, the General Assembly, and to any member of the press

that would desire

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Finally then, just so I'm clear, the Lieutenant Governor,
himself or herself, whoever would be, they are not to do

any evaluating, any work whatsoever. Theytre just to tally
and disperse it. Correct?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

''They a1l...All theydre going to do' is tally it and 1et itHoeft:

be dkstributedw''

Speaker Slack: ''Yes, the Lady from Cookz Representative Davisz
are you seêklng recognition on Ehis Bi11?'1

Davis, M.: ''My light's on, Gir. Thank you.f'
. *

Speaker Black: ''Proceedw''

Davis, M.: ''Okay. Representative Hoeft, I understand that this

Bill will in sone *ay affect substitute teachers in high

school?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''
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Hoeft: ''It will affect

April 1995

the school districtsf use of substitute

on through K-l2.''teachers, straight

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Exactly hoW Will that

happen?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft. ''

Hoeft: ''Substitutes are very difficult people to find. What this

Bill does is allou a qualified elementary school teacher,

Who has an active certificate, to be able to substitute in

high school, to be able to substitute in a special

education class. That individual is not allowed to do that

at this point. This would allow a school district to take

a qualified high school teacher and allow that individual

to substitute in an elementary school and a special

education classroom. They are noE allowed to do Ehat at

this point. This would allow a special ed
, a type 10

certificated person, eo substitute in elementary and high

school. This Nill give the school districts greater

flexibility to put qualified people in classrooms Where the

regular teacher is nissing.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis.
''

Davks, M.: ''Representatkve, removing theo . .ls kt the 200% bonding

to 25:?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.f'

Hoeft: ttlt is 100%. 100% to 25%.
9$

Speaker Black: BRepresmnEaElve Davls.''

Dévis, M.: ''Representative, why is necessary to loWer that

bond amount? Why do you feel that's better? Wbat's the

#urPOSe?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''I think a bond nust reflect the thteat, and tf there has

been no loss from this and there is no physical way a
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person can cash in life safety bonds or building bonds: why

do we then require the school distrïcts to spend tens of

thousands of dollars to give to a bonding company, money to

protect themselves aqainst this?'l

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davise''

Davis, M.: ''Am correct, Representative, that those higher

amounts have been on the books for a very, very, very long

time and perhaps they were there before school districts

had the abilities to so quickly audit khe treasurer or the

treasurer's reporEs?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: '1I would say that's a fair stakemenk.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davise''

Davisp M.: ''I would also like to ask, Representative, about hoW

many treasurers of schools are they or are We talking

about, and would this affect...ltdll affect each district's

budget. Is that correct?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoef*o''

Hoeft: ''It would affect, yell, let's answer the question

sequentially, okay. There are 923 school districts in the

state. Each one is required to have a business manager:

okay, and that would be the nunbers youdre talking about.

The effect on Ehe budget would depend, obviously, on the

size of the amounk of money that they had bonded for. In

Kane County, again, we're talking about $37,000 is the cost

of the annual bond for *he school treasurers. Chicago

public schools, that bond is probably very, very

siqnificant in cost.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: HAnd I'm just curious. Do you know Who Would lose

that money?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

April 7, 1995
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Hoeft: ''The Boards of Education for curriculum, for computer

technology, for salarkes.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Who would lose the moneyz not who would use the

money. Who would lose the money?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''That's lose with an 17 Okay. Lose the money, the

bonding companies, the businesses.''
1

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis.
''

Davis, M.: ''Wel1, Representative, if we can reduce ik to 25%, why

don't we just reduce it to 10%?'1

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''And I'd be pleased ko cosponsor that Bill with you next

year if you want to introduce it. We're going to 25% at

this particular point and I think that veryz very
adequately covers any possible threat in any school

district in the state. The question of 25%, 15*, 20%,

uhatever, I Waùt 25% because I think there is not a threat

. to any school district at that particular amount.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis, bring your questioning to a

close. Twenty seconds.''

Davis, M.: ''Represenkative, hoW did you Ehink of this Bil1?''

Speaker Black: 'lRepresentative Hoeftm''

Hoeft: ''As regional superintendent, I annually had to sign that

bond and I wondered Why We Were spending money When we

could spend iE for chlldren.''

Speaker Black: 'fon this issue, the Gentleman fron Whiteside,

Representative Mktchellz to the Bi11.''

Mitchell: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'l

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he wi1l.n

Mitchexl: OThank you. Representative Hoeft, isn't it in fact

true that at any one time, the school treasurer Would not :
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have actual access to cash or to money thak Would even

exceed 25% of the bonding power?''

Speaker Black: ''Represenkative Hoeft.f'

Hoeft: ''That is correct and that is the reason why 100% level is

not in any way accurake.o.needed.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Kttchell.''

Mitchellt ''And so your intention' With' thls Bill is# pure and
sinple, is to save some school districts some money khat

can be used in the education of the children of that

particular district?''

Speaker Black: ''Representakive Hoeft.
''

Hoeft: *1 believe that this group, b0th sides of the aisle: want

to focus on ways that we can help the district save money,

create greater flexibility, and create greater

accountabiliky. And this Bill is something that we a11 can

qo back to our districts: be proud of, coming from this

89th General Assemblye''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mitchell.''

Mitchell: -''0n the issue of Eubstttutes, donlt you feel in fact

that probably you're making honest men out of

superlntendents, former superintendents like myself, who in

an emergency and ln a crksis situakion have had to use

people with a certification and can do an excellent job at
another area and may have to be put in there in an

emergency sikuation, even though they are not allowed to do

that?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''As regional superintendentz I knog superintendents would

call ne and say We do not have a legal substituee. Can we

use a person Who has a high school certificate in an

elementary school classroom on an emergency basis? And I

would say, yes. I Want to make sure the districts are
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protected legally so that if they did something like that

and something happened in that classroom, eheg Wouldn't be

open to lawsuit.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mitchell.''

Mitchell: ''Thank youe Dr. Hoeft. I may have asked that sane

question nyself if I were in your district at one Eime or

another. And on the third tssuee isn't the intent solely

for improvement and allowing State Board of Education to

look at those areas concerned of the kndividual dkstrict so

that they can address those issues that maybe might Stip by

if they d1d not have this evaluation procedure?''

Speaker Dlack: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''I think the evaluakion that we are going to put in here

is going to be very beneficial to the State Board. They

and the regional superintendents will be the ones coming up

with the instrument, so they can ask the districts what

areas they need imprcvement. I think that this is going to

be a very posttive thing for the State Board and the

regional office and that's why it was creakedv''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mitchell.'f

Mitchell: fêThank you, Mr. Speakerr eo the Bill. I think

Representative Hoeft has attacked three very vital areas to

education that is goin: to Rake it a smoother running

process and clear up some problems thak have been there for

many years. certainlg suppore this Blll and would

recommend thaE everyone support it. Thank you.''

Speaker Black: ''Any further discussion? The Geneleman from

Williamson, Representative Woolard.''

Woolard: ''lhank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: f'He indicates he wil1.''

Woolard: ''In reviewing the records on treasurers' bonds, I'm sure

tbat there ha/e been some losses tbzougb the years. Have

41st Legislative Day
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any OE those losses approached 25% in total in the losses

that have been incurred?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''We have not found one single penny taken by a school

treasurer, a school business manager, in the State of

Illinois. We have found cafeteria workers, we have found

principals, we have found superintendents who have

absconded vith funds. But in our search, and it was faizly

heavy and fairly diligent, we could not find a single penny

taken from a school treasurer.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Woolard.
'l

Woolard: ''And also revtewing those documents fron the historical

records, did you find Ehat in most instances, the cash

available to the treasurer on a daily basis ever exceeded

25% of the total funds available?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''That is a fare statement. We did not find that it

exceeded 25:.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Woolard.''

Woolard: ''So in other Words, there's really no risk, if we look

historically at the situations With the treasurers and

local school districts at this time.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''That is the reason Why we developed that 25% level. You

were correct in your statenent.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Woolard.l'

Woolard: ''In reality, What we are kalklng about here, and I think

this is something that's important. We are talking about

utilkzing those funds that we have available to the local

school districts to the best of our ability for the kids.

Protection, sure this ts important, but if we can hire an

additional teacher or maybe in some of the larger
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districts: several teachers in that system. With the money

tbat we save on something that really is not at risk, it's

just a laW that we've had in existence for some time
. I

think we would be foolish nok to attach in some fashion a
change in that policy. I also agree with the previous

speaker and his comments that there are other areas of thi
s

Bill which are significantly impactful in making sure and
ensuring that the local control, the local superintendent,
has the ability...the local principal has the ability to
find quality individuals to substitute in the cl

assroom on

a dakky basis. I think that we would be foolish not to

pass this. I would encourage each and every one of you to
join with us in support of a good Bill.

''

Speaker Black: ''Thank you very much
. With no one else seeking

recognitiony the Chair Would recognize Representative Hoeft
to close.''

Hoeft: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Sveryone that votes 'yes' for

this can go back to their district and say
, 'Look, We are

trying to reduce our mandates. We are trying to reduce the
fiscal needs of the district in terms of the law. We're
trying to create flexibiltty for you and we're trying t

o

create an accountability for the bureaucracy
. ' This is a

Bill I think that symbolizes where We should be Working,
the direction we should be taking. I would ask for a

positive vote.''

Speaker Black: d'The question is, 'Shall House Bill pass?'

A1l those in favor vote 'age'; opposed vote 'nay'
. Voting

is open. This is final action. Have al1 voted who wish?

Have a1l voted Who wish? Have a1l voted who wish
. Mr.

Clerk, take the record. On this question
, there are l16

'ayes', no 'nays', no one voting 'present'
. This Bill

having received a Constitutional Majority is hereby
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declared passed. The Gentleman from Peoria, Representative

Leitch, are you seeking recognition?''

Leitch: ''Ves, I am: Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. On a point of personal privilege, it is indeed an

honor to help our state celebrate the 48th birthday of our

Majority Leader: Robert Churchill. So if you Would join

me in a round.of applause for Majority Leader Churchill. I

also was assigned the duty of testing his cake. It is a

very qood cake and it is available in the Majority Leader's
Offlce, and I'm sure he vould invite everyone in the

chamber to go help him celebrate his birthday. Thank you,

Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Black: ''Thank you, Representative. Representative

Leitch...Representative Leitch, did you say.. .Did you say

you were... We wil1 hurry with this because there won't be

any left if Spangler and Deering get there quickly. But

did you say that the Majority Leadez Was born in l938?d'
Leitchs ''Yes, was at least that lonq aqo and frankly we

thought Representative Spangler was off the floor and not

in the chanber.'l

Speaker Black: ''Well, happy birthday, Representative Churchille

and welll a1l enjoy some cake. On page 14 of the Calendar

appears House Bill 300. Mr. Clerk, Committee Report.''

Clerk McLennand: 'êcommittee Report. Committee Report from

Representative Churchill, Chairman from the Comnittee on

Rules, to which the folloking Bills and Amendments were

referred, action taken on April 7, 1995, reported the same

back Wkth the following recommendationsz 'do approve for

consideration' House.p.Floor Amendment #3 to House Bill

597, Floor Amendment #2 to House Bill 974, Floor Amendment

41 to House Bill 1140, Floor Amendment 42 to House Bill

1200, Floor Amendment #6 to House Bill 1709, Ploor
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Amendnent #8 to House Bill 2038, and House Joint Resolution

#36. House Bill #300, a Bill for an Act that amends the

Illinois Conkrolled Substances Act. Third Reading of this

House Bill.''

Speaker Black: ''And on that Bill, the Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Giles.î'

Giles: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Eouse. I'R here to present to you House Bill 300. What

House Bill 300 does is amend the Illinois Controlled

Substances Act. Funds that are retained by the county from

the drug assessment imposed upon persons convicted of or

placed on probation or conditional discharge or supervision

for a violation of the Act' shall be used for conmunity base

treatnent programs, pregnant women who are addicted to

alcohol, cannabis or controlled substance, in addition to

the needy care of minor and enancipated children of these
I

women. What this Bill does is allow community based

programs and organizations to better serve the

constituencies in their area. There are 3,000 substance

abuse affected births in Illinois each year. From 1985 to

'94, there Were l2-fold increase in substance affected

births in Illinois. What this legislation does is allbw

the community base organization to not only give the actual
' 

gtreatment, but to monitor that young woman's whole !
I

livelihood, to make sure that she gets on the right track

of life. OfEentimes when money's puE lnEo a hospiEal and a

person is treated, that is vhere the treatment stops. As

soon as Ehat person' leaves the hospitalz that young lady

and their child and their family receive no more treatment.

So if assessments that are made by the courts for young
!

women to be helped, then I believe that the community based ')

organization can do a better job than not only providing
I
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the treatment, but to further make sure that that young

lady receives treatment throughouk her pregnancy and also

to make sure that her children receive the treatnent that

is needed. This Bill came before the Committee and it

passed unanimously and 1' also ask for a unantmous vote from

the floor chamber.''

Speaker Black: ''And on that Bill, is there any diseussion? The

Gentleman from Kendal, RepresenEative Crosso'l

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he wi11.''

Cross: ''Representativer does this apply just to Cook County or
does it apply stateWide?'l

Speaker Black: ''Representative Giles.''

Giles: ''This Bill applies to Cook Counky only.f'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Crossp''

Cross: ''In looking through the Bill, Representative, I just Wank
to clear up a few things. I think the idea is a good one:

but itvv.itfs my understanding fron reading khe Bill that

the money collected by the county clerk is then kransferred

to the State Treasurer Who would then disperse the Money.

Will this Bill prohibit any money from fines to be

transferred for hospitalization?''

Sgeaker Black: 'fRepresentative Gilesv''

Giles: ''Representative, no: it would not. At the current timey

there are no assessments of these moneys that's going eo

the hospikal. What this Bill will do is allow the

communtty base programs and organization to make sure that

moneys are assessed and to make sure that moneys will go

inko these prograns. At this current time: even though it

is in place for hospitals to receive assessments from the

court, it is note..it is not being done.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.''
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Cross: ''Well, Representative: and I'm not trying to qive you a

hard time at all, bu* where's khat money goinq if it's not

being done now?l'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Giles.''

Giles: ''Right now the courts are simply no* making the

assessments. The moneys that should be

. - ' 'assessmentuk.assessed the courts are not doing it, and so

What commulkty based organizatkons are saying if they can

actually, not to take moneys from the hospital, if they'can

actually have moneys going to community based programs,
that then they will sort of be a Watchdog and somehow nake

sure that the judicial system assess these penalties.f'

Speaker Black; ''Representatkve Ctoss.''

Cross: ''Representative, who is going Eo make... Wellr 1et ne ask

you a couple of questions. Are you saying that the court

is not assessing this portion of the fine at this time?

The court's neglecting or ignoring this section of the

statuke?e'

Speaker Bkack: ''Representative Giles.''

Giles: ''Representative, just like We have a 1ot of laws on *he
books, it ls on the books. However, the courts are simply

no* exercising that option at this time.''

Speaker Black: ''Yes: Representative Cross, you are about ko

expire. Your time is about to expire.''

Cross: nRepresentativee who makes the decision Where this money

Will end up going? %hoss going to make *he decision wbich

community based programs will receive the money?''

Speaker Black: ''Representatkve Giles.''

Giles: ''Representative, DASA, the Department of Alcohol and

Substance Abuse Will make that determination and will grant

moneys to persons or community base organizatîons that are

licensed by khaE department. That's hoW the money Will be
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dispersed.''

I
Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross, bring your questioning ko

an end.'f

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representativey is there any way

We can.o.have you attempted through this Bill to let the

courts know that this fs tmportant and to address that

problem of--the cou.rts not- assessing this? Is there a way

we can clean that up a little bit? And have you do that

. through khis Bill?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Gileso
''

Giles: f'Representative, that is the thrust of this Bi1l, to have

some aggressive aommunity based organizations to lobby and

Eo sort of be a Watchdog, to make sure that the courts make

these assessments from the actual unwanted activity of drug

dealings and drug traffickings in our communkties, to make

sure that these fines are assessed so that the women who

are affected by these type of unwanted pregnancies and

these type of drug infested situationsv to make sure that

moneys are placed and are assessed and used.''

Speaker Black: 'IThank you. Representative Crossr your time has

expired. Representative...the Gentleman from Lake,

RepresenEaEive Salvi. This Bill is on Short Debate. Are

you seekinq recognition? Do you want to take the Bill off

of Short Debate?''

Salvi: ''No, Mr. Speaker, I would like to move the previous

question.''

Speaker Black: 9'It isn't necessary, no one is seeking

recognitkon. The Chakr would recognkze the Gentleman fron

Cook, Representative Giles, to close.''

Giles: ''What this Bill actually will do is allow the community

ization that not only provide treatment to drug 1base organ
dependent Women, especlally women who are pregnant, but to
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also to follow up on the process and that is something that

is not happening, I knowr in my community to make sure that

this individual will have the proper treatment and to have

a viable life-style afkerwards, to make sure that this

young lady is watched, to make sure that she is on the

right track. And I urge a favorable vote for House Bill

300 . ''

Speaker Black: ''The question is# 'Shall House Bill 300 pass?'

A1l those kn favor vote 'aye'; a11 those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting ks open. This is final action. Have

a1l voted who wish? Have a1l voted who Wish? Have all

voted who uish? Mr. Clerkr take the record. On this

queseion, there are 116 voting 'aye', none voting 'no', and

none voting 'present'. This Bill having received the

Constitutional Majority is hereby declared passed. The
Gentleman from Clinton, Representative Granberg, are you

seeking recognition?''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, point of order. If

Representative Smith would like to come down to the floor,

he could probably get a better feel for how the process

works or he could stay in the gallery and take notes,
S O * * * ''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Smith, are you visiting with

constituents in the gallery? It's always nice to see a

Representative taking care of constituent business. On

page 20 of the Calendar appears House Bill 1004. Mr.

Clerk, read the Bill.''

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Btl1 1004, a Bill for an AcE amending the

Township Code. Third Reading of this House Bi1l.1'

Speaker Black: 'lAnd on this Bill, Ehe Lady from Cook,

Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the
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House. House Bill 1004 would allow the townships in Cook

County to do somethknq that townshkps kn the rest of the

state can do, and that would be to hire an officer to serve

warrants and summons to enforce ordinances. Currently,

toWnships in Cook County now have to file suit in order to

enforce an ordinance. Particularly one of the Eownships

that I represent has a problem with garbage. They have a

private scavenger service. If people do not want Eo pay a

pckvate scavenger, they dump their garbage in the Cook

County Forest' Preserves behind apartment complexes. The

only way that the township can get any relief from this is

to file a civil suit, which is eostly and very expensive

and very hard to identify. In other townships around the

state, sheziffsl afficers will enforce these ordinancesr

but tn Cook County, our Cook County Sheriff's Police do

other things, partïcularly work on ganq crime and other

issues. So right now what I'm looking for is for our

townships to be allowed to do something that the rest of

the state's townships can already do. will stand for any

questions and would hope for a favorable voteo''

Speaker Black: ''And on House Bill 1004, is there any discussion?

The Gentleman from Cook, Representakive Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. would like to take this off of

Short Debate and I'm joined by the requisite numbers on our
side.''

Speaker Black: l'Fine.''

Dart: ''Will the Sponsor yield?'l

Speaker Black: 'fshe indicates she will.'

Dart: ''Representativeg has the Cook County...this applies only to

Cook County, correct?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulliganv''

Mulligan: ''Yes, Representative, it does. The ather counties
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can do this.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart. ''

Dark: ''Has the Cook County Sheriff's Offlce been involved
Whatsoever wkth this as far as eithet negotiatio

ns or

sayinq they are for it or aqainst it or anything?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan
.
''

Mulligan: ''NO. they have not indicated
. Right now though they

Will not do these things for the townships because
basically when our township calls them

, it has to do with

actual crine, gang crime, different things like that
. And

so to file, this is not a job that they want to do, nor do
the 1aw enforcement açencies from the surrounding
municipalities.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.
''

Dart: 'fSo this would allow the township to Ehen hire individuals
to perform these duties: is that correct?''

Speaker Btackt ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Yes, Representative: it is. They vould have to go to

school. They would not be allowed to carry a weapon and
they Would just be allowed to serve the ordinance
violations and summons to get service for them to collect
fànes in court œithout fillng clvil suit.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''And this would be for the enforcement only of township
ordinance violations, Which Would be no jail time
whatsoever?'l

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan. 'f

Mulligan: ''It's my understanding only ordina
nces under $500

fines. ordinances that have a fine under $500
.
.'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.
''

Dart: 'dThe county sheriff or municipal officers can issue
warrants or summons for violations of this order

. Would
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these enforcement officers be able to do the sane thing?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan.n

Mulligan: ''It's my understanding that they would not be asked to

do that. What khey would be doing is just serving notice
that they have violated an ordinance in order to gek some

kind of control over them in municipal court.
''

. Speaker Black:-- EReN u entative Dart.''

Dart: ''Eow much ks this golng to...obvtously tbey can contract

individually, but how nuch is this going to cost the

indkvidual townships?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: l'It is permissive and I think it would be on the basis

of how they desire to hire soneone. They might hlre a

retkred police officer or someone on part tkme, depending

on what the need is, or they don't have to hire anyone if

they don't bave a problem. There's only several townships

in Cook County that have large unincorporated areas that

would probably want to do this.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''The...if it's a retired police offlcer, *he likey even

though he might have the authority, or an off duty police

o'ficer, to carry a gun themselves whkle they are

performing these duties, they are prohibited fron having

the gun wkth them at that time?''

41st Legislatkve Day

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulllgan: ''It is my understanding in reading the way it was

drafted before the statute, prior to this, which only

amends that statute to add Cook County, that they would not

be able to carry a gun.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Now does this in any Way change the present existing law?

Cause it has language that the Warrant for the arrest of an
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accused person may be issued upon the affidavit of any

person the townshkp ordinance has been violated and the

person making the complaint has reasonable çrounds to

believe that the party charged is guilty. Is that in any

way changing the present law or the present scheme?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulllgan.'t

Mulligan: ''It is my understanding that it only adds Cook County
,

and in talking to other Representatives from other

counties, they have their lccal sheriffs èo a lot of this
Work, and kn Cook County, we can't do that. We have to

file civil suit, so I would think in other areas when they

certainly...when Ehey involve crime, we call the Cook

County Sheriff's Police and they come and enforce those

kssues.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dartof'

Dart: ''Now on page 3 of the Bill where it talks about where they

can contract With the sheriff's departnenE, it seems to

qive the county sheriff or peace officer that is entered in

this contract, the same powers to issue warrants and

summons as they give to township enforcenent officers.

Won't that contract on what the sheriff's police presently

have? Because the township enforcement officers have less

of authority than the county sheriff's police officers.

And by the language of the Bill, it seems to be saying that

the county sheriff will only have the powers that the

enforcement officers have. On page 3 of the B:ll, that

Section starting on line 13.11

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan'ê

Mulligan: ''They could skill contract With them if they wanted to

do it. It is my understanding that they donst desire to do

that. The lesser things than actual crime, they do noe

enforce for us. So actually what they are looking for is
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some other way to get a lesser violation fine enforced: and

they cannot do this through the Cook County Sheriff's

Police. So what khey do now is their only avenue is to

file civil suit. So it's less costly for them to hire

someone to do this on say a part tkme basis for individual

issues than it would be to file a civil suiE. If they can

even find the people that are doing it. l'

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Dart, I have given you an

additional minute. Will you bzing your questioning to a

close?''

Dart: ''Just a last question. My real question is directed toward

the last section of Ehe Bill, talks about if Ehey contract

with sheriffls police officers. Sheriffls police officers

will have the authoriey and dukies of an enforcement

officer. My understanding that would, in fact, dkminish

their present role because enforcement officers have less

roles and authorities. Is that not true?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Not necessarily, Representative, and it is not the

intention of the legislation to do that. The sheriff's

officer would always have that authority. It's jusE khat

in lesser cases, they don't care to do thata''

Speaker Black: ''On House Bill 1004, khe Gentleman from Winnebago,

Representative Scott, are you seeking recognition?''

ScoEt: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Lady yield?''

Speaker Black: ''She indicates she will.''

Scott: ''Representative, on page 2 of the Bi11. . .do you have tbe

Bill in front of you? Section D-5, it talks about the

affidavit that ls necessary and the person making the

complaint having reasonable grounds to believe that the

party charged is guilty of a violation. It's lines,

approximakely, 19-23. Do you see that?''
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Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligane''

Mulligan: ''I'm reviewing it right now. Go ahead and ask the

question and then 1'11 look at it for the contente d'

Speaker Black: lRepresentative Mulligany do you have a response?''

Mulligan: ''He asked if I saW the Section, but I did not hear a

question.''

Speaker Black: ''I'M sorry. Representative Scott.
'g

Scott: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. Is that changin: What Would

normally be the process for issuing of...two questions.

One is that changkng the process that would normally be

done for the issuing of a warrant: and second: to whom is

that affidavit going to be filed, and who is going to issue

that warrant?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan.'l

Mulligan: l'It Would be a township ordinance; like a nunicipality
,

their ordinances are not that extensive or as extensive as

a municipality in this instance.l'

Speaker Blaek: ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''My question would be, for example, would 1 go to a

toWnship officer and saya..and give that person an

affidavit and say I saw some violation or I'm willing to

sweat to some violatkon? Or would it Work through a court?

How isw..because usually khen we talk abouk affidaviks and

a warrant for an arrest, we are talking about an in court

procedure.''

Speaker Blackt 'dRepresentative Mulliqanw
''

Mulligan: HIt's a civil township ordinance violation, not a

crininal, but I think that thak might be what they are

looking for. Because in the instance that We are talking

about, it's people dumping garbage, and if an apartment

compkex or somebody pays for a scavenger and other people

don't want to, then what they do is they dump their
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garbaqe. And so if a neighbor or somebody saW another

neighbor dumping garbaqe continually on their property,

they don't want to pay for it When the neighbor doesn't.

So they might go and swear that so and so is the one and

then they would try to obtain service on them.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''There's a procedure for municipallties to enforce

building code violations like dumping of garbage through

what's called a code hearing department that the

Legislatute passed a couple of years ago. I believe kt Was

Representative Maurine Murphy's Bill. And that allows in

essence like the kssuing of a ticket that can then be tried

like a parking ticket can be. Is there any thought that

perhaps that might be a little cleaner, a little...a better

system than the whole issuance of a warrant and empowering

a new set of officers to do something rather than just the
issuance of a ticket: which could be done by any township

official?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''I don't think the township officials really

Want...they don't Want to have that power for any toWnship

official. And I don't think the township governnent is

complex as local nunicipalities, particularly in Cook.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''That's a11 I have. Thank you, Speaker.n

Speaker Black: HWikh no one else seeklng recognieion,

Representative Mulligan, to close.''

Mulligan: ''Thank you, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. I Would

seek your favorable approval to allow the townships in Cook

Counky to do What the townships across the state can do in

other countkes. Thank you so much.''

Speaker Black: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1004 pass?'
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vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nay'. The

voting is open. This is final aetion. Have a1l voted who

wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question, there are

ll6 'yeas'z no one voting 'no', none voting 'present'. And

this Bill having received a Constitutional Majority is

hereby declared passed. On page 21 of the Calendar appears

Eouse Bill 1108. Mr. Clerk, read the Bi1l.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1108, a Bill for an Act amending the

Metropolitan Water Reclamation Districk Act. Third Reading

of this House Bi1l.''

Speaker Black) ''7es, the bady from Cook, Representative Lyons.
''

Lyons: ''Thank you, Mr. Speakere Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1108 simply states, 'No reservoir nay be

constructed or operated tbat Wilk hold more than 10 l/2
billion gallons of storm water, sewage, or any other liquid

in the area described in the Cook and West Cook County. '

It's straightforward. The genesfs of this Bill is due to

proposals kn the past to.. expand this reservoir to 27

billion qallons. Thisp will merely secure that any future

expansion proposals Will not be allowed. I'd be happy to

answer any questions.''

Speaker Black: ''And on House Bill 1108, is there any discussion?

The Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative Hoffman.
'î

Hoffman: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Blackz l'Representative Hoffman.''

Roffman: ''Wi1l the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: 'îshe indicates she Wi1l.''

Hoffman: ''ïes, Representative, I understand What this doesz but

why do we need it?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoffman. Where are we? Hoffman

to Lyons. Representative Lyons. Back to Representative
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Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''I can understand why you'd be diverted' Mr. Speaker. I

think I asked the question. I asked khe question of

Representative Lyonsv''

Speaker Black: 'îRepresentative Lyons.''

Lyons: ''What *as the question?''

Speaker Black: ''Donlt ask me. Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Well, Representative, the question Was that I

understand What this does, but *hy is it needed?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.'l

Lyons: ''It's needed to give my constituents securtty khat there

will be no future proposals for expansion of khis

reservoir. The 10 l/2 billion gallon reservoir Was agreed

to. That's Whak the Army Corps of Engineers decided Was

sufficient and as I said, this is to make sure that there's

no further proposals for expansiona''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''I couldn't understand the specific reservoir you were

talking about. Whatfs the name of it?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.''

Lyons: ''It's in Mccook.f'

Speaker Black: 'IRepresentative Hoffman.'l

Hoffman: ''Are the neighbors...Number one, is this in your

district and then, I assune the neiqhbors don't uant it

expanded and thatss Why we're doing this?''

Speaker Black: I'Representative Lyons.ll

Lyons: ''Yes, this is true. This thing has been going on for

quite some time. The citizens have been very pro-active in

opposing the expansion of this reservoir.'l

speaker Black: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''rs there presently a specific proposal by the

Metropolttan Water Rectamation District thak would expand
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this reservoir in such a way that would make it greater

than 10.5 billion gallons of storm water?''

Speaker Black: f'Representative Lyons.''

Lyons: HYesr there's been proposals to expand it to 27 billion

gallons in the past.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoffman. ''

Hoffman: ''I apologize. I missed out on the answerr if you could

repeat your answerv''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.''

Lyons: HThere has been past proposals to expand this reservoir to

27 billion gallonso''

Speaker Black: ''Yes, Representative Hoffman.
''

Hoffman: 'Ils the problem then, that this would take up some of

the neighbors' property? And if so, is there sti1l.. .I

mean storm water has to go somewhere. Are there current

flooding problens that would require this to be expanded

and won't other people be affected if we don't have these

reservoirs to catch the storm water?''

Speaker Black: 'fRepresentative Lyons.''

Lyonst ttWe are Willing in our community to take the 1Q 1/2

billion gallons that will help solve the problem
. We're

just not villing to take on 17 billion gallons more.''

Speaker Black: HRepresentakive Hoffman.
''

Hoffman: ''I assume you've been active in this issue for some time

in your community. I guess the question is, how long have

you been active in Ehis? Is the general community in

support of this, because like I said, *he problem could

occur ië We don't let the storm... I mean, I have the same

problems ln my community Where the storm water has to go

sonewhere. Normally, the people below the bluffs are the

ones who suffer when we don't have proper reservoirs.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.''
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Lyons: ''Is that a question? Ifm no*...'1

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman) ''Yea, just the tWo final questionsl How long have you

been involved in this and are there other people Who would,

I guessy in my area What you Would call below the bluffs,
because that's where the storm water goes when there isn't

proper reservoirs. Are there other people who are in

opposition to Ehis Bi1l?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.''

Lyonst ''Idve been very active over a year now and al1 the

Legislators in the area are in opposition just as Well. In
fact, the MWRD is not opposed to this either. There are no

opposition. There's no opposition to this expansion, to

this proposal.''

Speaker Black: ''On this question, the Chair would recognize the

Representative from Clinton, Representative Granberg.
''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Inquiry of the Chair
, first

of all, Sire''

Speaker Black: MState your inquiry.''

Granberg: ''Are you available for pictures With other female staff

members and secretaries? We've had some inquiries. They

noklced khat you Were more than obliging to certain

secretaries and they'd like to expand that list.
''

Speaker Black: HIt's just part of the burden of being in the

Chair. I try to serve. I'm here to serve, Sir.''

Granberg: ''We have a greak deal of respect for you, Mr. Speaker,

in every capacity. Representative, if the Lady would

yield. I think you indicated there Nas no opposition to

this Bk11 at the current time?'f

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.l'

Lyons: ''That's correcty not that I knoW 0f.''

Speaker Blatk: ''Representative Granberg.''
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Granberg: ''Eave any funds been expended for this project up to

this point in time?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.''

Lyons: ''Not yeto''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So there has not been any obligakion or any outlay for

the studies, preliminary studies, architectural reports,
preliminary plans?''

Speaker Black: ''Representatime Lyons.''

Lyons: ''The Army Corps of Engineers has done a study and

deternined that the 10 l/2 billion gallons would be
sufficient to collect the rain water and sewage so that

that study's been done and there's been an IEPA study

Ehat's about nine years old, but nothing recent. ''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg
.
''

Granberg: f'If this project does not go forward, what would be the
alternative for those areas that are plagued by excessive

drainage and storn water problems?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.''

Lyons: f'We're not stopping anything. At this point, we are

aqreeing to a 10 l/2 billion gallon reservoirq''

Speaker Black: ''Represenkative Granberg.
''

Granberg: ''Bue there is no intention to limit the project

whatsoever in the future?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.''

Lyong: nxes, they have agreed that the 10 1/2 billion gallons is

sufficient and we have agreed to that.''

Speakez Black: ''Representative Granberg. ''

Granberq: ''So the district has no plans on further expansion for

necessary storage in the next century?''

Speaker Black: l'Representative Lyons.''

Lyons: ''They have attempted to make this expansion in the past.
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 They have agreed now to the 10 1/2 billion gallons. We
Want to be sure that there's no future attempts to expand

it.''

Speaker 3lack: HRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So this, in effect, would place a moratorium on any

further expansion of the reservoir, Representative?''

Speaker Black: ''Representakive Lyons.''

Lyons: ''That's coErect, Representative.''

Speaker Black: 'fRepresentative Granberg, further questions? Yes,

Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: HRepresentative, and again, the Metropolitan Sewer

Water Commission has voiced no objection to your
legislation. They agreed that this reservoir should in

fact be limited for any future activity?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lyons.''

Lyons: ''At this point, yes, they have agreed
. We want to make

sure that khat agreement stays validv''

Speaker 3lack: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''The only thing that I'n curious aboutr Representative,
is that and I know your intention. I understand your

district and I appreciate your concern, but things are

certainly fluid, particularly in that area. And I'm

Worried that what happens in the future if there's a

moratorium placed on any type of pzoject that would deal
With these very serious issues. So that ks my concern,

although I know it is in your diskrict. It does not impact

mine, so thank you, Representative.''

Speaker Blackk HThe Gentleman from Lake, Representative Salvie''

Salvi: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.''

Speaker Black: ''The previous question has been moved. All khose

Ln favor of the question being moved signify by saying

'aye'; opposed 'nay'. ln the opknkon of the Chair, the
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'ayes' have it. Representative Lyons to close.
''

Lyons: ''I would just urge your support of this Bill. Thank you.
''

Speaker Black: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1108 pass?'

A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nay'
. Voting

is open. This is final action. Have all voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who Wish? Mr
.

Clerk, take the record. On this question, there are 1l2

voting 'aye', 2 voting 'no', and l votkng lpresent'
. This

Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House

, if I

could have your attenkion, *he Chair appreciates your

cooperation thus far this morning. I know all of us would

like Eo adjourn at a reasonable hour today. I know many of
' 

you have plans and would like to be on the road. We have a

number of Bills to go through, at least one very

controversial issue. We will be adjourning koday on the

Death Resolutkon of a former Member. We Would ask that you

a11 stay in your seats, please. With your continued

cooperation, we can' get through 
.with our business and

adjourn, hopefully at a reasonable hour and I do appreciate

your cooperation thus far. On page 22 of the Calendar

appears House Bill 1258. Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1258, a Bill for an Act amending the

Uniform Commercial Code. Third Reading of this House

Bill.''

Speaker Black: ''And on that Bill, the Gentleman from Livingston,

Representatkve Rutherford.''

Rutherforu: mfhank youy hr. apeaRer. 'House Mili izb: woulu amend

the Illinois Uniform Commercial Code by deleting the

requirements that crop security agreements and fknance

statements contain the actual legal description of the

property involved.''
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Speaker Black: ''ïou heard Ehe Gentleman's explanation

. Is there

any discussion? Yes, the Representative from Clinton
,

Representatlve Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'm joined by the requisite
number of my colleagues to take this Bill off Short Debate

,

Please.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg: 1111 acknowledge your

request. This Bill came out of Committee 26 to nothing.

ïou sure you wank to take it off of Short Debate?''

Granberg: ''Xes, Sir, there are a number of questions that have

been raised.''

Speaker Black: ''Alright, thatgs your privilege. Proceed.''

Granberg: ''Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Biack: ''He indicates he wil1.''

Granberg: ''Representative, does your Bill delete the real estate

description on security agreenents?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.
't

Rutherford: ''ïes.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And What is the necessity in deleting that

descrkption, Skr2%1

Speaker glack: ''Representative Rutherford.
'' '

Rutherford: ''Today when you have *he legal description as a

requiremenk, it increases the time involved with the loan
.

Ik increased the costs for the loan. It increases the

complexity foE Ehe loan and actually, kt doesn't provide

any specific purpose at all. So, for example, the
' requirement of a real escate cescription isn't used coday 

.

by the agricultural lenders. They provide the i

financkng.%.They do not provide financing on a real estate
. '

jby real estate description. Instead What they do, they
l

normalky take...They normally take the security interest in ;
I
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al1 of the crops that are involved with it: rather than by

specific parcels.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So, Representative, would the goods then be readily

identifiable and separated in the security agreement? How

Would the goods be described in Ehe financing statement if

they are not subject to the real estate description?''
Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford. ''

Rutherford: ''Yes, Sir, they Would. They Would be, for exampler
the crops of Farnez Granberg and that would be the

inclusive description of thatv ''

Speaker Black: ''Farmer...or Representative Granberg
o
''

Granberg: ''So in that financing agreemenk, it would say Ehe crops

of... They would not have to say the 40 acres in section

21, northwest corner. That would not. .. no longer be

required?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.'?

Rutherford: ''Yesv Representative, that is correct. They would no

longer be required to put the specific legal description of

the farm parcel. Again, crop loans such as this would be

inclusive of all of the crops of Farmer Granberg or Whoever

the person may be.'' '

Speaker Black: 'lRepresentative Granberg.
''

Granberg: ''Representative, I'm just curious. If we had a 640

acre parcel and say 120 acres Were farmed in soybeans or

Whatever, a securiEy financing agreement would then state

the readily identifiable qoods on the l20 or l60 acres that

are...

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rukherford. Yes, Representative

Rutherfordw''

Rutherford: ''I'm sorry. He's going to have to repeat it
. Idm

sorry.''
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Speaker Black: ''Yes. Can you repeat the question

,

Representatkve?''

Granberg: ''So, Representakive, if you owned 640 acres of property

and say l60 acres a quarter was farmed in a cerkain type of

property goods, what would the security finance agreenent

khen say? How Would they describe that? When you said

earlier that it was all inclusive, what happens if there

are different acreages far dkfferent crops?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.
''

Rutherford: ''It would be filed under the name of the actual

farmer, the producer himself.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg. ''

Granberg: ''But ny question Wasp if you have, bypothetically, 640

acres, l60 in one Ehing, 80 in another, 40 in sonething

else, how would the security agreement define what property

would have a lien on that, on those goods?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.
''

Rutherford: ''Right, the lien would still exisk on the crop
. The

lien does not exist on the parcel of property, so the legal

description is not necessary. IC one was to go out.. .por

example, if one was to go out and buy thqse 600 acres of

land, that would then be the underlying security: legal
description Would be neeessary. What we are talking about

here is crop financing. So in this case, you are not

actually taking security against that parcel of property
,

you're taking security against those beans or corns tha:

are grown on those acreages.''

' ' 'Speàker blacë: 'llaêgre'sehtative GranoerM.'' '

Granberg: ''Thank your Representative, but again tbe question is

similar to.this. HypoEhetically, 640 acres, 160 in this,

80 in that, would the lien be on a1l the crops? So if I

seek financinq and I go to this bank or fipancial
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institution and I seek financing, hoW would my security

agreenent read? gow would that be adequately described?
- Would they just talk about a lien on the soybean crops that

were put in? Or how would it be defined by seckion, if
it's no longer defined by section or real estat

e

descriptiona''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford. ''

Rutherford: f'No, you would not be doing it section by section
.

What this would allow for, is that the security and *he

amount of crops up to the amount of t$e loan, so it would

be for the crops up to that total amount of that loan
.''

Speaker Black: ''Yes, Representative Granberg, you have a few

seconds lefk. Proceed.''

Granberg: ''Well, the same guestion, Representative, because does

the lien... How's khe financing agreement describe
. .. What

do they puk the lien on? Do they put the lien on the one

type of crop? So if you have soybeans, corn, wheat,

sorghumg whatever, would the lien fall on that one type of

crop or would it fall on a11 the crops thak were owned by

the person seeking the lending or Would be limited ko the
one crop? And if it would be limited to the one crop, how

can they do khat Without a real estate description? Would

they talk specifically about that type of crop or exactly

how uould Ehey do it if you have different types of crops

out in the field? Because as you know in our areas, that

is exactly what happens.''

Speaker Slack: ''Representative Rutherforda
''

Ruthccfandc ''ni.ghte you wauld dsscribe it by ulke utop so that it

would cover Whatever the amount of the loan is
. If you're

using it for beans, for aarn, for wheat, you would suggest
that ik would be the beans, the corn, and the wheat. Does

that do ik?'' t
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Speaker Black: 'I0n this

April 7, 1995

question, the Gentleman from zffingham',

Representative Hartke.''

Eartke: ''Thank you very tuch, KI. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he will.''

gartke: ''Representative Rutherford, how does this piece of

legislation affect, let's say, the supplier of the

chemicals or the fertilizer or the seed corn that Was

furnished as input for the crop?''

Speaker Black: ''Representatige Rutherford.l'

Rutherford: ''This would have no effect on that, Representative.

This would be merely using the description with regards to

the crop security with the bank for the loan. It would not

affect the vendors.''

Speaker Black: ''Represenkative Hartkee
''

Hartke: S'Would you be taking then priorlty in the case of a

failure aWay from the fertilkzer dealer who actually

furnished the fertilizer and the seed corn dealer who

furnished the seed and the chemical to produce the crop?

ïou would take a priority then over those individuals?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.
''

Rutherford: ''No, Representative, this would not change the

priority at all. All this does is chanqe the extra

criterion that needs to be filed with the bank kn regards

to the crop security.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke.
''

Hartke: ''Dut is ie no* true, whak gou're trging to do is take

thew./expand the collaféraî of the banKril

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.
''

Ruthezford: ''Nop. not at all. In Eact, you of course being on the

Agrtculture Committee when this Bi1l Was presented, you
know this 3i1l is supported by the Illinois Farm Bureau.
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This Bill is supported by the Illinois Community Bankers

Association. I mean, what we're talking about here is the

fact that you cannot put a legal description on a bushel of

corn. What ,We are talking about here is the fknancing for

crops, not the financing for the purchase of parcels of

Property.''

Speaker Blaek: ''Representative Hartke.
''

Hartke: ''I understand khat, but I'm a farmer and if I've got a

thousand acres and I only vanted a small loan on my crop

productione and so if I don't have the description there of

that piece of property that Ilm putting up, he then can

say, 'We11: it's for all of your land, just not 40 acres or

l20 acres.' And so I see that as an expansion
, then, of

the collateral for the bank 'cause he has now not just 200

acres that he has a lien on, he has a lien on everykhing
.

Before when you put down the precise titles and deeds and

lands and leaps and bounds and so forth, a legal

description of that land: that was all *he bank could go

after in case of a total failure. Isn't that right? And

with your elinination of that, we would then be. n he Would

have a lien on a1l of it.''

Speaker Slack: RRepresentative Rutherford.
''

Rutherford: ''No, Representative. if I could clarify that if you

satd ghat the collateral was, was *he land, that is not the

eaae. The collateral is the crop. I mean, I Want to make

sure that that's a very clear distinction here. We are

talking about the crop being the collateral. Your scenarlo
of where the entire avreage of czup wouid be khe colkateral

and you only had a small loang keep in mind that. that

collateral is only qood for the amount of that loan
. I

meane so you're only gokng for tbat portion of the

acreageoa.or of the crop itself.''
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Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke.
''

Hartke: ''I understand that, so What youlre asking for is then, a
farmer then, When he puts up a porkion of his crop for

collateral, youdre saying, 'No, no, no, a portion is not

going to suffice, we want it all. We Want all of your

crops to pay for and security for this loan', although the

loan was only for a portion of the input costs and so forth

for that crop. And think you're Erylng to take the

entire crop as collateral. If therefs a failure on: let's

say, it kurns very dry in a neighboring counky and there's

where you have the lien against those crops With that

description, would that not say, wellr you have then the

proceeds from al1 of the production?''

Speaker 3lack: ''Representative Rutherford. d'

Rutherford: ''No, it does not require that you put al1 of khe crop

under that specific farmer's farm ground under this

collateral. What you could put into it is a certain amount

of bushels. What we're doing is eliMinating the

description of the specific, the technical legal

description of the parcels of land: and youdre defining it

as . . . ''

Speaker Blacki ''ïes, proceedr Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''No, that's fine, I was finished.
''

Speaker Black: ''Alright. Representative Hartke, your time has

expired. Do you want to bring your questioninq to a

close?''

Hartke: ''Well, I can see Wheree especially the lending

instifutlons would like this because ic then cleans up

tbeir books and so forth and makes the time necessary to

make surez.you know, to proceed With these loans a whole

lot easier, but lt also, Iem concerned about the farmer

thaE may be committing more than he thinks he is committing
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Is there provisions then to
notify the farmer or some kind of warningr you know, like
it may be dangerous to your financial abiliky, because

youdre pledqing your entkre crops for this loan to the
amount of the loan?''

Speaker Black) ''Representative

Rukherford: ''Was that a
Rutherford.''

questlon? I don't think that was a

questiony Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Black: 1'At this

Representétive Schakowskyo''

SchakoWsky: ''Thank you, Speaker. 1'd like to yleld my tlme to

Representative Hartke.''

point, khe chalr would recognize the Lad
y

from Cook,

Speaker Black: ''That is fine
. Representative Eartke? proceedw''

Eartke: ''Thank you, Representative Schakoksky. Is there some
provision in this language that lets the farmer know or the
individual know who is seeking the loan that he is noW
pledging all of the crops on his land to the amount of thak
lien? Is there come kknd of a Warnkng label or in verbal
or Written language that *he farmer must sign off on?''

Speaker Blackt f'Representative Rutherford.'l
Rutherford: ''Representative, the farmer Would not be required to

have a11 of the crop Within this description. They could
define it for the collateral to be so many bushels. So
think that does respond to your concern, thak you would not
have to have the entkre crop of a specific farmer under the
description within this collateral

- ''

Speaker 3lack: ''Representative Hartke
o
''

Hartkei' ''Gkay/ Rupresentative KuLherrord, 1et me give you an

example. want to, I need $2,000, okay. So I go to the
bank an; I say: 'Well, now Itve got 20 acres here, going to
do l00 bushel an acre, there's your 2:000 bushels and I'm

pledging you 1,000 of those bushels at $2
.00 a bushel.'
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Would you sign such a lien?''

Speaker Blackk ''Representative Rutherford.
''

Rutherford: ''It's rather specific, Representative. I'm not a

banker so I really ... Is it a good deal?''

Speaker Blackk ''Representative Hartkeo'l

Hartke: ''Well, my point is# if you pledged just a 1,000 bushels
and you said produetion. If you pledged a 1:000 bushels to

satksfy the loan, if the price of corn dropped by 50k a

bushel, the farmer could then sayr 'Wait a Minute. I

pledged a 1,000 bushels and thêre it tG. I1m sorry you

gaxbled on the amount of the loan.' I tbink that youpre in

error there, Representatkve.ls

Speaker alackt ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''We1l# the issue on the amount and the corn and the

price dropping: that can happen right nov. I mean, it ean

happen presently under the Whole seenazio of describing it

by the legal descripkion.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: '1Noà b:cause with the le:al description there, the bank

Ls only entitled eo the crop production off of that 1e9a1

description. Qorrect?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford. f'

Rutherford: ''l believe that is correcte''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartkel ''And so with a catastrophe and an almost total crop

failurey on that particular description, the bank Would noE

be able Eo collect tha: because Eha: is all hels entitled

tôvulïuër khe-làw' xnd uhder khê''lie'n 'becaus'e has the

description of that production listed. Alright, noW what

you're seekinç to do àt to eliminate that in granting the

bank more collateral because he now has the ability to

colleet on a11 of the production: which may not be enough
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to even meet the loan. So What you're doing is expanding

the bank's clause into this individual for his entire

production or up unto the amount of the loan.
''

Speaker Black: 'CRepresentative Rutherford
.
''

Rutherford: ''Representative, the loan agreement would state that

it would be for a11 crops that would be grown within that

specific county. If, for example, you go to multi-county
,

then you have to file ik under the UCC under each of Ehose

couniiesw''

Speakez Black: ''Representatlve Eartke.
''

Hartke: ''Did you say in each of those counties? Countkes or

townships?''

Speaker Blackr ''Representative Rukherford. ''

Rutherford: ''The PCC'S are filed in the counties.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke.
''

Hartke: 'l7esy I understand thaE, but tf only noW gave the

description of the land in one county and I have land in

three counties, does that mean that this Would then give

the bank the right to file that UCC in all three counties?

%ou see before wikh the land description just being on one

parcel of land or two. whichever is agreed to between the

bank and the farner/ that Was all that the bank was

entitled toao.to get into. But you're saying now you're

eliminaking...''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke, youlve had 10 minutes,

bring your guestioning ko a close.''

Rartke: ''Right now you're eliminating al1 of khose land

descrimkirzzsg so you=ai - uwluallz 's/vlns ' ùlI= bank more

collateral than he may ever need. If the farmer needs

another loan, for example, on posskbly the rest, he would

then put that bank into a second position on any other

produetion that may be on the land. Is this also on
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livestock or just crops?''
Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherfordk ''Yes: it ks also on livestock.
''

Speaker Black: ''Reptesentative Eartke, 20 seeonds.n

Hartke: ''So you're actually sayfng that youlre. mvwhat you're
doing is not only eliminating the land description

, but

youdre also includinq a11 of the production, whether it be
livestock or grain on this piece of property that's

produced?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherfordp do you want to respond

to that question?''

Rutherford: *1 just like to clarify that if the loan is for

crops, kt will say crops. If the loan is for livestock
, it

will say livestock. They Would not be nixed and that's a11

that I ...''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke, your time is expired.

Next up on the Board, the Gentleman from Lake
,

Representative Salvi.''

Salvi: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question
.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representakive Salvi has moved the previous

question. And on that question, a1l those in favor signify

by saying fayef; opposed 'nay'. In the opinion of the

Chair, the 'ayes' have kt. Representative Rutherford to

close.''

Rutherford: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1258 helps to

streamline the loan process for farmers. Itfs a positive

movement for our production agriculture comxunkty
. It has

come out of the AG Cuctsex'vation Cwmmlulue .wLLh UG 'lto'

votes and 25 'yes' votes. It is supported by the Illinois

Farm Bureau and the Community Bankers. I Would ask for a

favorable Roll Call. Thank you.''

Speaker Black: ''The question is, 'Sha11 House Bill 1258 pass?'
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A1l those ln favor vote 'aye'; oppoaed vote 'nay'. Voting

is open. This is final action. Have a1l voted Who wish?

Have al1 voted kho wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr
.

Clerk, take the record. On this questkon, theze are 114

'ayes, no one voting 'no', l voting 'present'. This Bill,

having received a Constltutional Majority, is hereby
deelared passed. With the indulgence of the House at this

time, t*e Chair Would like to recognize the skudents from

St. Michael's School of 'Raydol'. I'm joined in welcoming
you by Representative John Jones and Representative Terry

Deering. Mr. Clerk, on page 24 of khe Calendar appears

House Bill 1486. Read the Bi11.'#

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1486: a Bill for an Act in relation to

aggregate Mininq operatlons. Third Readinq of this House

B:1l.''

Speaker Blaek: ''On House Bi11 1486, the Gentleman from Caok
,

Representative Rassertq''

Hassert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1486 amends the Surface Mine, Land

Conservatàon and Reclanation Act. Authorizes the Department

of Mines and Minerals ko establish rules qoverning blasting

and operation of aggregate nine operations, provides that

the requlations of blasting operation is exclusive state

function, authorkzes the Department to impose and collect

fees for the various purposes, provides that the fees

collected under the Act shall be deposiEed in an aggregate

operakion regulatory fund, a special fund in the State

Treasury. 1'11 be happy to answer any questions.
';

Speaker Black: ''And on House Bill 1486, are there any questions?

The Gentleman from Clintony Representative Granbergw
l'

Granberg: ''Thank youe Kr. Gpeaker. Will the Gentleman yield?l'

Speaker Black: ''He indicakes he Wi11.''
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Granberg: ''Representatlve Hasserty I believe you talk about a

fee. What is the current fee?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hasserk: ''What is the current fee? There is no current fee.''

Speaker Black: d'Representative Granberg.''

Granbergk ''Ne1ly this would initiate a new fee for a new program.

Is ehat correct?''

speaker Black: ''Representative Hassere.d'

Hasserk: f'Xes/ this would create a new fee to regulate this new,

I wouldn't say it's a new program. It's going to establish

thew..basically, a program to regulate somethkng that

hasn't been regulated: desperately needs to be regulated.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.f'

Granberg: ''How much you anticipate, how much revenue do you

anticipate will be raised in these new fees for this neW

regulationa''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: îlApproximately $350,000 per year.'d

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, obviously there must be some problems

and people complaining about this type of activity. Can

you describe where tbese occurrences are, where theyfre

located: and what types of problems they're having?''

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: ffRepresenkative, this is think mostly up in the

norkhern part of the state, but any place that has

aggregate minknq, stone quarries that do blasting. Right

now there is no regulations governing blasting within the

State of Illinois. So if there is a problem, there's not

an agency, there's not a federal agencyr there's not a

state agency Ehat can come out there and check the

situation out. So anybody that's revolved around a quarry
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or has a quarry in their area that faces the problems of

blasting, the vibrations, the noisey the potential of

flying rocks and thaty there's no avenue for them to seek

out and complain. And this Would establish those rules and

regulations ko give them at least some clarity eo where

theg can go to check out if the mining operations are

Within compliancev''

Speaker Black: ''RepreNentative Granberg.''

Granberq: ''Representative, I have one in my area. I have never

heard any complaints fron anyone about this type of

operationz buk there are numerous complalnts in the

northern part of the state concerning blasting and

aggregate mininq?''

Speaker Black: ORepresentative Hasserk.l'

Hassertl ''Yes, there has been numerous complaints: depending on

tf you're located... a miainç operation obviously that's

located in an urbanized area and is closer to homes,

obviously are going to have more problems than an area,

posgibly wikhin your area, that's maybe a little bit more

rural oriented, but if you're within an urbanized area and

you have homes around...surrounding the site, there has

been numerous complaints about the level of blasting.''

Speaker Black; ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And the $350,000 in revenue that would be raised in

these new fees for this new regulation, Would that be used

as explicikly for the aggreqate operations, this type of

program, or would money be shifted from GRF eo some other

line item or other operation?''

Speaker Black: dlRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''It Would be skrictly used for aggregate blasting in a

segregated account, so it cannot go into the General

Revenue Fund.''
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Speaker Black: HRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative: is this the initiative of the

administration or is this the Department of Mines and

Minerals Who's requesting this neW fee and this new

regulatton?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Eassereo''

Hassert: ''Actually, this is an initiative out of the aggregate

industry thenselves.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberq.n

Granberg: ''Why would the agqregate industry themselves want a

regulatlon put upon ehem, and I assume that they would

raise the revenue themselves to regulate thensetves?''

Spqaker Black: ''Representative Hassertx''

Hassert: ''Due to the complaints within certain areas, there has

been an attempt by local municipalities, local counties,

townships to try to regulate these things and there's

becoming a patchwork of regulations throughout the state,

and it uas necessary to try to come under one uniforn

regulatory body to try to regulate this systemo''

Speaker Black: MRepresentatkve Granberg.''

Granberg: ''I'm sorry, Representative: thought you indicated

that this was an initiative of the aggregate mining

industry, not the counties or the towns or villages: but

the kndustry themselvesw''

Speaker Black: I'Representative Hasserto''

Hassert: HBasically, tt is the initiative of aggregate industry

With a patchwork of kype of regulations throughout the

state. Certain conpanàes beeome a flnanckal disadvantage

because they have to neet tougher requirements or lesser

requirements, so this gives them uniformity throuqhout the

state, knowing what they would

Speaker Blackz 'lRepresentative Granberg, your tïme has expired.
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 This time the chair would recognkze the Lady from Cook,1

Representative Lyons.''

Lyons: ''Thank you, Mr. Speakerg Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I rkse in support of thks Bil1. I do have a 1ot of

constituents in my dlstrict who complain due to the

quarries surrounded by their residences and homes. They're

concerned not only about the disturbing vibrations that

they experience, buk also they're concerned about the

structural damage that it might be causing. The blasting

that goes on, I get calls about a11 khe time and my

constituents now will have an avenue of recourse. They

will be able to call the Department of Mines and Minerals

to check ou* what they consider to be blasting that's

harmful to their homes and Eheir communities. So I .

strongly urge support of thks Bkl1.6'

Speaker Black: f'Any further discussion? The Gentleman fron

Effingham, Representative Hartke.''

Eartke: ''Thank you Mery mucb, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?''

Speaker Black: teHe indicates he will.d'

Hartke: ''Representative Hassert, most can see thak Representative

Lyons and myself are hyphenated sponsors on this

legislation. Can you answer me now, I khink it's in here
.

Are they required to keep records of their blasting dates,
times, and so forth, under this legislation?f'

Speaker Black: nRepresentative Hasserte''

Hassert: f'Yes, they'll be required to keep records of the time of

blasting: their blasting. They also have to become

licensed to blast with that facility Which they do not have

XOW * '1

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartkev''

Hartke: ''Wi1l the records allo knclude the amount of blastkng
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imaterial used and the... maybe seismographs of the effect

the area?'' (on
Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.'f 4:

I
Hassert: ''Yes, this will al1 be part of the regulation, the

amount of blasting used, how they use it, Ehe engineering

behind how they're using it.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke.l'

Hartke: ''And it's my understanding that in Working With the

Associations that they have developed this over the last

several years and reached an agreement and it is a

self-imposed rules and regulations as well as fees, so that

they would have some type of protection, not only for them,

bu* for the consumers as well, if damage is done by the

blasting and rumbling that's going on in the area because

then they would have records to prove whether they did or

did not or whether it Was a natural occurzence, whether it

be an earth tremor or Nhat it may be. Is it also true

that these records are there, andao.but yet theydre

protecting the trade secret so to speak of the individuals

as Ehey do this blastinq?'f

speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''That's correct, Representative.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: 'fWell, thank you very much for those ansWers. I think

that you should be complimented and the Departnent of Mines

and Minerals in worklng on Ehis piece of legislation. I

know that many are going to say that this ks another fee

increase and so forth, but as I look at it, the industry

has worked long and hard to accommodate the general public j
and provide the aggregate that's needed to fix our roads

and streets and parking lots and everything else that we I

luse their products for and be responsible citizens tn the
I
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State of Illinois to protect the people of khe State of

Illinois and so I support the legislationa''

Speaker Black: ''Further dtscussion on the Bil1? The Gentleman

from Madison, Representative Steve Davis.''

Davis, S.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he wi1l.''

Davis, S.: ''Representative, I too, have a quarry in my district

and I do think thks is a çood 2tll, but I do have a couple

of questions that I would like to ask. The. regulation of

the blasting, do you envisirn that the Department would

have somebody on skte full time or are they just going to

send somebody down to give training courses to *he

employees of khe quarries? And right now, under Ehe

current regulations, are the employees, do they have ta be

licensed to do the blastinga''

Speaker Black: ''Representatlve Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Representative, no? I do not anticipate the Mines and

Minerals will have anybody on site full tine. I think they

Will set up a course, if therees .complaints or if there's

any kind of a...If there's no problem at the site
, they

will probably do a twice annual inspection, not an

inspection: but going out to the site twice per yearm''

Speaker Black: 'îRepresentakive Davis.
n

Davis, S.: ''Are there going to have to be some major forms and a
1ot of paper Work for these quarries to fill out under this

legislation, or is this going to be a one form type of

regulatory form to fill ouk - one page?''

Speaker Black: I'Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Representative, outside of just the blasting records

themself, which they'll nave to maintainr therefll be

nothing else.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis. '' .
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Davisr S.: HDo they have to maintain those records riqht noW 1
1under the currenk law?f'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.'l

Hassert: ''NO, Representativeg there's no current law in placew ''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, S.: ''So# under this legislation: are they going to control

the time of day that they can blast?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''When we formulate the rules, thatfll be addressed

wtthin Ehe rules proqesso''

Speaker Black: ''RepresentaEive Davis.''

Davis: S.: ''The $350,000 price ta9 on this, Nhat exactly is that

money going to be used for? Will that money be puk into a

fund to reimburse property owners whose properties may be

damaged by blasting?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.n

Hassert: ''No, Sir, that'll be basically to operate the program

from Mines and Minerals to purchase the necessary

equkpment, the seismograph type of equipment and also to

pay the people on staff that Will go out there and regulate

this industry.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Davis.l'

Davis, S.: 'tDo we have a number that you could tell me that the

staff increase that the Department's staff will increase

due to this legislation?''

Speaker Black: 'lRepresentative Hasserto''

Hassert: HThere will be no new head count. They will use people

within their own department due to the fact that some oE

the other areas of Mine and Minerals and such in the coal

production is starting to slow down. They wikl use other

people from that type of an industry to phase into this

industry to regulate that, so there'll be no new people
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hadded to the payroll.''
Speaker Black: ''Vesr Representative Davis

.
''

Davis, S.$ ''To the Bill, Mr. Speaker. I think this is a good

piece of legislation and I think that Representakive

Hassert did put some thought into this, and I know that the

Department backs this piece of legislation and 1
, tooy

would urge an 'aye' vote on Ehiss
''

Speaker 3lack: ''And on House Bill 1486
, is Ehere further

discussion? ïes, the Gentleman from Cook
r Representative

S Z R M * 'î

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Before I ask my questionse a

parliamenkary inquiry. May I proceed?''

Speaker Black: HYese state your inquiry,''

Lang: ''Thank you: Sir. This Bill seems to preempt home rule and

create exclusive state powers in this area, and I Nould ask

the Chair if I'm reading the Bkll correctly and if so
, I

Would ask the Chair to so rule that the Bill would require

a three-fifths votev''

Speaker Black: f'Xesy the Patlkamentarian Will look into 
your

knqukry. While he's dotng thatz Sir, do you have questions

of the Sponsor?''

Lang: ''Thank youy I Will proceed. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''Yes, he indicates he Wi11.''

Lang: f'Thank you. Repreoentative, can you telk us if Itm reading

this Bill correctly and tbe Bill preempts home ruler can
you tell us uhy We need to do that?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''I'm sorzy. Could you repeat the question?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.
''

Lang: ''Wel1y perbaps it Would be easker to just start Nith the

questkon. Does this Bill, in your opinionr preemp: home
f' Q i6? 6
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Speaker Black: 'IRepresentative Hassert.''

Eassert: ''Yes.''

Speaker Black: 'IRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''We1l, that ought tp take care of the parlianentary

inquiry. The Sponsor says it preempts home rule.

Representative, why do we need to preempt home rule?'l

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: l'Representative Lanq, this is in relation, this is a

. . preemption of home rule powers: not related to taxation so

this requires, just my understanding, a simple majority
VO i: P * Vi

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Can you repeat that, Sir? I didn't hear What you said.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Sassert: ''This preenption of home rule powers is not related to

taxation so it reflectsr it does not require the majority

vote or super majority vote.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: .''Well, that's not true. Wedll Wait for a ruling from the

Parliamentarian, but the real quesEion is, why are you

taking the powers away from municipalities here? ïou're

one of the champions of local control. Why do We want to

take it away at this Eime?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.d'

Hassert: ''Two things: First of all, We're trying to level the

playing field across the state. There's one uniformz

basically, way to regulaEe this industry and secondly, most

communities do not have the staff nor the expertise to '

regulate this type of blasting. I don't know, maybe in the

City of Chicagoy they have experts on blasting, but I knoW

in the suburbs and some of the other communities, they do

not hire people Who are geologists or engineers or
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something that regulate blasting: so the expertise would be

Within the Mines and Minerals. So that's one very good

reason to basically look at it fron the people that could

actually have the capabilities and understandings of what

theydre lookinç at.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Wel1y how do you pick and choose, Representative, between

the Bills and the issues in our society in Illinois today

that where we should have local control and where we should

not? You can make that argument for almost any endeavor in

Illinois. Almost any Bill here that involves

municipalities or involves state control, you can argue one

way or the other and come up With any number of reasons as

Eo why We should or shouldn't have local control. Xou have

always been a person on this House Floor that has voted for

local control. Where do you draw the line? HoW do you make

that deternination?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Basically on this decision is based on public safety

and what's best for the citizens of the State of Illinois,

and I think it speaks for itself. I don't Ehink you can

basically tell me that most communities, smaller

communities or even counties, have the capabilities of

having people on staff to regulate blastingr nor could they

afford to have people on staff just to regulate a quarry

within their municipality and have the expertise to do so.

So I think you have to look at it from a logical

perspective and look at who has the capabilities, Who has

expertise to look into these type of things for public

safety reasons.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.n

Lang: ''Perhaps I missed this, but perhaps you can tell ne what
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the Department Will do with the $350,000 that theydre going

to raise?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Use it for regulatory operakions.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.'î

Lanq: ''Was there any other way to do this without a fee

increase?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''No.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: 'Icould we not have put $350,000 in the budget for this

regulation without having a fee increase?l'

Speaker Blacks f'Representative HasserE.''

Hassert: '1No.H

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''We1l, Why not? Why can't we put the $350,000 in the

budqet?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hasserto''

Hassert: ''I don't know. Just no. I just decided this Would be

the best Way to fund it within their own industry to

create. Theysre willàng to have this fee imposed upon them

to regulate their industry, so Why not instead of taxing

other people within the State of Illinois, let the industry

themself pay for their regulation. I can't find a better

way of doing things as providing a fee from their own

industry, instead of putting it on *he backs when we have

other pressing issues within the State of Illinois that

could use those funds. Let the industry, basically, pay

for it themselves.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang, your time is about to

expire. Do you have another question?''

Lang: ''No, but I Would like a feW seconds to nake a comment.''
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Speaker Black: ''Proceed.

''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Whkle We're Waiting for a ruling

fiom the Parliamentarian as to the home rule isspe, I would
just simply like to state that these continual fee

increases should be watched out for by Members of the Body.
Certainly the freshmen Members on both sides of the aisle
and targets should be very wary of these eontinual fee

increases. In the name of not taxing anybody: we continue
to give people fee increases so we can say

: 'We11, we

dàdn't tax anybody.' But guess what, folks? These fee

increases are taxes. You can call them fee increasesz but

khey're taxes and for those who are interested or concerned

about that problem, I kould recommend 'no' or 'present'

votes. And Mr. Speaker, can We get a ruling fron the

Parlkamentarian as to my inquiry?''

Speaker Black: ''Xes, thank you very nuch
, Representatkve Lang.

On behalf of the Speaker, the Parliamentarian advises me
khat under Article 7, Section 6. Subsection G of the

Illinois Revised Statutes, that if indeed this Bill fell

under that subsection G, dealing with taxation and the

removal of povers already enjoyed by cities, it would

require extraordinary majority. In the opinkon of the
Parliamentarian, it falls under Subsection H and therefore

,

does not require an extraordinary majority. And further

discussions on House Bill 14867 Representative Meyer?''

Meyer: ''Thank youe Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of Ehe

House, I stand in strong support of khis 3i11. I have a

working quarry in my district and I believe that it does

preGent a kife safety problem in that there is no current

regulation of the blasting that occurs, and I'd like Eo
explain it to this Bodye the significance of how it affects
my district and okher districKs that lie south of it

. The
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quarry happens to have been in place since about the turn

of the century, so there's a history of that quarry being

there. At khe time that the quarry started, there were no

homes around, maybe a few farm houses, but there wasn't a

population that was built up that Nould be affected by that

quarry. We a1l know that during the past decades, the City ,

of Chicago has developed into the suburban areas and of

course, as khat development pushes further and further out

from the center of Chicago, now some of those areas that

previously did not have residence there, now they're

heavily populated. So is the case in my district. To

further compound that problem, not only now are there

residents in that portion of my district that is adjacent

to this quarry, but there is also a developed landfill.

And that developed landfill, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Housee is a significant life safety problem because if in

fact the blasting from that quarry would cause the clay

base, the liner of khat landfill to crack and to break, it

could in fact taint the Water suppty for tens of thousands

of people in the State of Illinois. And I suggest to you,

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, that this goes beyond a

home rule issue. Itr in effect, does affect the life

safety of tens of thousands of people in not only a portion !1

of my district, but also further downstate. Because, Ladies

and Gentlemen of the House, Ehat watei supply flows from

the north to the south and anyone drawlng WaEer off of Eha:

water table, 1f, in fact, that quarry, khe blasting, caused

the clay liner of that landfill to break, kould have a

Water supply that they could no longer use. I think it's

imperative that We do regulate the type of blasting Ehat

occurs, how it affects those people living in the close

proximity to the blasting, as Well as those living
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dounstate and the Water supply of those people. stand in

stron: support and would urge an 'aye' vote on khis and

appreciate any support that other Members of khe House

could give me on it.''

Speaker Black: ''Purther discussion? The Gentleman from

Washington, Representative Deering, your light Was on late.

1'11 grant you an opportunity. Are you seeking

recognikion?''

Deering: ''Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Will the Sponsor

yield for a question?''

Speaker Black: 'fWefre having a hard Eime hearing you on that mike

stand. Can you get one a little taller?''

Deering; ''We1l, I thought maybe about yielding my time, buk

could just yield my microphone Wanted to. But I do

have a question for the Sponsor, if hedll yield.''

Speaker Black: ''The Gentlenan will yield.''

Deering: ''Representative, you say the aggregate industry, the

association is in support of this 3i1l. Is that correct?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassertl HYes.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''What about the individual operators? Nov I kalked to

some of my quarry owners down in my district and because of

the fee increase in this Bill, theyere not for khis, so

don't know if We have 100% support statewide. Is this...ls

this limited to just an area in Northern Illinois or does

this cove: the Whole state?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hassertv''

Hassert: ''It covers the Whole state, stateWideo''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''Will any of these fees go for safety projects for
possible existing safety violations at existing quarries
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that are in operation? Will khey be able ko uSe any of

Ehese moneys to upgrade some of eheir Practices o4

facilities?''

Speaker Black: I'Representative Eassert.''

Hassert: ''NO, they will not receive fees back, but khe agency

will provide training for the blasting aspects of it and

that wi1l not be a charge to then. That will bee..similar

to what's in the coal mining.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''And a final question, Representative. If a person is

in violation of khis, if khey do not regisker With the

Department and do not pay the fees, will there be a civil

penalty assessed?''

Speaker Black) ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: 'lThey will first be notified that they're in violation

of not paying the fees. If they perskst kn not paying the

fees, then, yes, there could be a civil penalty assessed

upon khem.''

Speaker Black: t'Representative Deering.d'

Deering: ''Okay, that leads to a two-part queskion.''

Speaker Black: ''Exeuse mep Representative Deering, you told ne

your last question Was your last question. Nowe youdve got

a tall microphone stand. Nou do you mean you're going to

tell tall tales or What?'l

Deering: ''Just a slight misunderstanding on my part, Mr. Speaker.

I'm almost concluded.''

Speaker Black: f'I certainly hope soo''

Deeringz ''Any of these penalties, civil penaleies, Will they be

misdemeanors? Wil1 they be felonies, whatever? And also,

if they refuse to file and pay these fees, will we be able

to come in and shut these operations down?n

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering, excuse me for just one
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Capitol architect has asked that you and

Representative Spangler not be on the same side of the

floor at the same time. Will you clear a little room

there, please? Thank you. Representative Hassert, would

you like to respond to Representative Deering's question?''

Hassert: ''My underskanding is that there will be no misdemeanors

or any other penalties: whether itdll be a civil penalty

and I'm not sure about if there a possibility of shukking

them down.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering, your third last

question.''

Deering: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for keeping so eloquent krack

of me. So you don't know then if we would shut them dcwn.

So for instance, if one of my quarry people that's

operating on a close botton line, if they refuse to filer

they might be assessed a penalty. But if one of ny quarry

operators, they might be assessed a penalty, but they

refuse to...still refuse to file. They could still stay in

operation then, is that what you're saying?''

Speaker Black: l'Representatlve Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Representative, this Bill does not spell out the rules

and regulations which will go through the next year of

procedures in setting up the rules and regulations. So a11

this, With the industry's input, public hearings, and a11

this will be spelled out over the next course of the year

to develop these rules and requlations.'d

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering, your fourth last

question.'f

Deering: 1'Oh, I snookered your Mr. Speaker. It's the closing

comment.''

Speaker 3lack: 'loutstanding, proceed.''

Deering: ''You know understand what you're trytng to do here,
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but I think in a tine When Welre looking ae less government

and less fees and less business regulations, that maybe We

could have addressed this situation in your distrtct a

little bit differently than impactin: khe whole staee. We

have done that before. I don't plan on supporking this

Bâll. I think I may have been the only one in Committee

that didn't vote for it because of the fees. Bu* I ehink

another fee increase on small business is lust another

burden that I don't think we need to be doing at this

time . ''

Speaker Black: ''With no one else seekinq recognitione

Representattve Hassert to closea''

Hassert: ''Thank you# Mr. Speaker. Just to reemphasize: the

industry has worked over the last three Dr four years on

ehis Bill. They've come to agreement. Theybve agreed to

assess a fee upon thenselves to pay for this program. Itfs

not going to cost the taxpayers of Illinois, so itls a

necessary program. It's pretty hard to believe that over

the last 10 years or 15 years, that We have not had any

regulations fn place dealing With blasting. think ehis

is a good Bill and I ask for your support.''

Speaker Black: HThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 1486 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 those opposed vote

'nay'. Voting is open. This is final ackion. Have all

voted Who wksh? Have al1 vated Who Wksh? Eave a1l voted

who wish? Mr. Clerk, take *he record. Represenkative

Hassert?''

Hasserkl ''Mr.

consideration?''

Speaker Black: lêyou can

Speaker, can I put this on poseponed

put this on postponed consideration. On

this Bill, House Bill 1486, there are 59 voting 'aye', 52

votinq 'no', 3 voting 'present'. This Bill, having failed
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Qonstktutional Majority, the Sponsor has

requested...is defeated and the Sponsor's requested it to

be put on postponed consideration and EhaE w11l be granked.

Ladies and Gentlemen, kf I could have your attention. We

still have a number of Bills on Third Reading and some of

those Bills will be extremely important to each and every

Member. We Wt11 adjourn today on a Death Resolution of a

former Menber. We have sone business to take care of at

this time. I would urge you not to leave the Capitol
.

would urge you not to get on your way. If you'll come back

just as soon as conferences are over and cooperate, we can

still adjourn at a reasonable time. At this time, the

Chakr Would recognkze the Gentleman from Rock Island
,

Represenkative Brunsvold.''

Brunsvoldl ''Tbank you, Mr. Speaker. The Democrats would like a

conference and We wkll try to be as quick as possibte and

return to the floor sa ve May get our work done.''

Speaker alack: ''Do you think ve can wrap up our business ln 30

minutes, Representattve?''

Brunsvold: ''No, but I would say an hour and We'll try to get back

as soon as possible.''

Speaker Black: ''Letls say that the House Will pkan on convening

at 1:15 p.m. Hopefully, you can get your business done at

that time. The Republicans will also have a conference in

their Committee Room. If a11 Republicans Would go to their

conference, all Democraks to theirs. Please try and be

back on the floor at 1:15. We have some very important

business to conduct todayo We would apprectate your

cooperation.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Attention, Republican Members. Attention,

Republican Members. The Republican Conference Will meet in

Room D-1 in the Stratton. Introduction - Flrst Reading of

41st Legislative Day

to receive a
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#146, offered by Representative

Kenner, a Bi1l for an Act that amends the Code of Civil

Procedure. Senate Bill #273, offered by Representative

Ronen, a Bill for an Kct that amends the State Employees

Group Insurance Act of 1971. Senate Bill 4416/ offered by

Representative Hoeft, a Bill for an Aet relatkng to

education. Senate 3i11 #447, offered by Representative

Parkey a Bill for an Act concerning the leasing and

ownership of condominiums. First Reading - Introduction of

these Senate ;il1s.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: . HThe hour of 1:15 having come and gone, the

House Will now be in order. I'd like to announce first

khat visiting us today fron Representative Ann Zickus's

district is the Willow Springs eighth grade class. Theylre

in the Speaker's Gallery. Wplcome to Springfield. Now,

Mr. Clerk Will now proceed to the Order of House Bills -

Third Reading. Mr. Clerk: read House Bill 753. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative

- -  Black, to proeeed on House Bi1l 753.1'

Clerk McLennand: l'House Bill 9753, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Emergency Telephone System Act. Thtrd Reading of this

House Bi11.H

Speaker Johnson, Tim: l'Representative Black, proceed.'f

Black) ''Yes, *hank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladles and

Gentlemen of the House. House Bk11 753, first of al1 1et

me say, has nothing Eo do with cellular energency service

or access. That's a Bi11 Wedre still trying to work on.

What this Bill does is after the modified final judgement

some years ago by ehe Federal Judiciary and broke up the Ma

Bell system as we know it, al1 kknds of changes bave come

into the telecommunications business. One of those changes

noW is that if you have a 9ll service, and al1 but I think
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24 counties do# that the telephone that youdre dialing 9l1

from is supposed to, if youdre on an enhanced system, show

khaE 9l1 public service answering point where that

telephone is located. Now, What has happened and this Bill

came about, the genesis came about from an emergency

situation in a dormitory at an Illinois college khat has a

common PBX or a common switchboard. And the 911 system

employed in the community was an enhanced 91l syôtem. But

when they called from the dormitory, the only identifier on

the enhanced system was showing ehe address and phone

number of the university, not particularly Where the

telephone vas located. What We're attempting Eo do with

this location, excuse me, this legislation, is to amend the

Emergency Telephone System Act and establish a business

offense of not less than $1,000 or more than $5,000 for ' a

violation of the private sWitch residential servkce and

private switch business service for 9ll services. In

effect, what the Bi11 does ks to sag tbaE ...1%

Speaker .lohnson, Tim: ''If We could give the Gentleman your

attention.''

Black: ''Xhat in effect the Bill does is to say that the local

telephone carrier is not liable for the wiring beyond

its...when iE brings the wire up to your residence or

business. If you contract With a private knstakler to put

those phones in a dormitory or a business that would have

several dozen, if not hundreds of exeensions, tbat

installer must wire those telephones to show where that

telephone is, in fact, if you dial 911. Under current law,

we're holding the local carrier responsible for that and

that carrier may, in fact, not be the person who installed

those phones or ran those lines. I think it simply makes

imminent good sense and be glad to answer any questions you
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have about House Bill 753.'1

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Rock Island, Representative Brunsvold, on the Bill. Give

the Gentleman your attention. Representative Brunsvold,

Proceed.''

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''He indicates he Wi1l.I'

Brunsvold: ''I think everyone on the floor and the new people

should know that Representative Black and I worked years

now on the 91l systems and cellular switching and so on.

Billy how are we going to justify or hov are we going to

make sure that the proper effort is put forth to nake sure

that all the switching places have What they're suppose to

have? Because we kind of put the telephone company in

charge of making sure that this 1aw Was obeyed by the

citizens when they should have the switching. Who's going

to make sure that this gets done?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.''

Blaek: ''To khe best of my knowledge, Representative, I think one

of the reasons for this Bill is to put the onus on that

private contractor or installer. I think, and you probably

know better than 1, the Federal Government has mandated

this by what, '96 - 997, somekhing like that. Ik's

something that the private installers know they have to do.

Obviously, some are not happy with it. One in my district,

partfcularly, is not happy kith it, but I think uhen you

make it a business offense for failure to comply of not

less Ehan a $1,000 or nore Ehan $5,000, I would hope Ehak

would be the impetus. In fact, for the private installers

to see to it that when they wire that systemz the system is

capable of going through that base exchange and identifying

where that phone is on a 9l1 call.''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: HFurther questions? Representative

Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: ''Thank you. The private installers would be whom:

Representative Black? Who are we talking about here?

Who's goin: to do the installing Ehen?l' I
iSpeaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''Yes, Well since the Rodified final judgement, there are

any number of companies out there. I don't want to get

into trade names or anything: but, I meane it could

literally be the Black/Brunsvold Telephone Installation E
I

Company. I think if you get in the yellow pages today, of

course, we didn't see this a feW years ago, but there are

literally dozens of companies who will come to your

business or your district office or even your home and Will

run that wire from the communicatlons, the

telecommunications company junction box, on into your home,
wire up your home wikh a11 kknds of extensions and what

have you and it is quike a booming business. It's no

longer you have this option nov. It used to be, you could

have anybody you want install your telephone as long as it

was Illknois Bell and now, there are several, probably .

hundreds of contractors out there who do that. ''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Brunsvoldg further

questions?''

Brunsvold: ''Yes, Bill, does khis take.o.delay the time period

Which Ehis has Eo happen? I know we had meeeings earlier

this year and one of the requests was that we postpone the

deadline time by about six months, I think it was. Is that

included here in this Bil1?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Blackad'

Black: MNo, Representative, that is not. There is a delay

provision in a Bill I think Representative Leitch is I
I
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sponsoring. Al1 khis 3ill does is to set up the business

offense to clarify because some companies have saidz 'Wel1,

we're not going to do it because we don't have too' This

Bi1l says they are going to have to or pay the penalty.

Representative Leitehr I believe, has a Bill that does

delay that effeckive date.''

Speaker Johnson,

Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: ''Thank you. I've completed my questkonkng: but uould

like to take this off Short Debate, Mr. Speaker. Thank

you, Mr. Blacke''

Tim: ''Purther questions? Representative

Speaker Johnsol, TLm: ''Is..mThere's requisite number of hands so

the Chair recognizes tbe Gentleman from Effingham,

Represeltative Eattke. Representatîve Hartke, proceed.''

Hartke: ''Yes, will the Sponsor yield?l'

Speaker Johnson, Tkm: ''Ee kndkcakes he Will.''

Hartke: ''Representative Black, think I know What youdre Erying

to do here and I'm not sure I have a Whole 1ot of

objecEion, but got a question. In our offices across the

way at the Stratton Office Building, if I pick up ny phone

and dial 911, Would the emergency system arrive at that

location here in a governmental building?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''I'n not sure. k don't know how We're Wired and think

thak would be one of *he problems that We're trying to get

at. My assumption would be, we're probably not wkred to

the central swiEch board in that level yet, and if you Were

feeling ë11 and I know at your age, sometkmes that Kappens,

and you dial 91l on your office extensiong it nigbt not

show up on the enhanced system as to where the phone

actually is located. I really don't know the answer to

that. Maybe if somebody's in our voice range that works on
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our state phone system, they could answer

Can ' t . ''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further questions? Representative

Hartke.''

Eartke: HYesy then that would set up a penalty for whoever we

have now. It applies to governmental bodies as well, a

cosE to state government. Has there been a fiscal impact

note been requested on this piece of legislation?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Blacko
*

Bkack: ''Not to my knowledge.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartke.l'

Hartke: ''Well, I haven't requested one 'cause I really never

thought about it till nowe but this could be quite

expensive to state government because although now this

legislation would, I guess, go back on the installer that

moves the phones around as We change offices and so forth

because they have the contract for our phone system here
.

That phone company then would probably wanE to void their

contract with the State of Illinois or the State of

Illinois, lf we Wanted to have that designation or whatever

by officer by phone, Would be quite expensive to the State

of Illinois itself and the universities and our junior
colleges as well as al1 businesses in the State of

Illinois. 7ou know, Effingham County just Went through a

9l1 referendum and wedre setting it up now. Fedders

Corporation, for example, has a 20 acre . .. ''

speaker Johnson, Tim: ''If we could give the Gentleman some

attention, I think it's difficult to hear. Representative

Hartke, proceed.''

Hartke: 'Q ..has a 20 acre building slte, and I'm sure there are

various phones at various locaEions. Now, someone

the back part of the shipping area would pick up the phone

April 7, 1995
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today or six months from now, call 911, the head office 1

would have no idea and when the emergency vehicle showed

up, they wouldn't know who called, but someone maybe in the

back office would. Does that mean: in this legislation

mean that that carrier now has got to be responsible for a

fine because he didn't put it throughout the entire

system?''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representatkve Blacko''

Black: ''Well, that question is exactly why we need to pass this

1aw and I don't think it's going to be costly. The very

khing you mentioned is going to be required by federal law
.

I believe it takes effect and Joel can correct me. I

believe it's January l of 197. A11 systems must be

identifkable from the phone location. That is federal

law...or will be federal law. It's already passed. It has

an implementation...about 18 nonthsr tWo years out. What

has happened here is the local exchange company has no way

of running trunks in this building if they don't have the

contract. We may contract With Lincoln Land Communication

or what have you. The responsibility must then be on your

contractor to nake sure that those phones are indeed Wired

in through the private base exchangeg Which may in our case

have thousands of phones. So that your phone, uhen you

dial 911, that enhancement Will show that you are in the

Stratton Office Building and in your office. It's the very

Ehingv..The question you asked is *he very reason why this

Bill needs to be passed because you can't have them roll up

to the Capktol: say somebody dialed 911, not when We have

thousands of telephones.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative Hartke.l'

Hartke: ''Yes# Would this then apply to private residents as Well?

I have several extensions in my home, also one on my
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would also apply to the private

individuals. Correcta''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.''

Black: 'fThank goodness, we b0th have goo; staff. Mona reminded

Me khae it would not affect a prlvate residential, unless

you put in a private base exchange because you had so many

phones. Now, I've been to your home and I know you have

quite an operation and you probably do have a private base

exchange for a1l of your various entrepreneurial things

that you have going on. So if you did have a private base

exchange kn your home, then thts would apply.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Lake, Representative Salvi.'l

Salvi: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous questionen

Speaker Johnson, Tim: f'The question is, 'Shall the main question

be put?' Al1 in favor vote 'aye'...say 'aye'; opposed say

'no'. The 'ayesf have it. The main question is put. On

Houge Bill 753. Representaeive Black to close.''

Black: ''Thank you very much. I appreciate the attention youdve

given to this Bill and ask for an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 753

pass?' A11 in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is open. This is final action. Representative

Johnson in khe Chair. Have all voted who wish? Have a1l

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Mr. Clerkp take

the record. On khis question, there are 115 voting 'yesf,

none voting 'no', none voting 'present'. This Bill, having

received a Constitutional Majorityy is hereby declared

passed. The Chair Would recognize in the center aisle a

Cormer Member, our esteemed forner colleague,

Representative Fred Turk. Fred, welcome to Springfield.

Proceeding on the Order of House Bills - Third Reading, Mr.
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Clerk, read House Bill 1398.'9

Clerk Rossi: ''House B1l1 1398,

Board of Hiqher Education Act.

Bill.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from St.

Clair, Representative Younge, on the Bi1l.''

Younqe: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House. House

Bill 1398 would authorize the Board of Higher Education and

the Department of Commerce and Conmunity Affairs to make an

economic and educational feasibiliey study fcr the future

development of Parks College in Cahokia, Illinois. In

Cahokiay there is a 1,000 student aerospace engineering

college owned by St. Louis University. St. Louis

Universtty of St. Louis has decided that it is going to

move the college to St. Louis. This effort is to, by

feasibility study, determine the interesk of the State of

Illinois in aerospace engineering education in Southern

Illinois and this is the only college that teaches that.

The Hiqher Board of Education believes that the study

should be made and is interested and wilking to make (t, as

does DCCA, and this Bill is cosponsored by Representative

Wirsing. And I move for Ehe passage of khe Bi11.H

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Any further discussion? Seeing none,

We'l1 hold for one moment. Oh: Ifm sorry. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative

Hoffman. RepresenEative Hoffman on the Bill.

Representative Hoffman, do you Wish to prcceed?''

Hotfman: ''Will the Sponsor yield?'g

Speaker Johnson, Tim: Hlndicakes she Wil1.1î

Hoffman: ''Representative, this is With reqards to the Parks Air

College: it's ny understanding. Is there any way that we

can keep that. I just have read the news accounts of it

April 7, 1995
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being moved. And is there any way that we can keep thak

school affiliated with St. Louis University in Illinois?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Xounge.''

Younge: ''I think that it may be a possibility. It should be

continued to be worked on as one of the alternatives. The

problems are deterioration of physical facilities and the

lack of money to operake the school. And *he purpose af

the Bill and the feasibility skudy is to determine how

those resources could be made available and Work With St.

Louis University as one of the alternative way: of

continutng the education.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Proceed.''

Hoffman: l'If tE Were to movee are there any ideas that we may

have that Ne could use the facility for?''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative, in response.''

Younge: ''Yes, Representative Hoffnan, as you know, Parks Air

College is located adjacent to the Downstate Metropolitan

Akrport and it is thought that a high tech industrial park

type facility, an incubator, might be an alternative use,

so this will be one of things the fqasibility would be

studiedq''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further questionsg Representative?''

Hoffman: ''I think that this is a good Bi11 and certainly needs

passage. I just... The only other question I have, does St.
LouLs University ncW own that buildfng and do you khink

they'd be Nilllng to either sell it for a minimal amounE of

money or deed it to *he State of Illinois or another

governmental entiky or someone else, once we decide what

type of use would be good for that area?l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Younge in response.
''

Younge: ''Thank you, Representative Hoffman, for asking that

question. As you knoWr the property Was originally given
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as a gift from Oliver Parks to St. Louis University, and so

I thknk that that should be one of the considerations as to

how to get it back and so Ehat will be taken to

consideration.lî

Speaker Johnson:

Further questions?''

Roffman: ''I would just urge an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: IfThe Chair recognizes the Genkleman from

DeRalb, Representative Wirsing. Representative Wirsing,
PVOCOPd.ê'

Wirsing: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As Chakrman of the House

Higher Education Commiktee, I need to speak to this Bill

because in Committee there was some concerns about not

necessarily the study, buE there Was some concerns about

the ability to fund and get it done. The agreement at

that time was to allow this Bill to come ouk of CommitEee

and for Representative Younge and myself to see if we could

resolve these problems and if We eouldr that the Bill Would

move forward, and that is why it is before us today. The

understandkng and the agreenent that-Representative Younge

and I and other agencies have come to is that we Would like

to proceed With this Bill because the study is needed to

make the determination as Representative Younge has

indicated and move it out of here, which will put in the

process then of possibly finding the funding for the study.

This is an agreemen: that we had come Eo and I khink i:

coincides wàth comments made by other Members of the Higher

Education Commiktee on that particular day. We want to

move it to the Senate so that, as I said, the process to

see if there can be funds found for doing the study that

are available. With that in mind and with that

explanation, I do urge an 'aye' vote on this piece of

Tim: ''Are you concluded, Represenkative?
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank. you, Representative. The Gentleman

from Lake, Representative Salvi, for whak purpose do you

rise?''
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Salvi: ''Mr. Speaker, move the previous question.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall the main question

be put?l Al1 in favor say Iaye'; opposed lno'. The 'ayes'

have The main question is put. Representative ïounge

to closeo''

Xounge: ''I ask for the passage of this Bill. Thank you.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall House 3ill 1398

pass?' A1l in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is open. This is final action. Have all voted who

Wish? Have a1l voted who uish? Have a11 voted who wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this Billy there are l15

voking 'yes' none vatinq 'no', none voting 'prezent'. And

this Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority, is

hereby declared passed. Proceedinq on the Order of House

Bills Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill

1596 . 1'

Clerk McLennand: ''Eouse Bi11 41596, a Bill for an Act that anends

the Eleceronic Fund Transfer Transmission Facility Act.

Third Reading of this House Bi11.1'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''On the Bi11# the Sponsor, the Lady from

Kane, Representative Deuchler, proceed.''

Deuchler: HMr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, I

bring before you House Bill 1596. It repeals the

Eleceronic Fund Transfer Transmission Faclllty Act and

replaces it wlth a new Eleetronic Fund Transfer Act' EFT

Act. The operation of the EFT Act shall be overseen by the

Commissioner of Banks and Trust...Trusts. Banks, savings

banks, and savkngs and loans and credit unkons are gtanted
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rights of access to the terminals and EFT networks

operating within Illinois. It authorizes the deposits of

funds to an account by an EFT kerminal. It authorizes

financial institutions to use EFT terminals to allow

consumers to pay bills electronically. It repeals previous

restrictions and definitions of the types of hardware to be

used by an EFT netWork and replaces these definitions with

language intended to be flexible and consistent with

technology. It provkdes that an EFT termknal nust be in a

publkcly accesskble location and electronically accessible

to custoners of more than one financial institution. This

CPT Ack shall not apply to electronic transactions

consummated by a private citizen from his home by neans of

a telephone or a personal computer. It also sets up two

committees. The first is an Illinois EPT Advisory

Committee consisting of the Commissioner of Banks and

Trusts and 10 members to be appointed by the Governor and

the second Committee, an Illinois Electronic Data

Processing Advisory Committee, which will consist of the

Commissioner and 8 members to be appointed by the Governor.

A number of groups are supporting this legislation. The

legislation also passed out of Committee with a 19 to no

opposed. Some of the groups supporting 1596: the

Commissioner of Banks and Trusts, Illinois Bankers

Association, Community Bankers, the Illinois Credit Dnion,

League of Savings Institution, CASH Skation, EFT Illinois,

Illinois Retail Merchantsv and numerous individual

financial institutions. Be willing to answer any

questions.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg, proceed.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Deuchler, I
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heatd you indicate, I believe, that your legislatkon enacts

or increases the size of two boards or actually allows for

the appokntment of two advisozy boards. Is that correct,

Mabam?''

Speaker Johnson, Tkm: ''Representative Deuchker
.
''

Deuchler: ''Representative Granberg, thete is no net gain in

boardsv kf that's what you're askkng. I Would elimknate

two previously existing boards al* replace them Wkth tWo

new oneso''

Speaker Johnson. Tim: HFurther questtsns, Representatkve

Granberg?''

Granberg: ''Thank you. so there is no net or no increase in the

boards. 'here's just reappointnents under your new Act.

Is thak correct?'l

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''She indicates that's correct. Purther

questions?''

Granberg: ''ïes. Representativer I believe you indicated that

this Act has not been amended or brought up to dake since

its enactment in 1979. Is that correct?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Deuchler
.
''

Deuchler: f'That is correct.''

Speaker Johnsony Tim: ''Representative Granberg. ''

Granberg: ''And so that is essentially the reasoning for your
legislation was to bring this Act up to date ineo

compliance With any new changes or technological changes in

Ehe industry?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Deuchler. ''

Deuchler: ''Yes.''

Speaker Johnsone Tim: ''Further queskions?''

Granberg: ''You also indicated, I believe, Madam, that this cane

about from the financial group such as the Bankersl

Association. This was their initiative, is that eorrect?''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Deuchler.''

Deuchler) ''The Bill Was put together by the Commissioner of Banks

and Trusts. These other groups that I listed are

supportinq the legtslation that came from that office.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Purther questions, Representative

Granberg?''

Granberg: ''Qhank you. Does Ehe Commissioner of Banks and Truets

have khe ability to regulate EFT fees?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: ''That is correct and that continues under this Btl1.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granbergk ''Has the Commissioner or his office indicated if he

tends to make any changes on the fees in place today,

pursuant to your legislationa''

Speaker Johnson, Timk ''Representative Deuchler.''

Deuchlerk ''Would he please repeat the question?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Gentleman could repeat the question

and ic We could have a lkttle bit nore quiet so that the

Sponsor can hear the question. of the interrogator, khe

Chair would appreciate proceed. Isn't that a nice

thing to call you, Representative? The interrogator.

Proceed.''

Granberg: ''Thank you. Representatlve Deuchler, has the

Commissioner indicated whether he intends to cap EPT fees

pursuant to your new legislation?''

speaker Johnson, Timz 'lRepresentakive Deuchler.''

Deuchler: ''No, he has not.''

Speaker Johnsonr Tim: ''Representative?''

Granberg: HItfs my understanding Ehat numerous pieces of

legislation have been proposed to this Act to cap EFT fees,

and T did no* know that Was his intention with the

passage of your legislation because of the growing concern
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about ever

indicated his conplete support for your leqislation?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representakive Deuchler.''

Deuchler: ''Yes, Commissioner does support the legislation.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Represenkative Granberg, any further

questions?''

Granberg: ''Yes.''

Speaker Johnson, ïim: ''Proceed.''

Granberg: ''And the...in the negotiations on your legislation, I

think you indkcated that a11 the bankkng organizations are

in support. Was there any input by any consumer

organizakions in the negotiations on your Bil1?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Deuchler.l'

Deuchler: really don't remember if any of them signed slips or

not, buk certainly would have been welcome to testifyon

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representakive Granberg.'f

Granberg: $'We1lr Were you involved in the negotkations which led

to this Bi11?''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''Representative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: I'Yes, and some of the preliminary work. I assume that

you Were getting at consumer protection With your question

and certainly the consumer protectton issues that Were

conkained in existing 1aw are verbatim requirements of

federal lawe and this was also carried on and incorporates

the provisions by reference in the new Act, so consumer

protection is covered.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Granberg, you could

bring your questions and comments to a close. Proceed.
''

Granberg: ''I am. In your negotiations over your legislation, so

you do not know if in your involvementr there was any

representation by consumers. Was the Illinois Retail

Merchants Association involved in the neqotiations?''

April 7, 1995
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Deuchlerv''

Deuchler: ''Ves, they were and I have told you about the

protectlons incorporatinq federal lawwn

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representative. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Lake, Representative Salvi.''

Salvi: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous questionv''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall the main question

be put?' All in favor say 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The fayes'

have i*. The main question is put. And on the Bill,

Representaeive Deuchler to close.''

Deuchler: ''To just ask for an affirmative vote: please.l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1596

pass?' A1l in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. The

votkng ts open. This is fknal action. Eave a11 voted %ho

wish? Have al1 voted who uish? Have al1 voted Who Wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this Bill, there are

votinq 'yes', none voting 'no', 2 votinq 'present'. And

khis Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority. is
hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill 1721.66

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1721, a Bill for an Act concerning the

leasing and ownership of condoniniums. Third Readin: of

Ehis House 3ill.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''On the Bill, the Sponsor, the Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Parkey proceed.''

Parke: ''Thank your Mr. Speaker. Senate Bill 44...excuse me, 1721

affects the condominium law and it has been provided Eo me

by the Chicago Bar AssociaEion. This proposal...proposed

legislation will include the Illinois Condominium Property

Ace and the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure. Condominium

Law Subcommittee of the Real Property LaW Committee of the

Chicago Bar Association has lon: been in the opinion that

the Illinois Condominium Property Act needs to be amended
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extensively ko correct ambiguities..wambiguities, well, yau
1knok What I mean, and inconsistencies and update the Act to

deal with operational concerns of the Condominium

Associations. The latter strategy was implemented in 1992

and 1993 when the Subconmittee drafted substanttal

revkstons to the Act. This current proposal is consistenE

with such prior legislation. In furtherance of this

process, the proposed legislaticn will clarify ambiquities

kn the Illinois Condominium Property Act and will enhance

condominium operations by balancing the duties and

responsibility of the Board of Managers uith the interest

of the members of the Condominium Assoeiation. Unit owners

, and condominium associations and master associations, town

homes and other types of home owners associations to a

lesser extent wi11 be mostly dlrected by the proposed

legislation. This proposal will enable attorneys, uni:

ownersv board members, managerse and the courts to

interrupt the Illinois Condominium Law. I would like to

highlight a number of sections for you so that you can

understand. Again, this is astechnical cleanup of the Act.

One, Section 2-1, unless otherwise expressed provisions in

this action...in this another Section of the Actr the

provàsions of the Act are applicable to all condominiums in

khe state and any portions of a condominium instrument that

is not consistent with this Act is void. The bylaws of a

condominium must provide the method of filling vacancies

among the officers which shall include the authorlty for

the members of the board to fill vacancies for the

unexpired portion of the term. Ik collects..mlt corrects

drafting errors and provides that condominium asscciations

have the right to terminate certain long term conttacts

made prior to turnover of control from the developer to the
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unit owners' commencement.w.commences with election of the

first unit owner board of managers and runs for a period of

six months from *he electo. And provides that the

cancellation is effective 30 days after mailing notice to

the other party of the contract, elarifies the board of

manaqers of the condomtnium associations and the power

expended assessments that is levied. In affectinq the

Civil Coprt of Procedure, Seceion 9102A7, makes this

Section of the Code of Civil Procedure consistent with the

previous amended Sectton l8n of the Condominium Properky

Aet by permikting the use of the evidence remedied for the

non-monetary default of *he unit owners or tenank. In

addition, Section 91042d requires the issuance of a 10 day

notice and provides a fornal notice if the condominium

assoctation is proceeding directly açainst a tenant for

evictkon under Section l8n of the Illinois Condominjum

Property Act. I hope this gives you some understanding of

ehe complexity of thks legislation, but I understand that

there is no one in objeetion to this Bill. I stand

ready...'f

Speaker Johnson, Nim: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentlenan from

Cooke Representative Ellis Levin, but in his absence, the

Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative Erwln,

proceed. Represenkative Erwin on the Bi11.''

Erwin: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I thought you Were going to

recognize Representative Felgenholtz, buk ...''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Pardon?''

Erwin: ''Never mind.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Proceed.''

Erwin: MI rise in strong support of House Bill 1721.1'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: dllf We coutd give the Lady your attenkion.

Representative Erwin, proceed. Representative Gash,
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control yourself. Representative Erwin, proceed.''

Erwin: ''She's had a rough Week. eoo much caffeine. Thank you,

Kr. Speaker. I rkse kn support of House Btll 1721.

Representative Parke did a fine job of going through the
legalities, which I can't say I totally understand, but 1et

me just say thaE I khink that this Body should rest assured
that the kork of the subcommittee that developed this pieee

of legislation is very fair in its approach in terms of not

representing or advantaging, if you will, one sector versus

another. So in condominiuns, happen to live in one

myself, and I've been on a condominium board, this

legislation does not disadvantage residents versus board

members, developers versus residents. It is a fair, and I

think not only a fair piece of legislation, but very ably

addresses many issues vhich the courts have dealt with in

the Condotinium Act and seeks to clarkf'y thks Act: so that

in fact, there is less litigation and makes condominium

ltvin: an easier, more hcspitable environment. So, I would

certainly urge your 'aye' vote. Thank you.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representative. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Lake, Representative Salvi.''

Salvi: ''Mr. Speaker: I move ehe previous queseion.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is# 'Shall the Main question

be put?' There's been a request for a Roll Call. Is khaE

correct? Okay, the question is: 'Shall the main question

be put?' All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is open. Have al1 voted who Wish? Have all voted

who Wish? Have a11 voted Who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the

record. On this Motion, there are 65 voking 'yes', 47

voting 'no', and the previous question is put. The Chair

recognizes the Sponsor, Representative Parke, to close.''

Parke: ''Thank you. This is a technical Bill. It is a cleanup
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for the most part, it is a clean-up piece of legislation

and that again, welve heard no opposition to it and Would

ask for a favorable Roll Call.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1721

pass?' A11 in favot vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is open. This is final action. Have all voked who

wish? Have al1 voted who Wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question, khere are

1l5 voting 'yes', none voking 'no', none voting 'present'.

This Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority, is

hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill 1793.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1793, a Bill for an Act amendinq the

Environmental Protection Act. Third Reading of this House

Bi11.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''It's 1793. The Billds...having been read,

the Chair recognizes the Lady from Will, the Sponsor,

Representative Ciarlo. Representative Ciarlor proceedo''

Ciarlo: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1793 provides

funding for the contfnuation of a critical water pollukion

control program.w.activities that support the state's waste

water resolving (sic - revolving) loan program. The loan

program benefits local communities by providing 1ow

interest financing for conskruction, expansion, and

upgrading of Waste water treatment and conveyance

facilities. Activities that support the loan program

include: Water quality monitoring, discharge permittinqr

field surveillance, compliance monitoring, and enforcemene.

This Bill provides funding for these kmportant actlvities

without -- do you hear me -- Withouk increasing general

revenue fund support or increasing the cost to the loan

recipients by redicecting a portion af the current interest

payment Without increasing the total fixed loan rate. Such
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a deal, this is the best! Proponents of this Bill are *he

Environmental Protection Agencyr the Chemical Industrial

Council of Illinois, the Illlnois Manufacturer's

Association, the Sta*e Chamber of Commerce, the Municipal

Leaguez and the Rock River Water ReclaMation District. And

as far as I know, there are no known opponenks to this

Bill.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''On khe Bill, the Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Clinton, Representative Granberg. Proceed.u

Granberg: ''Thank you. Would the Lady yield?'f

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''She indicates she Wi1l.''

Granberg: ''Representative, I believe you indicated this creates

two separate funds within the Environmental Protection

Agency. Is that right?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: f'Yes, Representative, that's correct.f'

Speaker Johnson, Tims ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And I believe currently there is just one fund for

these amounts. Is that correct?''

Speaker Johnson, Tims l'RepresenEative Ciarlom''

Ciarlo: ''Yes, Representative, there's one fund right now.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Granberg.l'

Granberg: ''I don't know if I understood why we're actually

dividing one fund into two separate funds. What is the

purpose in creating two separate funds? Is there an

increaGe in federal fundingg for example? Is there an

increase in a special fund: for example? What is the

rationale for doing this?''

Speaker Johnson, Timl ''Representative Ciarloe''

Ciarlo: ''Representative, the establishment of the second fund is

to redirect a portion of the repayment to establish the

adminiskrative agency to provide this continued funding for
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the local municipalities.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further question, Representative?

Proceed.''

Granberg: ''Are they limited? Can they not do that currently?''

Gpeaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: ''The U.S. EPA requires that We establish a oecond fund ln

order to maintain both of those accounts.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative Granbergp''

Gzanberg: ''But I had Ehought, Representative, that When we had

the one account, that Was sufficient for the Federal BPA.

That is no longer the case?''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative Ciarlo.''

Càarlo: ''Ves: in order to do this, you are correct.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Granberg.s'

Granberg: ''So in order to comply with the Federal U.S. EPA, we

noW have to divide the one special fund into two special

funds. Is that correct?''

Speaker Johnsony lin: ''Representative Ciarloa''

Ciarlo: ''Yes, Representativer that is my .understandkng.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative Granberg.n

Granberg: ''And did we currently, I meanr did We add a section in

your legislation, RepresentaEive, thaE was previously

discontinued? Is that correct?''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: ''Excuse me, Representativer I didn't understand your

question. Would you please repeat itz''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Gentleman can repeat the question and

the chanber could direct your attention to Representative

Granberg and his questions, we can hear better and proceed

more orderly. Representative Granberg, proceed.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, gepresentative. Representative, the

question Was, it's my understanding that your legislation
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adds a sectton Ehat was previously discontinued under prior

law, that it reinstates a provision. Is Ehat true?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: ''No, I do not believe so, Sir.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representakive Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you. And then on your Amendmenk,

Representativez I believe Amendment #1 Was adopted to the

Bil1?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlot ''Yes.'' .

Speaker Johnsong Tim: ''Representakive Granberg.''

Granberg: ''0n that Amendment, Representative, on line 17,

beginning on line l7, line 17-20, could you please explain

this language to ne? I'm not quite sure if I understand

the purpose behind this?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: ''Representative, it limits the amount of money that can

be used for this purpose.''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''Representative Granbergo''

Granberg: ''When you indicate that, Representative, do you mean

then for each special fund that is now created under your

1aW thak would limit the use of those dollars? Is that

What you're indicating?''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representakive Ciarlo.l'

Ciarlo: ''It limits the amount of money that can be diverted into

Ehat fund, RepresenEativeo''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Represeneakive Granberg.''

Granberg: .'.1* limits Ehe amount of money thaE can go into both

funds?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: ''Just the support fund. In other words, the

administrative arm.''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Alrightz I think I understand now. So you are

attempting to limik the amount of funding that ean be spent

just on administrative services for the fund? Is that khe
intention?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Represenkative Ciarlo has nodded in

assent. Further questions, Representative Granberg?''

Granberg: 'ISo, Representative, 1et Me just try to understand this

correctly. ïou're creating two special funds because a

feGeral EPh mandate that requires the segregation of

dollars and these are passed through dollars from the

Federal EPA?H

Speaker Johnson, Tin: l'Representative Ciarlo.'s

Ciarlo: ''These are portions of the repayment of the loan

7rOVtaIZ'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Granberg to close. Finish

your comments.''

Granberg: HThank you. And Representativer just following through
on the financial-aspect of your Billr I believe, but Mr.

Speaker, if' I could, I1d like to have this removed from

Short Debate. Representative Lang has questions besides

the financial impact of Ehis Bil1.'1

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The 9il1 will be removed from the Order of

Short Debate and the Chair recognkzes the Gentleman from

Cook: Representative Lang. Proceed, Representative.n

Lang: 'fMr. Speaker, w#l1 Ehe Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, T&m: ''Indicates she Wi11.''

Lang: I'Representativez hi. Hi there. During your explanation of

your Bill, you used the term, 'such a deal'. I don't know

if that's some special formal legislative term I'm not

familkar with, but when you explained the Bill, I missed

What the 'such a deal' was. I think I know what the term
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lsuch a deal' means, but I'm not Eure ï know what the deal
was. Can you explain to me?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''On the terminology, Representative
Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: ''#e1l, 'such a deal', we're going to be able to continue

gkving a11 of these wonderful services to the
munkcipalities and to all of the people that require this
loan assistance program without getting any additional
funds from the General Revenue Fund or without increasing
the rake to the municipaltties for this loan program

. Now,
isn't that a uonderful dealz Representatkve?l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Lang. Representative Lang,
do you have further questions. ..or further answers?''

Lang: ''Does this nok create a slight decrease in funds that might
be available to the loan program?''

Speaket Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Ciarlo
.
''

Ciarlo: ''Wkth 'such a dealt, there is a sliçhk decrease.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang.'l

Lang: .''Well, I hardly know what to say when a Bill is presented
to me this way. I'm finished.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from
Lake, Representative Salvk.''

Salvi: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question. ''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is
, 'Shall the main question

be put?' Al1 in favor vote 'ayef. . .say 'aye'; opposed
'no'. The 'ayes' have it and khe Chair recognizes the Lady
from Will, Representatkve Ckarloe to closee''

Ciarlo: ''What else can I say? We should all vote for 'such a

deal ' . ''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is
, 'Shall House Bill 1793

pass?' A1l in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'no'
. The

voting is open. This is final action
. Have aLl voked Who
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wish? Rave al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this Bill, there are ll4

voting 'yes': none voting 'no', none voting 'present'.

This Bil1, having received a Constitutional Majoriky, is
hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, read House 3ill 1842. 9'

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1842, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Insurance Code. Third Reading of this House

3 i l 1 . ''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Gentlenan from Cook, Ehe Sponsor:

Representattve Pedersen. Proceed.''

Pedersen: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and tadies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1842 amends the Insurance Code. It

requires that the insurance agent at an insurance agency,

who ts responsible for compkiance With the insurance laws

and Administrative Code, nust be an officer or director of

the corporation or a partner of a partnership. The reason

khey vant to make this changez ik came from the

professional independent insurance agent, is that some

agencies have designated an employee or some other person

With no authority or control over the actions of the firm

to fkll this spot. Consequently, there's no effective

accountability for improper aetivity fy the firm. So it

just requires one of the officials of the firm to be named

rather than a clerk. So it's a simple request and 1 Would

ask for a favorable vote.''

Speaker Johnson, Timt ''0n the B#1l, the Chair tecognkzes the Lady

from Cook, Representative Pantin.''

Eantin: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I Want to relinquish my time to

Mr. ...Represenkative Lang.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Your request will be granked.

Representative Lang: proceed.''

Lang: HThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?tl
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: HHe indicates he Wi11. H

Lang: ''Representative, has there been any indication that soneone

who is not an officer: direckor, or partner that's being

appointed to do this job now is not doing the job
properly?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersen.d'

Pedersen: 1'Well, there must be some concern or the professional

independent insurance agenks wouldn't be requesting ik.

They seldom ask for more regulation or more requirements

from the staEe unless there is some concern
.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Well, Representative, you gave a really good explanation

of what the Bill does. Xou said that it's in case the

person who's appointed to do the job leaves, there wonlt be

anyone to do it. So I just simply asked you if the people

that have been doing the job now, have not been doing the

job properly. If there's any policy reason why the person

who is this go between has to be an officer, director, or

VZUEXSY*W

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''I don't know What more to telt you than what I did a

minute ago. All we're saying is that a responsible person

in khe firm ought to be responsible for complying With the

Administrative Code, and We're talkkng about an officery
director, you know, partner, those kind of people.

''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: dfRepresentakive Lang, any further

questions?''

Lang: ''Many. But, you know, there's a lot of people that have

started to answer questions like Zeke Giorgi around here.
I'm not understanding any answers. Representativey

wouldn't it be just as easy.ow''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''We11, perhaps it Would help in
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. understandin: questions if both sides of the aisle were to

give Representative Lang your attention. So if we could

have a little more quiet in the chamber and, Representative

Pedersen, it would be appreciated. Proceed.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Wouldn't it be just as easy, Representative,
to have them name a person and a successor or two people or

require them if the person leaves Eheir employ ko give a

neW name? Why should these insurance companies be bound to

u:e the person you say they should use, if there's no

indicakion there's be any abuse in the system.ff

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representatize Federsen.''

Pedersen: ''These are no* insurance companies. These are

insurance aqencies and wefre just talking about the owners

or the officers, the directors or partners, Ehose kind of

people Who are responsible for running the company.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Langv''

Lang: ''Well, I have to ask the same question, Sir. The question

i: vhy, Why do we want to make this change? You indicated

in your opening statement abou: tbe Bill that it's because

sometlmes the people that are appointed to these positions

leave and then there's nobody. And I'm simply asking you,

why don't we just require the insurance companies to name

another person if that person leaves? Why should they be

required to name somebody you choose as opposed to somebody

they choose?''

Speaker Johnson, Tkm: ''Representatîve Pedersen.tl

Pedersen: ''What we're talking about here is conplying With

insurance laws and Administrative Code, and it's a

responsibilkty that qoes With the authority kn Eunning the

company, and they just feel it should be someone who has

the responsibility, Who could fulfill the responsibility.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang.''
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Lang: 'fWhofs this magical 'they', you keep talking about, i

Representative? This is your Bill. Who's they? They

feel. They want. This is your Bil1.''

Speaker Johnsonz Tim: HRepresentative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''Well, it's My Bt1l and I agree uith this
, but it came

from the professional independent insurance agents.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang.l'

Lang: ''We11: have they documented any problems in the systen wLth

having a non-partner, non-officery or non-owner do this

work? Aren't there soae really qualified non-owners that

know insuranee 1aw Well enough eo conply with al1 the

necessary state laws?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersen. ''

Pedersen: ''The Department of Insurance has run across it a fe%

tines.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: BRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: 'fDo you have any examples of these abuses you would like to

share with the Body?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Represenkative Pedersenv''

Pedersen: ''I didn't bring any.n

Speaker Johnsonp Tim: ldRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Someone asked me to ask you, Sir, if this has anythin: to

do with 14 year olds on Zambonies at ice skating rinks?

There's nothing in here about Ehat, is there?'f

Speaker Jchnson, Tim: ''IC you wish to respond, Representative

Pedersen?''

Pedersea: ''à11 I can gay ts lf they :ot a driver's kicense, they

should probably be able to drive the Zanbonies.''

Speaker Jcbnson, Qim: ''Representative Lang.'' l
' jLang: 'tWe11

g Representative/ What about the possibility here Ehat l
Iyou're going to be cut

.. .this is really a jobs Bk11, ksn't I
Iit? The people that Non'k be able to do these jobs will be 1
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out of Work. You're going to be putting some people ou* of

work here, aren'k you?''

Speaker Johnsony Tim: ''Representative Pederseno''

Pedersen: ''No.''

Speaker 'Johnsony Tim: 'Representative Lanq.'l

Lanq: ''Well, Mr. Speaker, to the Bill, if I may.''

Lang: ''I guess it's a harmless enough Bill, but it'd be nice if

when Bills were presented on the floor of the House, we

knew ghat they were for. No documented abuses or problems

in tbe system

Speaker Johnsony Tim: $'Go ahead, 1'11 let you finish. Proceed.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Have been shoWn by the Sponsor to indicate any

problem here. In fact, I think it can be denonstrated that

for each of the insurance agencies that want to make this

change or Wilk need to make this change under this new law,

someone's going to lose a job. Maybe two people Nill lose

a job. haybe some of these companies have two people

complying or three people. So for those of you who are

concerned about jobs, for those of you who are concerned
about government intrusion into business, which is what

this ks, I don'k know why we need to tell these insurance

companies or these insurance agencies, who should be doing

Ehis work. So for purposes of government involvement in

businessy which we should not be, and for purposes of

diminishing job opportunities in Illinois, I'm not going to

vote for this Bill.''

Speaker Johnsony Tim: ''Thank you, Representative. The Chair

recognizes the Gentlenan from Lake, Representative Salvi.''

Salvi: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.
''

Speaker Johnsonr Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall *he main question

be puk?' A11 in favor say 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The layes'

have it and on the 3il1, Representative Pedersen to close. 'd
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Pedersen: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The previous questioner is

. right. There's certainly no harm in this Bill
. The

insurance agency does not have to have a full time 
person

to do this. It's an incidental job. There Would be no

jobs lost and it's just common sense that a responsible

person in that agency should be in charge of meeting these

requirenents. I ask for an 'aye' vote.
f'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question ise 'Shall House Bill 1842

pass?' All in favor signify by voting 'aye'; those opposed

by voting 'no'. The voting is open
. This is final action.

Have a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who Wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk: take the record. On this
Bill, there' are 107 voting 'yes'

, 3 voting tno', 4 voting

'present'. And this B&1l# having received a Constitutional

Majority: is hereby declared passed. Speaker Daniels in
the Chair.''

Speaker Daniels:. ''House Bill 2038. Read the Bill
. Order of

Secold Readingv''

Clerk Rossi: ''House B:ll 2038, a Bill for an Act amending *he

Unified Code of Corrections. Seeond Reading of this House

Bill. ' Committee Amendments 1, and 4 have been
referred...comnittee Amendments l and 4 have been referred

to Rules. Committee Amendment 42 has been referred to

subcommittee. Committee Amendment #3 has been adopted to

the 8i11. Floor Amendments 5 and 6 have been referred to

Rules. Floor Amendment 47 has been approved for

consideration and is offered by Representative John

Turner.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentlemany Representative Turner: on Floor

Amendment #7.1:

Turner, 'IThank youe Mr. Speaker. As to Amendment... As to

Anendment #7, kt's an Amendment to House Bill 2038
. The
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original Bill, it called for truth in sentencing provisions

ko be applied to nurder cases and this particular Amendment

added several erimes of significant nature involving

violent offenses. And I would ask for khe adoption of

Ehat: Mr. Speaker. Ahd I Would respectfully request thét

we reserve our debate as to Amendment #7 and Amendment 48

until we get to the Bi11 itself.''

Speaker Danàels: ''The Gentleman from St. Clairr Representative

Hoffnan.''

Roffman: ''Representatlve, Amendment #7 is the substance of your

proposal. Is that right? I just Want to clear up...is
that the subskance of your proposal that We heard last

night in committee?d'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''That is eorrect, Representative.':

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''
@

Hoffman: ''I had told the Representative that rather than debate

àt twicee we could debate tk on Third Reading as long as We

a1l get a full debate, if the Speakez would eommit to

tbatp''

Speaker Daniils: ''The Gentleman from Washington, Represeneative

Deering. Further discussion? Being nonez Representative

Turner moves the adoption of Axendment #7. A11 those in

favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The ''ayes'

have it. The Amendment is adopted. Purther Anendments?l'

Clerk McLennandz ''Fkoor Amendment #8. offered by Representative

John Turnerq''

Speaker Daniels: ''Amendmenk #8, Representative Turnero
f'

Turnere J.: f'Thank you: Xr. Speaker. By Way of explanation is to

Amendment #8, it was raised in comnittee last nlght by one

of my colleagues at the technical language in the Bill,

which included Amendmenk #7# which we jusk discussed. It
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might tn some way be construed to allow good time credit on
a natural life or death senEence

. This Amendmenk addresses
tbat concern and I would ask for adoption of the Amendment
and again ask that my colleagues from the other side of the
aisle reserve debate for the Bill itself

.
'l

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from St
. Clair, Representative

Hoffman.''

Hoffxan: ''Representative, this Amendment is.w.is with regard to a
technical concern that I raised last nighty is that
correct?'s

Speaker Dankels: MRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''That is correcty Representatkveo''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman
.
''

Hoffman: ''Once again, Representative, we would reserve debate if

We have the commitment of the Speaker khat ve could fully
debate this issue on Third Reading. If that commitmenk is

so given.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Cook
, Representative Davis.

''

Davis, M.: ''I was. . .Mr. Speakero Mr. Speaker, I gas inquiring
about the dtstrtbution of Amendment 7 and 8 because there
are mahy of us on this rloor. . .we don't have copies of that
Amendment...of those Amendments

m
''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Clerk has advised me that these Amendments
have been distributed. Does anybody have an extra copy
they can qive to Representative Davis? D

o you have one
now, Representative Davis?''

Davis, M.: ''Eight. We have sevene wefd like'eight
w
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Okay.ld

Davis, M.: flThank you, Sirv''

Speaker Daniels: ''We're ealking to gour Pages to make sure that
you get them. Okay. Understand that your side now has khe
Amendnents and 8, anybody that wants then? Okay.
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Further qgestions? Purther dtscussion? The Lady fron

Cook, Representative Shirley Joneso't

Jones, S.: ''Mr. Speaker, maybe one of kwo Members on khis side

might have Amendment 7 or 8, but the people back here do

not have the Amendments. Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: ''We'll talk to your Pages. Purtber discussion?

Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Mr. Speaker, I think...l Ehink Representatlve Davis

Wants to discuss ita I think she: fn tbe confusion just
didn't gee her light on.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis. l'

Davis, M.: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. According to

Amendment #8, wedre deleting something in reference to an

inmate serving natural life...a natural life sentence? I

think hels saykng thak they should receive no good eonduct

credik, is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: . ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, ''That's correct. If you're sentenced to natural

life, you do nok get good time credit- ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representakive Davis. ''

Davis, M.: '''My understandin: is that this does restore the good

time for those who partickpater earned good time; those Who

participate in educational pursuits or drug rehabilitation.

So this Amendment #8 restores that, is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Turner
.
d'

Turner, J.) HRepregentative, this Amendment simply clarifies the

purpose of the aill itself which is to implemenk truth and

sentencinq provisions for murderers and other violent

offenders. It was raised last niqht at the commiEEee

level, the question of wbether or not the technical

language would in some way afford a person sentenced to

natural life or death good time credit. This language,
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when put into the Bill, simply clarifies so that no one can

say there's any ambiguity at all, that an individual

senkenced to natural life or death cannot earn good time

credit and they cannot noW under existing statute
.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Daviso''

Davis: M.: ''Are you aware
, Representative, that 39 states are

talking about addressing the racial disparity of prisoners

based upon their lack of adequate counsel?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner
o
f'

Turner, J.: ''Representative, I was not auare of that
. However,

that ks ftankly nok pertinent to thls particular Bill
.f'

Speaker Daniels: SsRepresentatlve Daviso''

Davis, M.: 'dlt's pertinent, Sir, when you talk about the fact

that you're removing the opportunity for someone Who has

been sentenced to natural life. You're removing from them

the opportunity to gain any good tine. ïou know there are

people Who.are sentenced to nataral life and Who serge 35
y

sometimes more or less, years Who because of good time
,

they are eventually released. And in 39 states in khis

country, the Legislators are looking at the disparity that

existé of prisoners. Usually they are African- Americans
and they don't have the money for adequate 'counsel;
therefore, they find themselves on or in prison for natural

life or the death row, you knok, sentence. And because of

that, we think it is horrendous to deny them the

opportunity to kork on good time. Usually Ehey'have been

denied adequaEe counsel. Many times they don't have the

dollars for the counsel that other people can afford
. So

once they're sentenced: should We also remove their

opportunity to get good time?'l

Speaker Danielg: ''Representative Turner
.
''

Turner, J.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative, thts Bill

41st Legislative Day
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does not remove that opportunity; the opportunity does not

exist under ogr current statute. This Bi11 does not affect

an individual sentended to a natural kerm of imprisonment
for life or the death penalty casesp

''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representattve Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker, this Bill is on Second, it

has received the Amendnents. We will be debating. it on

Thkrd with the Amendments at some future date, is that

correct?''

Speaker Daniels: a'shortly.''

Davis, M.: ''Wel1, We're going to ask. that you don't have it on

Short Debate because we're talking about the lives of human

beings.''

Speaker Daniels: ''No. Wedll be deàating it shortly, not on Short
Debate.''

Davis, M.: ''Okay. Shortly.''

Speaker Daniels: .''1'11 be happy to call on you...1'

Davis, M.: ''We have a little hearing problemo''

Speaker Daniels: ''I understand.''

Davis, M.: ''We beg of you, Mr. Speaker, to allow ample debate on

this s'erious issue.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''I want to hear from you.
''

Davis, M.: ''And .1 will address it again with you
, Sir, in

reference to the disparity of those Who are sentenced to

life in prison and those who sit on death row and those who

have the dollars and those Who jugE dondt. We'11 talk
about it next time. Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis, youdll be the first

person I call upon when thks Bkll ks called on Third

Reading, after khe Sponsor. Eurther discussion? Bekng

none, the Gentleman moves for the adoption of Amendment #8.

All those in favor signify by voting daye' or saying 'aye';
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.Further Amendments?ll

Clerk McLennand: 1'No further Amendments
. A fiscal note and a

correctional budget and an impact note have been requested
on the Bills as amended by Amendment #8

. A correctlons
impact note has been filed on the Bill as amended by both
Amendments 97 and 8.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative iurner
, do you have a Motion?

Representative Turner moves that the fiscal note is
inapplicable. All those in favor signify by saying 'aye'.
Okay. The Motion is, 'Is the fiscal note inapplicable to
Amendment #871 All those in favor vote

. . . Do you want to
talk, Representative Lanq? Once again, wedre happy to hear
from you. Representative Lang: advise us of your Wisdom,
Sf r . ''

April 7, 1995

'ayes' have it. Amendment 48 adopted
.

Lang: ''We1le thank you, Sir. I appreciate that. This is a
debatable Motion, is it not

, Sir?''
Speaker Daniels: ''Have at it

.
''

Lang: ''@e1l, tbank you. I don't know how the Fiscal Note Act

could be 'inapplicable, Sir. We're talking about people

bein: fncarcerated or not incarcerated
. We're ealking

about a cost to the State of Illinois, a higher cost or a
lower cost? Clearly, clearly there is a cost to this

.

Your own press release indicates a cost of ab
out $300

million. ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me, Sir. Remêmber to address Amendment

#8. Tbere has been a fiscal note that has been filed. For
your refreshing recollection, on a ten year cost, it's
about $314 million. On a Cive year cost, which are the
fiqures your side is using, it's $25 million, is the fiscal
impact. Thks is the note on Amendment IB, which was a
technical change as was discussed in the debate. So,
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further debake? Representative Lang.
'd

Lang) S'Thank you, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Daniels: 'fFurther discussion? Representative Granberg
.
'f

Granberg: ''Question of the Clerk, Mr. Speaker. Was the fiscal
note filed on Amendmeét 7 as well? As amended?'' '

Clerk McLennand: ''The corrections inpact note has been filed on

House Bill 2038, as amended, by House Amendments 97 and 8
.
11

Speaker Daniels: ''Was a fiscal note filed on Amendment #7? It

served as both, Sir, yesp on 7. Question ks, does it apply

on #8? The Gentleman's Kotkon ks that the fiscal note ks

inapplicable to Amendment #8. Representative Granberga
'f

Granberg: ''Question of the Chair, Mr. Speaker. It's my

understandinq that Amendment #8, although yöu say it's

technical, both 7 and 8 would have the fiscal impact on

okher aqencies. I think the only agency wedve heard from

is Corrections, on Amendment #8 as Well. So# my question,
Sir , is . . epow I understand there was no f iscal note request

on 7 or there ' s no f iscal note f iled on M endment #7:/91

S eaker Daniels : ''They accepted the f iscal note f iled toP

M endment 47 as the corrections note and a f iscal note 
.

. Repreéentative Granberg . ''

Granberg : ''You know it ' s my understandinq p Mr . Speaker , that

is . . . that is a corrections note, it is not a f iscal note ,

when We made the f iscal note request . And althougb it is a

very important issue, we just want to understand f or all

the MeRbers What a1l the coltg are so ue can make an

enlightened vote . ''

Speaker Daniels : ''Correct . ''

Granberg: ''Which I know you would be in f avor of , on al1 state

agencies because this is just a corrections impact note ,
Si:.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Right. So the question is
, dIs the fiscal note
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applicable to Amendment 48?' Amendment 47 has been

adopted. So further debate, Representative Granberg?''

Granberg: ''Mr. Speaker, the question is, before We qo to

Amendment #8, the Bill cannot be debated unless the fiscal

note has been filed to Amendment 47 because we put the

request in, not only for the corrections impact note but

for the fiscal note as well.f1

Speaker Daniels: ''The Clerk advises us that they have accepted

the fiscal note and the corrections note as one: filed on

Amendment #7. That's khe advice. Now, if you'd like to

take whatever action you Want on that, gith the appropriate

time, 1111 recognize you for thét purpose. But right now

we're on a Motion on Amendment #8. Further discussion?

Representative Granberg.'f

Granberg: ''Mr. Speaker, I know we a1l want to deal wlth this

issue because it is very. vety important. But the question

again, Sir, as I understand, you want to go to Amendment

#8. But this has a serious fiscal impact, not only

Corrections, on all the stake agencies, Whether the court

system, probation system, county, a11 public aid, on all

the systems. That note was not filed, Sir, to the Bill as

amended. So we would just like to know the total cost

before we vote on the...but, Mr. Speaker, believe that if

wefre on the same documents, that this is the corrections

impact note: not a fiscal note for a1l the. . .for the impact

on all the Btate agencies involved. Is thak correct?l'

Speaker Daniels: ''The Clerk's Office has advised me they've

accepted this as a fiscal note as well. NoW if you would

prefer, Sir, we can dispose of tbe Motion on Amendment /8

and then 1'11 recognize you on Amendnent #7 before we move

it to Third, if you would like. Or we can combine one

Motion for 7 and 8, which do you prefer?''
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Granberg: 'L ..and then come back.l'

lSpeaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman has moved that the fiscal note be' 
I

inapplicable to Amendment #8. All those in favor signify

by saying 'aye'; opposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. And

the ruling is, the fiscal note is inapplicable and the

Motion carries. Now...Representakive Granberg: on

Amendment #7. It is the ruling of tbe Chair that the note

filed is both a corrections note and a fiscal impact note
.

And this has been done on several occasions: as the Clerk's

Office advises me. So the ruling of the Chair is such
.

Now you have two options, Sir. One, you can kove ko

overrule the Chair or in accordance With the appropriate

statute, you can, if joined by a majority of Members of the
House, ask that no action be taken on this legislation.

You would requirer of course, the majoriky of the Members
of the House. So, Representative Granberg.

''

Granberg: ''I have two questions, Mr. Speaker. I assume thak this

case would be the majorkty Members of the House Would be
60?91

Speaker Daniels: ''No, we'll 1et you do a majority of voting on

the iisue: if that's What you prefera''

Granberg: ''And secondly, Sir, on the Motion to oveEride the

Chair. I Would make that Motion because, Sir, this is a

very serious issue. We all, al1 of us Want to consider i*
y

but there is clearly more of a fiscal impact than the

corrections note. And thë correctlons noEe clearly states,
corrections impact note alone. And this has an inpack on

our...on our court system; it has an impact on parole

probation. It clearly kmpacts a number of areas. We just
need Eo know the total fiscal impact on an area of this

importance. So I would move to overrule the Chair, Sira''

Speaker Daniels: ''The ruling of the Chair is that the fiscal note
I
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has been complied with and the filing ks accepted by the
Clerk's Office on Amendnent #7 is ampropriate as well as
the corrections impact note. The Gentleman, Representative

Granberg, has moved to overrule the Chair
. The question

is, 'Shall the Chair be overruled?' Al1 those in favor
signify..elshall the Chair be sustained?' The question is,
'Shall the Chair be sustained?' A11 those in favor signify
by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'nay'

. The voting is
open. Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wksh?

Have all voted who Wish? The Clerk will take the record.
On this question, there are 62 'aye'

, 52 'nay'. And the
Chair's ruling is sustained

. Third Reading. Mr. Clerk,
Third Reading, call House Bill 2038

.
''

Clerk McLennand: ''House 3i11 #2038, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Unified Code of Corrections
. Third Reading of this

Xouse Bill.''

Speaker Daniels: .''The Chair recognizes khe Gentleman from Eoganv
Represenkative Turner.''

Turner, ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House 3i1l 2038: as

amended, 'is a meaningful and responslble trutb in
sentenclng measure. The primary focus of the Bill is kWo
fold. Pirst, requires the sentencing court to jublicly
state the amount of time the convicted felon will actually
be incarcerated. Second, it is to target violent

non-probational criminals... ''

Speaker Danfels: ''Excuse ne
. Excuse me, Sir. Representative

Turner. Okay, Ladies and Gentlemen
. know there are

strong feelinqs on this legislation on both sides of the
aisle. Okay, Representative Turner

o
f'

Turner: ''Thank youy Mr. Speaker. The Gecond focal point ts to

target violent non-probational criminals by requiring them
to serve at leask 85% of their sentences

. There ware three
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distinct tiers in this Truth in Sentencing Bill, the first
of which deals with the most serigus of all offenses

, firqt
degree murder. First degree killers under this Bill will

be required ko serve 100% of the sentence imposed by the

judqe at the sentencing hearing. No longer will convicted

murderers be set free on an early release program Eo kill

or injure again. The second tier of felonies to which

truth in sentencing will apply consists of a list of 10

specific offenses, and for the record I think it's

important to read those in. They are as followsk attempt

to commit first degree murder: solicitation of murder
,

solicitation of murder for hire, intentional honicide of an

unborn child, aggravated criminal sexual assault, criminal

sexual assault, aggravated àattery with a firearme heinous
battery, aggravated battery of a senior citizen and

aggravated battery of a chkld. These crimes are violent

non-probationable offenses. Persons convicted of these

crtmes Will serve a minimum of 85% of their sentences
. The

third tier of felonies .to which truth in sentencing will

consist of six additional Class X or Super Class X

felonles. Again, for purposes of the record: I believe
it's important to read those six offenses knto the record

.

They are as follows: aggravated kidnapping for ransom
,

home invasion, armed robbery, aggravated vehicular

hijacking, aggravated discharge of a firearm, armed

violencg with a category I or category 11 Weapon
. When a

defendank is convicted of these offenses
, if the court

makes a findinq that a victim received great bodily harm
,

then these Class X felons Who caused the bodily harm to an

innocent victim will also be required to serve 85% of their

sentence. This 3ill is reasonable, this Bill is

responsible: this Bi11 is practical. It takes into
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consideration the fiscal impact to our taxpayers. It also

' provides a much needed neasure of #dditional safety for our

entire population. It advises victims and the public in
!

!general the amount of tine that a convicted felon will 
)

serve. I urge for al1 Members in this House to support and

I will gladly answer any questions that they may have
.

Thank youy Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady fzom Cooke Aepresentative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he wi1l
.
''

Davis, M.: ''My understanding, Representative, is that this 3ill

wi1l cost over $314 million?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.
''

Turner, J.: ''The projected cost of this Bi1l would be $314
million over a ten year period.

''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davisg
''

Davis, M.: ''Representativee have we increased educakional funding

by 3l4 nillionan

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.
f'

Turner, J.: ''As you knowe Representative, that is a separate

issue. The budgetary process is stkll being Worked on: as
you know as well, and also I might add that under other

Bills proposed by individuals on your side of the aisle
,

the cost would be much, much more than the $314 million '

over the ten year period that We're talking about in this

particular proposal.'' '

Speaker Danlels: ''Representative Davis.
''

Davis, M.: ''Representative, about how many prisoners
. . e''

Speaker Dankels: ''Excuse me. Excuse me, Representative Davis...''
Davis, M.: ''...are we talking about?''

Speaker Daniels: ''o..Ladies and Gentlemen. Ladies and Gentlemen.

Caucuses on bokh sides of the aisle. Please remove those
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caucuses to the rear of the chamber. Representative

Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''About how many prisoners are We talking about? Are

you talking about what number per year or what number over

a ten year period?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''The estimated population impact over a ten year

period is 3,716 inmates.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Ande Representativee for that 3l4 million and those

3,017 (sic - 3,716) peopley what reduction can we promise

the Illinoks taxpayer kn crime? Tell me what kind of

prediction could we nake for a reduction in crime based on

our spending this 314 million.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''A tough crime Sill like this, of course, will have a

deterrent ef f ect on perpetrators of crimes and it also will

signif icankly reduce the rate of recidivismv ''

Speaker Daniels : 'lRepresentative Davis . ''

Davis , M. : ''Are you aware that most murders are com itted by

eopli who are your f riends , relatives or neighbors? ThatP

most murders are com itted by people who are related to

you , i.n your family, boyf riendy husbands , wives? Are you

aware of that?''

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Turner. ''

Turner, J.: ''I Was not aWare Of that and 1 have no. . .''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis. o

Davis, M.: ''Well, to the 3i11# Mr. Speaker.l'

Speaker Daniels: ''To the Bill.''

Davis, M.: ''I knoN it sounds to the public like an excellent

thing to do. Wedre going to keep those murderers in prison

85% of their sentence. Another question, Representative,
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is what are they going to be doing all that Eime? Are they

going to learn to mend their ways? If they spend 35% of

thekr sentence in there, when they come out, wkll they be

any different? Have we changed their behavior? Wtll they

still be committing crimes? Or will we have made them

better students, I mean, better people? I don't know
.

Because if wedre going to keep them longer, there has to be

some, some method and some reason for us to make sure that

this recidivism is not increased or continues to occur. So

what happens to them while they're in prison?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis, you were addressing the

Bill, is that a question?''

Davis, M.: ''It's a question. ''

Speaker Daniels: g'Representative Turner. ''

Turner, J.: ''We1l, Representative, while they are in prison
,

they're not outside of prison conmitting further crinesk

What they do in prison, whether or nok they try to

rehabilitate themselves, that's certainly up to them
.

Those opportunities are still afforded to those

individuals.''

speaker Danièls: ''Representative Davis. ''

Davis, M.: ''As...as good as this Bill may sound to people
, I knok

that it is nothing but a good public relakions and a good

politieking Bill. Itls going to make people vote for you

because you're tough on crime. But until the disparity in

reference to race is erased, you knok this and I know this
,

our Afrkcan-American people...prisoners and most of those

African-Americans cannot afford good or adequate council

and the fact that appealkng the process in Illinois k:

extensively long and costly and they cannot afford the

appeal. We had two veryr What shall we call itv renowned
or neœsvorthy murders.o.''

41st Legislative Day
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Speaker Daniels: 'dRep...could you bring your remarks to a close
g
''

Davis, M.: am going to do that. One is Ehe 'Olds Case',

there's nobody arrested for that murder. Another one

occuzzed in Crete: Illinois from somebody wbo moved from

Palos Park, Illinois. There's a big diverse
. e .shall I say

it's a disparity in what happens in our courtroom; it's

based on race and it's based on dollars. And I see this

legislation as not helping crime; I see it hurting a group

of people and not victims. It's not.. oi: Will not allow

ample or fair representation to people who are accused of

crime and who are always quilty: always quilty. And they

don't have the dollars that other people have to not serve

one day for those same crimes. So here what you want to do

is remove... A good time coming because theypve been good

that day, what about that?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis, your time is expired
. ''

Davis, K.: ''Okay.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Okay. The Gentleman from Wil1
, Representative

Wennlund.''

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House.' This is an opportunity
, the likes of which this

House has never seen before. It's an opportunity to

respond to What the voters demanded, I mean demanded last

November of 1994. People are fed up with the violent

society that we live in) they are absolutely fed up
. This

is your opportunlty to respond to something the voters said

loud and clear, 'Throw Ehem away, lock up the key and throw

aWay the key. Lock them up and throw away khe key
.
'

That's all I heard the entkre campakqn season
. Thks ks

your opportunity. This Billo.othis Bill deals with the

most serious crines against persons and those that cause

great bodily harm. Those are the ones that people in thks
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society fear. This 3il1 sends a real message to the

criminal element. 1* sends a real messaqe to the

recidivist who return time after time because they know

they don't have to serve a1l their time. They know that

every day they serve, they get one day offr plus any other

time that they may get off. Because criminals are not

serving thekr full sentences. This Bill tells the ctkmknal

element: 'Look, if you do the crime, you will do the time,

a1l of itw' That's what the voters back home
, that's uhat

the folks back home have asked us to do and demanded that

this General Assembly take action. Throg them away,

put...loek Ehem up behind the bars and throw away the key
.

This is the only thing some of them will ever understand
.

The only reason the death penalty is not the deterrent it

should be is because it is not carried 'out swiftly and with

certainty. This Bill will enable law enforcement, Will
enable prosecutors and Corrections, it will enable them to

do what the voters of this state have demanded. And it's
an affordable program over ten years. It doesn't depend on

funny money fron the Pederal Government. It's an

affordable program over a ten year period
. This is your

opportunity to do something that every one öf your

constituents Will agree with. They will tell you, fWe

don't care what it costs. Lock them up and throW away the

keyv' This ks your opportunity to do just that. The

voters back home Will apgreciaee, of a1l the ackio'ns you've

done here kn thks General Assembly thls year, this will be

the most appreciated by your constîtuents and the people of

Illknoks. Let's :et on wkth kt: vote for it and send that

message, 'If you do khe crime, you Will do the time
r a11 of

kt . ' ''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman Erom Washington
, Representative
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Deering.''

Deering: ''Thank yo,u, Mr. Speaker. I'd like to yield my time tp

my esteemed colleague, Representative Hoffman.'î

Speaker Daniels:: ''The Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative

Hoffmanw''

Hoffnan: ''Thank you, Speaker. Will the Sponsor yielda''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he will. I'

Hoffman: ''Well, Representative, you explained this Bàl1 earlier

and the previous speaker had made reference to, if you do

the crime, you're going to do the tine, under this gill
.

HoW nuch time, Representative, how much tine or let me put

it this way, Would you serve 85% of your sentence under

this Bill if you commit a second degree murder?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Represenkative Turnero ''

Turner, J.: ''No, Representative Hoffman, as you knowe we have

tried to focus our attention on the most serkous offenses

in the statute, and we tried to combine that With instances

where great bodily harm has occurred. That is a Class 11

felony, would not be included in this particular Bill. ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.
''

Hoffman: ''1.'. .1 Woukd say that the victim of that second degree

murder would think that that is an awful, serious crime
,

Representative. What about aggravated arson, aggravated

arson, Representative? Would you, under this Bill, serve

85% of the sentence under this Bill? Are we throwing away

the key when a person commlts aggravaEed arson,
Representative?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Well, Representative: an aggravated arson is a Class

X and anyone convicted would serve, as you know, six to 30

years. Qhey would have an opportunity to earn day for day

good time.''
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Speakez Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Eoffman: ''So an aggravated arsonist, Representative, who gets

sentenced to six years Would have an opportunity to serve

less than half of that. Is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.
''

Turner, f'Representative, I think this is probably something

that Wedre going to have to repeat time after time. Now I

have the Criminal Code heree and I'm sure you have one in

front of you. And we can go through it and list every

single crime that's in it, and certainly you can read just

like I can, and I will acknowledge at the outset sö there

won't be misunderstandingv..any misunderstanding later on
.

Every single crime is not listed, you pointed out a couple

of those. I've indicated, We've tried to take the serious

crimes. We've tried to take khe crines Where great bodily

harm has been caused. This is a meaningful Bill, lt's a
responsible Bill, lt's one that we can afford. I might add
that I think you, yourself, had proposed a Bill and the

fiscal impact of your Bill, as I understand it, would be

about $7.3 billion over ten years versus the $314 million

over Een years. We're trying to brinq a Bill to this floor

that can get out of this House, into *he other chamberr out
of that chanber and possibly be signed by the Governor

.

Wedre trying to deliver sonething to the people of the

State of Illknois and be responsible in doing so.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.l'

Roffman: ''Nell, Representative, I Ehlnk thak I've made available

to my colleagues and I won't go through the Whole list
.

But just for the record, we have a list of two, I believe
z

two pages of, I believe, very violent crimes that think

need to be addressed in any type of truth in sentencing
, if

we're going to send out press releases and we're going to
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say what a tough 3i11 we have. would just say that we on
this side of khe aisle have over # hundred Bills, have put

on What we believe is a comprehensive Truth in Sentencing

Bill. We have just heard that this is our first
opportunity, that this opportunity has 'never been seén

before in this House. Well, that's bunk because the

Speaker of the Ecuse last year cazzked a Bkll that we

passed over to the Senate. Representative, you Weren'k

here and maybe you don't...didnft read about but I know

you Weren't here at that time, but I inkroduced a Bill very

skmilar to what the Speaker of the House had. We passed

that over to the Senate and everybody on thks side of the

aisle supported ik last year. But now, when we as

Democrats move forward with a comprehensive Truth in

sentencing Bill that Republican State's Attorney Jack

O'Malley says is affordable and it says is doable: then you

trot out . erroneous figures and say that kt's not

affordable. Representative, I have a few more questions
.

I'm going to read you a quote, 'Our truth in sentencing

proposal is the bench mark ground zero for how we should be

treatinq criminals. Too many times We have heard of a

dangerous felon who commits another heinous crime Whkle out

on early release. That simply cannot be allowed to occur.

The violence party is over.' And I believe that Was your

quote, wasn't it, Representative?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turnerv J.: ''I believe that Was my quote. except for the last

sentence. struck that from *he press release
,

Representative Hoffman.''

Speaker Daniels: >Representative Hoffnan.''

Hoffnan: %'Well, 1 have a copy of your press release and maybe I

got a copy, I believe we got a copy that Was handed out at
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the press conference. And it says that the violence party
1

is over, that we are noE.. .W:'re going to ensure that
heinous crininals are locked up. Now, Representative,

would you consider a child pornoqrapher, a residential

burglar or a vehicular hijacker a heinous criminal?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representakive Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker, I could not hear the

question.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Okay. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
.

Caucus in the Republican side of the aisle, can you please
move to the rear. And Democratic side of the aisle, please
move to the rear. Representakive Hoffman, could you repeat

your question?''

Hoffman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. My question sinply Was, and we
had read a quote and We had talked about a quote that was
used in the press conference that too many times we have
heard of iangerous felons vho commit another heinous crime

while out on early release. My question Was
, do you

believe, Representative, that a child pornographer, a

person who commits vehicular hijacking or a person who
Commiis aggravaked robbery Or residential bur%lafy are
heinous Criminals?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner. ''

Turner, J.: ''Representative, as I've indicated, there are many

serious crimes listed in the Code. It is inpossible and

irresponsible to list every single crime that is listed in '

the Criminal Code.l'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman
.
''

Hoffman: ''Well: I guess my point, Represenkatkve, ks I think that

everybody should know, although I think khis.. .I Would like

to say and I am pleased Ehat we're fknally voting on Truth

$in Sentencing Bill. But people should knoW that there are
I
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a lot.of crimes in this stàte, a lot of victims in this

state, a lot of people Who do heinous acts in this state
,

who will not fall under your Bill. There are a lot of

people, such as child pornographers, vehicular hijackers,

aggravated robbers, residential burglars and the list goes

on and on, on and on who are not going to serve 85% under

your Bill. And I would just say if welre going to put out

press releases, letls put out press releases about the

Bill. Let's not mislead the public. Now, Representative
,

I want to read from a House Joint Resolution, which I

believe you are a Sponsor of: is Ehat right? This would be

House Joint Resolution 36. And in your Eouse Joint

Resolution you sayg the public. ..'WHEREAS, public safety,

as' well as the integrity of the justice system, demands a

criminal serve the sentences handed down by the courts, and

that truth in sentencing laws be passed that ef f ectuate

those senkences . ' Are you f amiliar with that statement #
Representakive?''

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Turner . ''

Turner , J . : ''Ves . ''

S eaker Daniels : ''Representative Hof f man . '1P

Hof f man : ''Well , I , too , am f amiliar with that statement and

just wanted to say that your Bill, your Bill is absolutely,

absolutely contrary to the very statement that you have in

khe House Joint Resolution that youdre going to be

proposing, regarding truth in sentencing. Because what it

does noE do, what it does not do is stop the revolving door

crininal justice system in Illinois. What it does not do

is put heinous people behind bars to serve the timê that

theylre sentenced. And what it does not do is heed the

warning and heed khe call from the people of the State of

Illinois. From Cook County Who voted for 85% truth in
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sentencing across the board, from St. Clair County Who

voted to have truth in sentenrinq across the board, from

Madison Count/ who voted to have truth in sentenrlng across
the board, from your own Speaker who last year passed the
Bill that Would have had truth in sentencing across the
board, from me, who we have put forward a l00 times this
Sesslon truth in sentencing across the board. But now what
we have is we have a Bill that puts out a press release
that says khat we're gotng to close the door, slam the
door, on violent crkminals. Well, Representative: the door

is wide open because there are several pieces of
y . .there

are several ikems thét are not included in khis 3il1. What
I am saying to you, Representative, wedre willkng to work
together on this. We're Willing to work and make sure that
heinous crlminals serve their time

. We believe it's
important and I think you believe kt's important

. But to
simply paps a Bïll that leaves out the type of heinous
offenses such as second degree nurdere such as vehicular

hijacking. such as armed robbery, I think is absolutely
,

absolutely unconscionable because that's What this B:ll
does. ' And vith that, I would just ask you

, I'm going to
vote for this Bill and 1911 tell you Why I'm going 'to vote

for this Bill. The reason 1'm gokng to vote for this
Bi11... The reason I'M going to vote for this Bill is

because hopefully we can send it on the process
. We can

get tt over to the Senate. They can send back a àill that

really deals with al1 the violent crkmes in the State of
Illinois and looks victims in the eye when they're in e

ourt
and they say, 'We're not going to lie to you anymore.
We're goin: ko kell khe kruth to you. We're not goin: to

say anymore that a person is going to serve 10 yeacs, and
he served three, and We're not going to say anymore that
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we're going to continue the revolving door criminal justice

system that wq've become accustomed to in Illinois
.
'f'

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Dupage, Representative Tom

Johnsonv''

Johnson, Tom: 'lTo the Bill. I rise in strong support of this

measure and will only echo the earlier remarks of the

Sponsor, Representative Turner. There has been a great

deal of discussion beginning at the. ..even before Ehis

Sesskon began, as kt relates to the whole issue of truth in

sentencing. We said very early on that what We needed to

do was work responsibly, target our efforts, target our

resources so that we could get at the most serious offenses

in this sEate and make sure that to the extent that

resources are available, those individuals who commit

personal bodily harm on other individuals are going to be

put away and spend the time that they so well deserve
. I

would submit to this chamber that this is not an issue of

Republicans and Democrats: though that is What the oEher

side of this aisle and the statements of the past

Representative has attempted to make it. There is no topic

kn tiks state that lends itself more to demagoguèry than

truth in sentencknq. This Bil1 that you have before you is

a careful, deliberative and targeted piece of leqislation
.

It wi1l make sure that those indivtduals who commit harm on

other individuals will spend the tine. You say that maybe

it doesn't cover enough. This Crininal Code of the state

of Illinois contains almoat a thousand pages of different

crines, of enhanced penalties, 1ow penalties
. We can all

disagree or agree What may or may not go in
. Whak we have

attempted to do with this piece of legislation, and it has

been done in conjunction with the top law enforcement
officer of this state, Attorney General Ryan, we have

I
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targeted thls piece and done it well. This piece: baseâ on
.some preliminary estimates of Ehe Department of
Corrections, will stop recidivism to the extent of about 15
to 20% of those crimes that it reaches. Thatv ia and of
itself: as it relates to these numbers

: if you look at the
Eact that it will touch 3,700 projected inmaKes over the
life of the next ten years, that Will in essence protect
over 150,000 victims. Combine that times their families

and you see the real impact of this piece of legislatfon
.

Thts ks significant, Ladies and Gentlemen, and I gould urge

your support and I knoW that on the other side of this

aisle, there are xany on thât side of the aisle that

believe this ig an excellent piece of legislation, and I
submit that anybody who votes against this piece is voti

nq
tn a very irresponskble nanner and I urge evezyone's
support. Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: .''The Lady fron Cookg Representakive Erwlng
''

Erwin: ''Thank you, Speaker. Z rise in support of House 9il1 238

(sic - 2038). Let me just say ehat as a first time Member
of the Judiciary Comxitteep I Rust share with you that the
hembeis of our Coxmittee spent a qreat deal of time thls

Sesskon listenàng to the Departmenk of CorrecEions:
listening to our new Attorney General discuss *h

e

difficulties tbat face those that we incarcerate
. The

state has budget problems khich We're a1l too
, too well

agare of. 1 must say that I think the Chairman of our

Committee and khe Minoriky Spokesman did a yeoman's job in
terms of trying to handle difficult, difficult.owlet alone
the politics of it of al1 of Ehese issues

. And so I really

would like to commend both Representative Hoffman and
Representative Johnson. Truth in sentencing is an kssue
tbat I think Republicans and Democraks, most of them: agree
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on. It is in the details of this in which some of us may

dîsagree. I rise in strong support of this 2il1 today

because I think it takes us in the rigbt direction. For

some of you. kk may not be a perfect document. There ate

seldom perfect piecei of legislation that are approved b#
either chamber of this General Assembly. But I think House

Bill 2038 moves us in the riqht direction in facing up to

the reality that criminals must serve the sentences that

they are sentenced to; they must pay their time. And so,

I'm delighted to support it; I Would urge the Menbers on my

side of the aisle who nay feel We have a better plan and

indeed we may. :ut today, on this date, We have House Bill

2038 before us and for that reason, take a step in the

right direction, and let's all support this Bill
.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman Erom Vermilion
, Representative

Black.''

Black: ''ïes, thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the Eouse. I thknk the previous speaker has

framed the issue at hand very well. If you'd jusk skop and

think, yesterday, yeskerday I heard from the other side of

the a'isley our bond rating was ln trouble and the Gtate is

ln debt. Today, kf I'm hearàng correctly, the argument

seems to be back and forth: our plan is tougher than yoursy
your plan isn't as tough as ours, our plan spends billions,
your plan spend millions. For heaven's sakes, isn't

thatowpif you just stop and step back for a second, it
sounds like that old school yard argument that we all went

through years and years ago at khe elementary school level

when we'd sit in there and on the playground and say my

brother's tougher than your brother. You knok
: I really

think...l even put out a press release on this Bill, I'm

not going to put out a press release on Ehis Bill. I know
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how my constituents kant me to vote

, I know exactly how
they want me Eo vote. ïes, absolut:ly. 7ou know this Bill

boes not put jaywalkers in for life
. You know this Bikl

doegn't put a deadbeat, non-custodial parent in prison for
the rest of his or her life. Hut what the Bill does, is

what the previous speaker on your side of the aisle said I

think very clearly and very elokuently. Ik frames the
issue; it's khat a11 of us knoW we have to dov perhaps in
increments. perhaps in small steps. But you know we also

need to think about not only what the public wants us to

do, buk as What the Sponsor of this 3i11 said 20 minutes
ago, it's What We can afford. Ik's what's reasonable, and

it's that first step on sending a very clear messaqe to
thoée Who do not Want to follow the rules of sockety,
youfre going to pay a very heavy prkce

. And letls not

forget in al1 of this demagoguery of who wants to lock up
the most people for the lonqest term of years

. ïou know,
we've got. some pretty hard Working correctional offi

cers

out there who do this job day after day after day,
serkously understaffed, and I think tt's kiae we realized
that oùr resources are finlte: not only financial

, but our
human resources in the Departnent of Corrections are

finite. Representakive Turner has crafted a Bill khak 
very

few of you are going to vote against for al1 your rhetoric
notwithstanding. Now let's just back up fron the

mkclophones for awbile: let's not Worry about *he war of '

press releases. This is a good Bil1. It's a solid, good,

first step on where a11 of us Want to end up
. I suspect

tbis Bàll Will receive far more votes than necessary to

pass. Let's just tone down the rhetoric. We're al1 beyond

the age where We go around here saying
, 'My brother's

tougher than your brother. My daddy beat up your daddy.
'
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good Bill, Representative Erwin

phrased and framed t*e issue exactly correct
. No B1ll has

ever passed out of here in perfect shape, but 1'11 bet you

khis Bi11 is going to pass, pass with a good margtn. I
think it's tLme to put our vote where a11 of the rhetoci

c

and all of the press releases are
. Vote 'yes' and let's

get on with the business of the House*''

Speaker Danicls: ''The Gentleman from Cook
, Representative

Blagojevich.''

Blagojevtch: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Thank you. I have long
been an advocate of a

sentencing, so imagine the hypocrisy of me lf ï somehow did
targeted version of kiuth in

not support this legislation. I support it for a host of

reasons, I'm not going to nit-pick or quibble Where we

might do a liEtle bit better. I Would hope ehat we can all

work with you as this Bill moves to khe Senate to try to
perhaps nake it a more better Bill, if posskble. Xou might

Want to conskder arson and some other crimes that you ma
y

want to put in there, 1 think that would be more effective.
And I would llke to work kith you, frankly, in trying to

make 'sure we get it passed out of the Senate and do

whakever it takesy whatqver is necessary to see that

Governor Edgar signs this inko law. % tarqeted version is
reasonable. I supported it last year, in fact, sponsored a

Bill that was targeted because I recognized the need to
have somethinq done about the nore dangerous, more violent
crlmlnala in our society. And do it now

, do it
immediately, nok wait because of budgekary problems, but
target it and do lt now. I don't think there are many
people in our society who would disagree that we ought to

lock up violent felons or al1 felons for their entir
e

sentences. But there are realities thak we a1l have to
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recognize, and I think Most of them have been made very
clear in this debate today. When our constituents elected

us to this offlce, they charged ln us an obliqation to 
act

. in good faith, to redress their probl
ems and to seek

solutkons to tbe problems khak confronk society
. It seenG

to me Ehat we have an obligation to work vikh you in a good
faith manner to try to make the best possible Qruth in
Sentencing Bill pass in khis Session immediately. So
whatever I can do to help and whatever we can do kn the
Senate, I'm prepared to do 1t. I've shed some blood on

this issue. I've visited certain leaders' offices and so
forth to try to get the passage of truth in sentencing done
in khe last Session. I Would invite anyone who wants to

join me, anywhere, to talk to anybody who has the position
or the ability to pass the Bill in the Senate and then to
geE khe Governor to sign it. So whatever I can do to help,
Ilm theze and Whatever you need some particular inpuk, I'd
be happy to provlde that to you. Take a look at arson,
take a look at robbery: I think that Would make your Bill
better. I khink you're on the right track and I applaud
you. Thank youo''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Sanqamony Represkntakive
xlingler.''

Kltngtert ''Tbank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise in support OC khis

Bill. I Ehink this Bill às a very excellents balanced
approach recognizing the pcoblems of protecfing our

citizens from violent crinee while also recognizing that we
need to reserve funds in the state for out many other

. important needs. I've been interested in listeni
ng to the

arguments from the other side of khe aisle that are
knconsistent. 0n the one hand

, I hear the argument tbat

*this Bill is not tough enouqh, that we should be going to
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vkrtually lt0% of the crimes for this Bill, and even though
the cost has .been estimated at $7.3 billion. 0n the other

hand, other spokesmen have said: 'We shouldn't be spending

as much as this Bill proposes. We need to save money for

children, we need to save money for DCPS, we need to save
money for education.' And I agree kith that. We cannot

put all of our resources into one, one situationy as
important this prokection of violent crime is. This Bill

protects our citizens from the violent crimes, from the
murders and the violent felonies, but it also leaves us

resources that we can direct to the chlldren because, yes,
Members on the other side of the aisle, w, are going to
support education. We're going to support education

downstate, and we are not going to let funding lapse here
.

We are going to address issues at DCFS and of the Medicaid
.

This Bill ks a good Bill and I strongly support kt
.''

Speaker Daniels: .''T*e Lady fzom Cookr Representative Flowers.f'
Plowers: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker, Ladies an6 Gentlemen oc the

House. Representative Turner, sitting here listening to

this, I was reninded OE tbe kids' song, 'Jump' that we used

to âump rope to. Likey 'Take the keys and lock them up
,

lock them up', but khen what? After we lock then up
,

Representative Turner: can you please tell me, would l then
be able to go and say to my constituents that We have made
the State of Illinois a better place because We have locked

these criminals up longer? That's number one
. 9ut

before..vbefore you answer that question, because I was
thinking about that child's songy I was looking on the list

that is not applicable here. If you were to be charged

With soliciting a child for juvenile prostitution, you will
not have to serve all of your time. If you Were charged

With javenile pimping, you kould not have to do all of your
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time. If you are charged, Siry with child pornograpby, you
' uould not have to do all of youc ttme

. What type.v.if
you're charged with child abuse, you Would no* have to do
all of your time. Why are we doinq this to the children?
Don't you think they are workhy if someone

y if an adult do
then harm, that that adult should be punîshed to no end?
Isn't a child worthy of being included tnto thls
legislation: Sir?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner, Will you yield?
Indicates he Wi11. Representative Turner

.
'' .

Turner, J.: ''Representatlve, 1:11 take your lakter question first

and then respond to your original question. After having
done so, I think you need to take a close look at thi

s
Bille apparently you Haven't looked at some of the 

vety
signiftcant crimes that are lncluded. For example, it's

indicaked in the Bill thak aqgravated criminal 
sexual

assaulE, criminal sexual assault, intentional honicide of

an unborn child, agqravated battery of a childv a11 of
those offenses are included in this Bill and those are

under the second tier where a person convicted of those
offenées will serve aE least 85% of their time

. I'd like
' to more over indieate to you that you and some of 

your
colleagues keep indicatinq that a person Wonft serve all of

their time ak all or serve 100% of their time
. And to be '

specific, you're assuming that they will earn their day for
day good time. Now I Will acknowledge that in 

many
instances that does happen, but a person is sentenced to a

speckfic determtnate number of years: and they sezve those

years unless they earn good Eime. So I think it's

signifi/ant in our discussions here today that we consider
that. And finally, your first question was, which seems to

be a little bit inconsistent with your latter argument
, but
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your first questlon was: u#l1 locking up these people be

better for the public? ls it safer for tbe public? And

the answer to that is# unequivocallyy absolutely, yes.

Certainly if a convicted murderer is locked up, pursuant to
a sentence handed dovn' by the court, and if that convicted

murderer cannot :et out of prison on any good time basks

and must stay kncarcerated, that conzicted murdezer ks not

going to get out and kfll or maim or hurt again and that is

significant. And you can tell the people tbat live kn your

distrkct that that does afford them a measure of

protection. And *he same soes with tbe crimes that include

a minimum of 8S% of thekr time to be served. If they're in

prison, kf they're incarcerated, tbey're not out on tbe

streets hurtin: or maiming people who are completely

knnocentw''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Flolersv
''

Flowers: llRepresentative Turner, I beg to difference with you
.

And first of all, Would like to clarify your remarks
. I

said not just lock them up but lock themwup for.a.long

time. Because Eiqbt now, men or people are locked up

alreaéy, and to me, what has been my experience ks they

come out to be better criminals. They have not leazned by

the time that they've served. But my whole point is that I

think we're doing the people of the State of Illknois a

disservice by alluding to the fact thak we're really doin:

somekhin: for thel. If velre going to do lt, let's do it
rkght. Right no% we have tWo sets of rules and I donlt

know Why We have these two sets of rules. Because if I get

killed by fire or if I get killed by a bullet, I'm just
dead, as deadz as dead coulG be. So the fack of the matter

is, if we're going to 6o it, let's do it right. Thank you

very much.''
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Speaker ganiels: ''The Gentleman from Lake

, Representative Salvi.s'
Salvi: ''Thank youy Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speakerr this Bill will

deter crime. It will deter crime as effectivel
y as any

proposal on this...in this Body at a reasonable cost
. It

will deter crime by ensuring that convicted criminals are
not returned to the streets of our communities to terrorize
our citizens again. We'd like to rehabilitate

, but frankly
t*e central point of thip Btll is tbat if a convieted

criminal is in jail, as Representative Turner haS said
:

he's not out on the street committing crime. It sends a
strong message to prospective criminals that they Will

e in

fact, be incarcerated for the sentence imposed upon them
.

These reasons alone are sufficient basis for every Member
of this House to support this Bill

. But, Mr. Speaker, this

Bill does much more. It is an important step in reducing

khe cynicism that pollutes much of our public debate
. It

tells Ehe.people of this state that When a judge imposes a

sentence: it will be served. Under our current system
,

cktkzens have no faith that convicted violent crlminals
will be put away for the full period of Eime that thi

s

lak...'Ehat the 1aw demands. This lack of faith corrodes

our criminal justice system. Truth in sentencing is an

impottant step toward restoring faith kn the cktizens of
this state tbak government can Work, that it can be true to
its word. I strongly support House B1ll 2038 and ho

pe
every single Member of this Body will vote 'yes'

.
e'

Speaker Daniels: I'The Gentleman from cook
y Representative Lange''

Lanq: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yiekd?''

Speaker Danfels: ''Indicates he wi1l. ''

Lang: ''Thank you. Representative, first of all, would like to

thank you, many of my colleasues would like to thank you
for finally getting a Truth in Sentencing Bill up there on
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the board for us to talk âbout and debate. This side of

the aisle, as you know, has been talking about trukh in

sentenckng for a very long time. And so We appreciake your

efforts, as a new Menber of this Body
, tog..to bring this

process along and to give us a chance to debate on this.

And 1ek me tell you with the outset, I intend Eo support

your Bill, but thak does not mean that I don't have some

questions: and if I night proceed. One of your Members on

your side of the aisle indicated that this was a Bill the

likes of which we have never seen before
. Well, that's nat

really true. As you knoW, We passed three times a Truth in

Sentencing Bill to the Senate last year. Why the

differences between this 3ill and the one that Was sent to

Ehe Senate With the votes of most of your colleagues last

year?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turnery J.: ''Pirst of all, Representatkve Lange tbank you for

your kind comments. I very much appreckate that and I'm

being sincere. I think the difference isz frankly, that

you use the Eerm, you passed a Bi11, and frankly this House

has pissed a Bill, but it's not law. What We're trying to

accomplish today is nove a measure out of here khak Will

become law. Because passing a Bill through this House or

the other chanber that doesn't become law, doesn't afford

the public oné bik of protection. If it doesn't become

law, it's frankly useless to them. A1l it is, is something

that we can a11 put in our campaiqn brochures
. The purpose

of this B#11 ks to try to pass out of here somethtng that

is responsible and meankngful, that Will have a chance to

be signed. And that is the difference and I think you wi11

have ko agree that's a very significant difference.''

Speaker Daniels: 'sRepresentative Lang.
''
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 Lanq: ''We1l, vhy is it the previous 9il1 did not become law? Do
.

you know?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Reèresentative Turner.''
Turner, J.: ''I was not here at that time, Representatkve Lang.

Xou could probably give a historical account better than 1
.

But a Bill, as you know, does not becone law unless it

passes botb Houses and ls signed by the Governor
.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang-
*

Lang: ''We1l, that's not the answer T was goinç for
, but let me go

on in the interest of time. The reason we need truth in

sentencing, we would 50th agree, is because there is early

release going on. lhat's correct, isn't it?''
Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner. n

Turner, J.: f'Actually, Representative, it's a two-fold concept.

As I explained earlker, one of the points of truth in

sentencinq is to tell the public the truth about what the

sentence is going to be and that's in this Bill
. And the

other aspect of it is for tbe individuals who indeed commit

these violent crimes Will serve most of their time, at
teast 85% of their time.

''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang. ''

Lang: f'Yes, but the reason theylre getting out early is the
qood..oday for day good time that they're getting and so

theydre getting out dramatically earlier than tùat
. And

isn't it true that it Nas Governor Edgar Who proposed the
3i11 in the 88th General Assembly that was pasùed out of
here, be signed into law, that created the plan whereby

there is early release happening?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner. ''

Turner, J.: ''Again, Representakive Lang, I Was not here. Ik was

my understanding, however, that Representative Homer from
your side of the aisle had actually sponsored that Bill

,

j *-
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but I don't knog if we need to be assesling blane. But I

think what's important for all of us to understand is that

while there's been a 1ot of talk this year and in years

past, there still isn'k anything on the books. Let's get

something on the books, that's What this legislatlon ts all

about . ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lango''

Lang: ''Well: thank you, Representative. Let me just establish,
so the Body knows: that Governor Edgar in one of his first

years in office proposed early release because he was very

concerned about the budçet eruncb. He sald, 'Let's get

some of these folk: out of the prison, so we don't have to

build new prksonsx' That was his prkvklege, but that's Why

We're in the position we are today. It was Governor

Edgar's proposal Eo empty the prisons that has caused us

the problem We're in today. Let me sag that I'm supporting

this gill. not because it's as good as it can be, because

it isn't, not because it does everything We need to do to

keep vàoàent criminals bebind bars, because it doesn't,

but because sometixes in this General Assembly we need to

take 'a small bite of the apple. We Would prefer to take a

larger bite of the apple. We would prefer, on this side of

the aislee to resolve this as We tried to do last year
,

which was blocked by Pate Philip. As we tried to do over a

l00 times this year: which was blocked by the Majority
Party, buk wedll settle for this small bite of the apple

today. I would invite you to join me to do that and work
on this later.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Pugh.''

Puqh: ''ehank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

question?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Indicates he will. ''
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Turner, could you explain to me the last
.piece of this legfslation?''

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Turner. Oh, excuse me.''

Pugh: ''Page... Page 12, lines 34 and paqe l3
, line where it

refers to the offender and the commission of the offense
living in...with a population less than 25

,û00?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Represehtative Turnero''

Turner, J.: 'lRepresentative
, khe paçe number that you just

referred to I have is being... referring to the great

bodily harn section, so I'm not sure we're on the 
same

page, so to speak. Could you repeat to me What part of the

Bill that is causing you concern? 1'11 try to address your
question.''

Speaker Daniels: g'Representative Pugho''

Pugh: ''I'm speaking to the Amendment. The Amendment became the

Bill, am I correct? Amendmenk 7 became the Bill
. . .''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Pugh: ''...the last paqe: the absolute last portion of th
e

Amendmente''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner. 'd

Turner, J.3 ''fïesp Representative: the Amendment 7 became the Bill
with the very technical changes in Amendment 48

.
''

Speaker Danielst ''Reprezentative Turner
.
''

Turner: J.1 HWhat is your question: RepEesentative?d'
Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh

.
''

Pugh: ''Why are We referring to municipalities that h
ave a

population less than 25,000?1'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner. ''

Turner, J.: ''Representativey We have not changed that part of the
statute, it remains the same. There is...khis Bill, With

*he Amendments, does not change that language
. It is

exactly the sane as it Was skatutorily before
.
''
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Speaker Dankels: ''Representative Pugh.
''

Pugh: ''Representakive, are you.x.are yog famLlkar with the Class

X felony laws that came into effect in 1978 and the

similarities that that has to do with this new legislation

that you're introducini?f'
Speaker Daniels: f'Representative Turner. ''

Turner, J.: ''I am familiar with the Class X felony law and

legislation, yes.''

speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Are you familiar With the fact that as a result of that

legislation , we have 7t2 inmates that are

langering . . .lingering in this cr iminal justice system that

nobody knows What we 1 re going to do with them? Right noW 
#

ue ' re talking about a judge being required to make an

individual serve 85% of their time : but We ' re not giving

any attention to the sentencing guidelines that the judge

has to go by . Has that been considered at a1l in your

legislation7''

speaker Daniels : ''Representative Turner . ''

Turner , J. : ''Representatkve, that is a separate issue . ''

G eaker Danke' ls : ''Representative Pugh.''p

Pugh: ''HoW can we separate that issue if t*e judge ks going to be

required and mandated to serve.. .to sentence individuals

under what's going to be called a neW lak under its o1d

categories? If his hands are goini to be tied, the judge
will be and we will alsoe.ohow are We going to, and khis is

a *wo part question, how are We going to pay for Ehe

additional time that we incarcerate these individuals? I'm

assured that the Federal Crime Bill, which is in jeopardy
rkght now, was used to help support this effork

. But noW

that that's in jeopardy, how Wil1 we pay for the inordinate

amount of ttme that we're going to incarcerate these
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individuals?''

'

S eaker Daniels : ''Representative Turner . ''p 
.

Turner , J .t ''Kctuakky , Representative , the possibility of

receiving f ederal f unds and what they may have been , if We

Were to receive them, was not used in the calculations that

we have talked about as f ar as the dollar value 
. We ' re

going to pay f or it just like : of èourse , we pay f or every
other thing that government does through the people 

. We ' re

Worltinq on the budgetary process , and I think that when

you ' re loaking at af f ording saf ety to the public
, that one

of khe top priorities has to be ko take money f or that

purpose . And certainly while it does carry a hef ty price

tag y and no one ' s going to dispute that 300 . . .$314 million
is a lot a Money, it is not nearly as mueh money as $7 

. 3

billion that has been . . .would be needed if We were to

accept other proposals f rom that side of the aisle .'$

Speaker Daniels : . ''Representative Paqtt. m u have 46 seconds left .''

Pugh: ''Mr . Speaker , to the Bill . I think if we . . . if we as

leaders and as Legislators step up to our rightf ul place as

leaders , We could ref er to, and this is a war that we ' re in

righk now, we ' re in a war on crlme . And Martin Luther King

stated when we Were about to enter the war in Vietnam and

he asked the question that courage asks the questton, ' Is

it saf e? ' Vani ty asks the question , ' Is it popular ? '

Expediency asks the question, ' Is it politic? ' But

eonscience asks the question, ' Is it right? ' I submit to

you r is it right f or us to, because we lack the moral

courage to create an equal playing f ield to allow f or all

peoples to be educated , do we lack the moral courage that ' s

needed to allow f or our children to compete with a1l other

children? Do we lack the moral couraçe that we need in

order to assure Ehat M erica lives up to what it was built
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on, khe opportunities mandated to a11 its citkzens? Do we

lack moral courage to make sure th4t we are not building a

system that is perpetuated by crime, that we're not

building a system that is perpetuated by incarcerating

individuals who have not had the opportunity to be

educated?''

Speaker Dankels: ''The Lady froM Cook, Representative Mulligan.''

Kullkgan: 'lThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 rise in support of thks

Bill. We've heard tWo opposing vieWs on the other Bide of

the aisle.' 0ne that the Bill is not stringent enough and

one that it is too stringent. I think that what we have

here is a very good proposal. It costs a reasonable amoune

of money, not an astronomicpl amount of money, and it looks

at an issue that We feel is very important to our

constituents and our communities and in their communities
.

Because Ruch of the crime that is perpetrated is not just

in our community, it's in their rommunity upon their

constituents, just like it is on ours and probably much

more so. Rehabilitation is a good thing, but I khink we

all realize that' by the time a young person has comnitted a

crime; we may have passed the point Where we can

rehabklitate ' them or with any kind of great effect do

anythkng for that person so that Ne can break this cycle
.

In a proposal that costs billions of dollars, such a: one

that has been proposed befote thls on the other side of the

aisle, it leaves us no room to have any money to addresg

the issue on the botton side of the gcale that says let's

change our residence and perhaps make this a better society

for aII of us, particularly their constktuents and Ours.

And yet, our proposal, Which is a reasonable amount of
'

addresses an issue of both protecting citizens tightmoney,

now from crines, protecting families that have to go back
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and say, 'Please, don't let this person out on parole
.

Please, don't 1e* them back in our community
. Please,

don't let them' come back at me because I testified against

thema' And yet, it still leaves us enouqh money to address

the issue of earlv childhood education and to break Ehe

cycle. I think we proposed a very good Bill here: one that

may not keep everybody in prison as long as we would like

to, but it certainly leaves us some leekay to Work on the

other end of the spectrum and yet addresses an issue that

a11 of us have been crying for. eertainly support this

Bi11. commend the Repzesentakive, both he and

Representatkve Johnson, for the many hours tbey have spent

in Working on this Bil1. And I wholeheartedly support it

and I'm glad that we have this opportunity to vote for Lt
.
''

Zpeaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Clinton
, Representative

Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Wtll khe Gentleman, yield?''
Speaker Daniels: ''Indicates he willo

''

Granberg: ''Representative Turnerp I heard Represeneative Floeers'

remarks earlier and they touched on an issue thak I've

alway: viewed wkth a great deal of inportance. And that is

three offenses that I$m particularly concerned with
,

believe, Were not covered by your Bk11. And tbey would a11

deal with chkldren. That is the victims o! chkld

pornography, the victims of ritualized abuse of a child and

the vietinB of permitting the sexual abuse of a e*ild
. And

I believe they are not covered by your Bill
, is that

correct?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner
e
l'

Turner, J.: ''That is correct.''

Speaker Danielsl ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''What is...could you explain to me why those particular
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offenses would not be covered by the provisions of your

Bill? Becauye it would seem to me Ehat the victims of

khose offenses, the ritualized abuse of a child, child

sexual abuse, those victims should be entitled to the right

to see the perpetrators remain in jail for at least 85% of
their crimes.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.
î'

Turner, J.: ''Representative, it's a fair question, 1'11 respond
to the best of my ability. We have tried, as I've !
indicated before, to focus our attention on the most

serious offenses. In doing so, in focusing on the most i
iserious offenses, you will find that the Legislature over

the years have designated certakn types of offenses as more 
.

serious than oehers. And those types of offenses are

generally called Class X felonies or Super X felonies, from

time to time, Class I or Class 11 felonies. But the key

significance to those offenses is that they are

non-probationable. If a person is convieeed of those

offenses, they must go to prison; they must serve time in

the Department of Corrections. The offenses to whicb you

refer' certainly are serious
. There are many serious

offenses in the Code that are not in the Bill
, and we all

acknowledge that, but we have to be fiscally responsible
.

So what we have focused on is taking those offenses Where

probation is not an option, the ones that you refer to are

distinguishable. They%re distinguishable in as much as

probation is an optian for those: and even though theyfre

serious, they haven't been deemed over a time period, a

time honored period, by this Legislature to be as serious

as the ones that we have focused on. ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg
.
''

Granberg: ''Thank you. I appreciate your explanation
. I look at
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one other offense that deals with protection of children,
'which I have always been involved in. And that is the

exploitation of a child. It is my understanding that that

is, in fact, a non-probationable offense so why was that

not, in fack, included in your legislation?'f

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.
''

Turner, J.: ''I hate to be redundant but kt wasn't included

because it simply, we didn'k believe was responsible to

include every single felony that might have been here. We

tried to take, by far and away, the majority...the most of

thenr almost a11 of themy as to bekng serious, as to

causing bodily harm and as to being non-probationable. But

again, as it's been pointed out by your colleagues, you can
go down the list and find one here or there that's not

included in the Bi1l.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granbergo
''

Granberg: ''Thank.you, Representative Turnery I appreciate your

explanation. To the Bk1l, Mr. Speaker. I know we can cite

all these different things, but When We're talking about

children and the victins of child exploitation, the victims

of chlld sexual abuse, the victims of child pornography
,

certainly in my mind, they deserve to be treated just like
the victims of other serious crimes, because they are very

serious. And we talk about protecting our children
, I '

believe the people who actually...the animals that commit

these grievous acts on our kids should be locked up and '

should not have a chance to get out. That is my concern,

Representative Turner. In regard to the other provisions
,

when we passed truth in sentencing beforey last year
, if we

had done that, do you have any idea the people that would

have avoided tragic incidences. I'm not asking a question,
it's more rhetorical. Because I've heard previous speakers
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we're not going to keep

jailwalkersv..jaywalkers in prison forever', and all these
different types of thingsr but these are serious offenses.

In fact, in my diskrlct three weeks ago, I had an older

couple in their late 7d's, their car was hijaeked and thè

perpetrator tried to commitm..tried to kill them both, shot

b0th of them kn the head. This Would never of happened if

we'd had truth in sentencing last year. That.. .the kid who

did thls was out atmppwas released from prison after

serving less than a third of his sentence. How many other

traqic storîes could we have avoided in this state if we

had not done the political thing and not passed truEh kn

sentencing? If we had 1et that pass and become law and

disregarded the politics, how nany tragedies could we have

avotded ln this state? I'm merely pointing out that

politics did get into it because this did not become law:

this was not addressed antil this year. It's a watered

down version, but it's beeter than nothing and I appreciate

your time.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Cook: Representative

Turner' . ''

Turner, A.: ''Thank youe Mr. Speaker and Ladiel and Gentlemen of

the Assembly. Will the Gentleman yield for a question?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He says he Will.''

Turner, A.: ''I never thought ehat it kould be the day that a

Turner would be questtoning a Turner and think this âs

qukte hkstortc here today. Let me first of a11 say that

I.a.when I mek Representative Turner, I first approached

him and told him that I was looking forward to sponsoring

some leglslakion that we could introduce together and I'd

like the board ko have said Turner Turner
.

Unfortunately, on this Bill it kill no* say that, and I'm

41st Legislative Day

say, 'We11#
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not certain if the Roll Call is qoing to even reflect that
.

But that has nothing to do With the esteemed Gentlenan and

what he's trying to do here today. But I do have a couple
lof'questions that Ifd like to ask him

. Representative, the !
first question is, is this Bill applicable only to people

who have been convicted before? In other words, if I go
out and commit one of those crimes 'that you've listed here

,

say first degree murdere wellr I won't say nurder
, let's

say criminal sexual assault. I belkeve that's a crlme

that's covered under thks particular Code. If I go out and

I comnit that crime, do I quakify or would this particular

legislation be applicable to me# and thks is my first

offense?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative John Turner
.
'f

Turner, J.: ''Yes, Representative. If you commit that crime, you

would qualify.''

Speaker Daniels: .''Representative Art Turner. ''

Turner: A.: ''Let me, for the record, clarify I don't intend to

commit that crime. The next one is, did you think about

the idea of the death penalty? Or I nean did you consider

that? ' As long as Welre going to this extreme: I Would

assume that the death penalty would probably be cheaper

because you wouldn't have to keep the guys locked up as

long. And the money that we intend to use to keep these

people in prison for this 85% or however much that good

time is, coqld be used to do some other things
. Was that '

ever discussed?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative John Turner
.''

Turner, J.: ''We did not discuss the provisions set forth in the
death penalty section of the Criminal Cod

e,

Representative.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Art Turner
.
''
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Turner, A.:. ''Alsor What is beinM...what thought or Jiust hoW will
(

you be dealing with the issue of cqrrectional officers? As
!
!it stands now, and you know I dontt spend a lot of time

1around those institutions, but my guess would be that '$
because people have good time, that gives them an inéenkive

to act, you knoe, in a certain waY because theyêd like to

get out. The very fact nok that I'm being locked up for

say 30 years, 40 years, and I knoW that I have no reason to

get out. I Would, my guess Would be, is that the security

or the correctional officers in these institutions, that

their lives or their safety Would now be raised to another

level as a result of no good time in the institutions
. Am

1, in fact, correct? And if so, is there somethin: that

also adds more time to people who, in fact, attack

correctional officers or how or What thoughts or discussion

to that issue?''

Speaker Daniels: .''Representative John Turner.
l'

Turner, J.: ''Representative, we did discuss that on the. . .many
times in the committee process, and it's important to 

.

remember that the provisions of 85% means that the person
,

if thiy do the correct things, if they do rehabilitate and

if they do behave themselves in the Department of

Corrections can still earn up to 15%. That does give them

incentive to do those things. And under your example you

indicated, what if someone was sentenced to 30 years?

Nell, certainly l5% of 30 years would be a significant

amount of Eime tha: they could have taken off of Ehat

sentence. I...my math's not too good but I think thatls 4

l/2 years. So there's still that incentive for them.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Art Turnero''

Turner, A.: f'I noticed in the legislation that this. . .the term

'great bodily harm'y and I'm noE an attorney, so I'm not
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Could you

give me an example of great bodily harm? Especially in the

case of say, I'think home invasion I believe is included
here and it says that if someone eommits great bodily harm

.

What's great bodily harm? One broken arm? TWo broken

arms? A lick up the side of Ehe head? WhaE? What do you

call great bodily harm?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative John Turner
.
''

Turner, J.: ''Representative Turner, that's a very good question
.

Great bodily harn would be deterMkned on a fact. e .on a case

by case basis. is a factual question. I cannot give

you a definition for great bodily harm. It is something

that a court will have to decide at the sentencing hearing

stage. When the court determines a1l of the factors in

aggravation and mitigation, the court will hear evidence as

to What the type of injury was, whether or not the person
received treatnent: Whether or not the person perhaps had

to go to the hospital and a11 of those considerations
,

including the a:e of the vlctim
. And 'so it will be

deeermined on a case by case basis
. It is a fact question

for t:e court to decide and as far as giving you an

example, ctearly if someone lost an arm or 'a leg
,

that...without any question, I believe, would be found to

be great bodily harm in any case, by any judge. On the
other hand, if a person received a cu6 to the head or the

arm, dependtng on the number of stitches, it would just be
on a case by case basis. is impossible for me to say

.

There would be a hearing though. The defendant Would have

a right to counsel. The defendant Would be represented in

the hearing and certainly the prosecution Would have the

right to present their case and 1et the court hear all the
facts and make the deeision whether or not a finding of

what's considered great bodily harm.
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great bodily harm could be madee
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Art Turner, your time i.s
concluded. Can you brin: your remarks to a close?''

Turner, A.: ''I think Representative Jones uanks to yield to me

her five minutes. I mean
, Shtrley Jones was beinq

recoqnized or is that possible?''

Speaker Daniels: ''She hasn't been recoqnized but if 
you

could...I'1l give you another minute if you'd bring yo
ur

remarks eo a close. I already gave you a minuke
v so youfre

on your seventh mknute now.''

Qurner, A.: ''Am 17'9

Speaker Daniels: ''7es, Sir.''

Turnery A.: ''This issue is so important
. Okay. It flies when

youdre having fun, too. Let me, let me then say this. And
I guess it's the last ansger that khe Gentleman gave me ks
one that concerns me. I have been around here for 15

yearG. 1. have watched the statute books grow at least

another 18 inches in the 15 years that I have been he
re. I

don't consider the neighborhoods that much safer
. I don't

conskdetv..let me say this that 1 think Representakive
Davks'mentioned earlier in terms of the disparity ôf people
that are inearcerated tn the penal systeme in terms of the
number of Afrjcan-Americans and Hispanics there

.. .that are
cûrrently serving in thak systex

. And it's the disparity
tn terms of the way that tbe law enforcement

y in terms of
the police officers and the State's AtEorneys decide 

vho's
going to get charqed with What crime that worries me

. 1'11

use, for example, the crime of residential burglary
.

Residential burglary carries a Mandatory khree 
year

sentence and zight now I'm...four years: I'm not a lawyer.

And I'm researching right nog because I venture to say that
there are more young African-American kids charged with

I
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residential burglary than there are young kids in Dupage

. County or other parts of khis state that get charged with

residential burglary. They get charged With burglary and

it's jusk disparity in terms of how the laws are enforced

in this state that concerns me. I think kt's very

hypocritical for us to ltand here, Nilling to spend $314
Rillion to continue to lock people up. We're dokng it at

great, great speed. We're on a fast track here to do so

and ke're not willing to spend that same $314 million to

educate our young people. Because if they have an

education, it sort of takes away the need for crime
. In

fact, you can educate them that crime does not pay and i
s

not the answer. I rise to let my community knöw ehat

certainly t support safe neighborhoods. I didn't vote for

ët here. My 'no' vote had nothkng to do with not wanting a
better neiqhborhood, but it ks the disparity and the 

way
laws are applied in ehis state that I will continue to not

support Btlls like this one being brought forth today
.

It's unfortunate, Representative Turner, that I cannot

support you on this legislation. I don't think this is the

answef. But it's the day I find that we're willing to go

on the fast track to work on prevention instead of dealing

With the problem after the fact that I'd be willing t
o say,

'Eey, let's march hand kn hand .' To those, this issue

certainly is not a partisan issue. The Bill Wi1l receive

over l00 votes, so it's not a Democrat
, ie's not a

Republican issue. But certainly when you look ak the jails
in the State of Illinois, you can definitely tell that

there are some people who go to jail and there are others

vho do not go. Thank you. ''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Grundy
, Representative

Spangler.''
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Spangler: ''Thank youy Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlenen of the

General Assenbly, let's take a hypothetical situation
.

Let's say that the State' of lllinois Won the universe

lotkery; they had $100 billion. I can assure you that at

that point in time.
' 
the expansion of the crimes covere'd

under this program vould probably be almost inclusive as

what your Bill was. Unfortunately we have ko look at a1l

the different issues facing the State of Illinois, our

outstanding liabilities: and a1l of us know What they are
.

This is a prudenty economically feasible Bill
. These

people have done a lot of work; you have done a lot of

work. 1'11 close by aimply statinq, let's get on with this

thing and certainly let's have an 'aye' vote. Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman fron Champaign, Representative
Tim Johnson.''

Johnson. Tkm: ''Thank you, Mr. Speakez and Membezs of the House
.

This entire Session of the Legislaturer We've heard fron

the other side of the aisle on every issue, khether it's

related to this or not, and it usually isndt: talks about

truth in sentencing. There's probably at least a half a

dozen or more Members on this side of the aksle Whodve

received mailings in their district claiming that they

voted against truth in sentencing legislation and when
, in

fact, that didn't happen. This is the firot vote that

œedve had this sesslon on the issue of eruth in sentencing
.

And qulEe franklye the fërqt vote that welve *ad kn two

decades that's meaningful in the area of truth in

sentencing and khe serious overwhelming problem of crime in

Illinois and around the country. Without politicizing the

issues, the difference between Ehis Bill and its

alternatives are dramatia. Cost should not be a primary

factor, but cost is no* irrelevant. This Bi11 would cost
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about $5 million a year over the first five years of the

program. Its counterpart would cpst $7.5 billion over ten
years of the proqram. We've heard people on the other side

of the aisle oppose the 3i1l because it's too tough
. We've

heard people on the other side of the aisle support the

Bill because they support the Bill
. I'm not sure What the

alternative is; I'm not sure what the proposal is. I

haven't heard it yet, but we have sonething before us that

is a landmark piece of legislatflne khat's a pioneer in the

area of trutb in sentencing, thatts a pioneer in terms of

getting tough on crime, that puts violent offenders
,

nurderers behind bars and keeps them there
. It eliminates

the vagueness, it eliminates the discretion that has

extsked in Illinois law for too long. And for the first
time in this state, in this century, and I would contend

that Illinois is a pioneer around the country after the

passage of.this legislation in the House and the Senate and

its signature by the Governor. Contrasting again the

leqislation on the other side of the aisle fails to

dkstinguish first degree murder, on the one hand, from

shoplffting and $150 bad check on the other
. This

leqislation ' says flrst degree murders, solicktation to

commit murder, rape, criminal sexual assault and those

offenses that are aecompanied by serious bodily harm ought

to mean mandatory terms. They ought to mean What they say

and they ought to put people behind bars and
, 'Throw away

the key' as Representative Wennlund has said. This piece

of legislation is one that not only deserves support fron

this side of the aksle, but frankly after all the talk, a1l
the maklings, the first piece of legislation We voted on is

here now today. And I think Representative Turner
,

Representative Johnson, O'Connor, both Jones' and the many
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others who put together this piece of legislation are to be

commended, more than commended, on puttinq together a piece

of legislation that makes sense economically. But more

than thak, makes sense in responding to the one problemv

the one issue, tbat in poll after poll, question after

question, coffee shop after coffee shop, people are

screaming and yelling about, with qood reason, and that is

the dra/atic expansion and burgeoning crime rate in

Illinois. This is a tremendous piece of legislation, it's

pioneer, it's cost effective and it makes sense for the

people of Illtnois. And I urge a 'yes' vote.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Wojcik.''

Wojcik: ''Mr. Speaker, move the previous question.l'

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is# 'Shall the main questkon be

put?' All those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed
:

'no'. The 'ayes' have it. Main question is put.

Representative Turner to close.''

Turner, J.: f'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I appreciate the questions

from my colleagues on the other side of the aisle
. I

appreciate the kind comments from ny colleagues on this

side of the aisle and cettainly from Replesentative Elwin

and Blagojevieh, Representative Lang and to sone extent
even Representative Hoffman, I guess. I certainly believe

and I think everyone else believes that this is a very good

Bill. It is a move in the right direction; is a

significant and mêaningful Eruth in sentencing mêasure. I

Would urge my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to

support it. I do feel compelled however, based upon some

of the comments to at least in my close indicate khat this

is responsible and this does have a chance to become lav
.

Because We have done this, put thls together, vith the

assiseance of many, many people to do it in a responsible
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fashion. And we've taken a very difficult issue. Wedve

taken into consideration tbe most sezious felony offenses
.

We've taken into consideration the factor of great bodily

harm. Wefve taken into consideration the fiseal iMpact of

the State of Illinois. And ttls easy to say that there

have been other Bills before this House. Itês easy to say

that somebody's Bill may be tougher or some Bill from the

past may have been tougher or that somebody has a Bill

today that is tougher. But let me give you some figures
.

A five year study, over five years I should say, this Bill

would cost $25,388,000: the Bill that we have before us

that We're qokng to vote on. NoW that's a 1ot of money
,

khere's no question about it. 3ut in contrast, the

irresponsible Bill that some Members have been advocating

today Would cost over a five year period $1.9 billion. Now

we have to be responsible and if you want to know why

certain legislation is not passingo .phas not got Ehrough

both Houses and been signed by the Governor in the past is

because it has not been responsible. And when took a

look at these dollar figures: I Was trying to calculate in

my mihd hoW much nore $1.9 billion was than $25 million
w

and cculdn't figure i* out because those nuëbers are

prettg big. So I asked my seaff to brinq in a calculator

and I attempted to use the hand held calculator
.

Unfortunately $1.9 billion wouldn't fit lnto itz so I was

not able to use that either. But the.. .lf my catculations
are correct, the irresponsible Bill that has been advocated

today would cost over a five year pericd 76 times more than

the $25 millkon that this Bkll is going to cost. So if you

want to talk about doing something krresponsible
, if you

want to talk about political posturing, then that's what

we're seeing when we talk about a Bill that can't become
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law, won't become law: shouldn't become law
. It doesn't

serve the people of the State of Illinois to pass out 4

Bill that doesn't get signed and doesn't provide safety for

the public. urge Members to support this Bill; I

appreeiate the chance to present it.
''

Speaker Danielsc ''The Gentleman has moved for the passage of

House Bill 2038. The question is, 'Shall House Bill 2038

pass?' Al1 those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed

by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who

wlsh? Have a11 voted Who Wish? Have a1l voted Who wish?

The Clerk wkll take the record. On this question there are

l04 'ayes', 6 voting 'no'. 4...105 'ayes': 6 votin: 'no', 4

votin: dpresent'. This Billr having received a

it tional Majority, is' hereby declared passed
.

Const u

Supplemental Calendar, #1. House Joint Resolution 36. Read
the Resolution: Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand:. ''House Joint Resolution 36 has been offered by

Representative John Turner and approved for consideration

by Rules.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Jones, the Lady from Cook: for

What ùurpose do you rise?''

Jones: ''I just would want to wish everybody a Happy Easter.''

Speaker Daniels: '''Thank ycu. The Gentlenan, Representative

Turner, on House Joint Resolution 36.
''

Turner, ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This Resolution establishes

the Illinois Qruth in Sentencing Commission, and it directs

ebak Commission ko coneinue eo develop legislation

procedures to ensure that crininals sentenced to prison in

Illinois will serve at least 85% of their time
. There will

be 13 nembers on this Commission. Their primary duty Will

be Eo develop and nonitor legislation facilitating the

implementation of truth in sentencing laws and the
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directed to review the funding provision of

the Violent Crime Control Act of 1994 and any subsequent

federal legislation. The Commission shall present its

findings and recommendations to the Governor and the

General Assembly no later than March 1, 1996. I Would urge

that we adopt this Resolution todaya''

Speaker' Daniels: ''Any discussion? The Gentleman from St. Clair,

Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he wi11.''

Hoffman: ''Representative: it's my understaldklç that thks gill be

a Commission that will be set up in order to study the

expansion of the Bill that you just passed. Is that
correct?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Yes, in part, Representative, and to monitor *he

federal lags. As you know, there may be some federal

funding available and to continue to look at the truth in

sentencing measure and improve upon it, if possible, and

measure the beneftt that ue belieue it's going to have for

the people of the State of Illinois.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''You're aware that last year we had hearings in the

Judiciary Committee on truth in sentencing issue? Is that

right, last year?''

Speaker Daniels: d'Representative Turnero''

Turner, ''I'm sorry, didn't hear your question,

Representative.'l

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''The question is, are you aWare that We had hearings

last year in the Judiciary Conmittee when the Speaker of

the House passed out a Bi11, when 1 passed out a Bill, When
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Representative Blagojevich passed out a Bill dealing with

kruth in sentencing? We had hearings lasE year in the

Judiciary Committee. Were you aware that we had those

hearings?''

Speakez Dankels: 'lRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''We1l: I wasn't aware of it at that time, but I've

been knformed that you had tbose hearings. I have no

reason to doubt that and I believe that you did, yes.
''

Speaker Dankels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Xou're also aware that We had a Subcommittee on truth

in sentencing Which was established within the Judiciary

Committee this year and we had hearings on *he issue of

truth in sentencing. Correct?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Yes.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffnan: ''And in those hearings, We had victims of violent crimes

who teskified. We had, I believe, a sheriff testify and we

had some, I believe, other 1aw enforcement officers testify

and various individuals, including the Attorney General of

the State of Illinois, testify regarding various issues,

including truth in sentencing. Isn't that right?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Yes.''

Speaker Danlels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''And lasE year, the State's Atkorney of Cook County went

all over the state holding informal gatherings regarding

truth in sentencing. Are you aware of that?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Yes, Representakivemu

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Well/ I guess the problem ks aqd I Iead to you earlier.
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ink we'll 1I mean, this is just one more study and I th
1

probably a1l support it, only because it seems like We

study a lot of things around here, but I think the point

that was made by Representative Granberg needs to be

1addressed. How long are we going to wait? How long are we

going to continue to study? How long are We going to spin

our Wheels and people continually get out of jail early,

commit violent crimes, hurt people and make fanilies and

victims' fanilies suffer? What we have done and what we

. heard tn the hearings is we had victims of crines testify.

Everybody at the hearings Was sympathetic. Everybody said !
we want to do something that's right. Everybody said that

we'd like to address the issues, including Ehe issues of

khe individual from Belleville, who came and testified

about *he brutal murder of her son-in-law by an individual

who was out on early release becausè of property crimes.

She testified and she didn't make the distinction about

what is a Class X felony, vhat is probationaly What is not.

The only distinction she nade is that her son-in-law uas no

longer alive. The only distinckion that she made is the

grief that her daughter has been feeling ever since that.

So now what we're going to do is we're going to study it
I
Isome more

. I just submit to you, Representative, why can't
we sit down toqether? Why do we have to form another

Commission? Why can't we sit down together, you and 1,

khis side of *he aislee thaE side of *he aisleg come up '

with a piece of legislation that by your oWn admissionr by

virtue of the fact that you are passing thks Resokution, by

dmissiony you believe that the previous Bill we !your own a

passed does not go far enough? Because what you're saying

in this Resolution is that public safety, as well as the

integrity of the justice system, demands that criminals
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serve the sentence as handed doun by the court. Xour

pzevious Bill did no* do Ehat in totality. ïour previous

Bill did it in some inskances, but not al1 violent offenses

and I guess wbat I'n asking is, why do we have to wait?

Why do We have to continue to study? I think the chips are

on the table. We sbould come and come with some kind of

comprehensive package that We've been trying to do and

trying to work with you on. Rowever, I haven't seen i:

come back to this'side. What I'm asking is, can't we just

work together? We can form this Conmittee, but let's not

Watt till a1l these findings are in. Let's move forward

and let's make sure that the people are safer in the

streets 'cause that's what I think the people are

demanding.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Sangamon, Representatlve

Klinglerv''

Klkngler: ''Speaker, I rise in support of thks effort. We a11

believe that truth in sentencing is important, thak We 1et

residents know what crine a criminal will be senteneed to.

Thls does have an impaet on the Department of Corrections.

It does need to be evaluated. We've heard Members from the

other side of the aisle tndicate today that they Wanted

this to be expanded even further. :ut before we can have a

further expansion of truth in sentencing, which many of us

would like, we obviously have to have a Commission to study

the financial impact on the Department of Corrections. I

Would support this as being extremely important and that we

ouqht to be able to move forth very carefully in this area.

Thank you.f'

Speaker Daniels: ''Tbe Lady from Cooky Representative Wojcik.'f

Wojcik) ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous questkon.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The queskion is# 'Shall the main question be

l9l
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put?' A1l those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed

'no'. The 'ayes' have it. Representative Turner ko

close.''

Turner, J.: ''Thank youx Mr. Speaker. I urge that thîs Resolution

be passed today. Just in a very, very brief response to

what Representative Hoffman had indicaked, certainly didnft

make...l made no admissions that he had suggested. I thînk

itss important to point ouE that *he Bi11 that we just

passed is supported by the chief 1aW enforcement officer in

the State of Illinoks, the Attorney General. I also

believe without any questiog...''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Genkleman's moved for the passage of House

Joint Resolution. Al1 those in favor signify by voting

'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The votinq is open. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all .

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk will

take the record. On thks question, there are 103

'ayes'...l02 'ayes', 3 voting 'no'f and 7 voting 'present'.

This Resolutionr having received a Majority, is hereby
declared adopted. Representative Churchill in the Chair.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Mr. Clerk, are there any announcements?''

Clerk McLennand: ''The schedule has been released for the next

couple of weeks. Members should note that Friday, April

21s* and Monday, April 24th are now scheduled Session days.

Friday, April 21st and Monday, April 24th are now gcheduled

Session days/'

Speaker Churchill: ''Ladies and Genklemen of the House, tonight we

will close and We will close this Week with the Adjournment '

Resolution on the death of a former Member, the Honorable

William E. Wayland. As is our custonz Will a1l the Members

please rise? Por what reason does the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Madigan, rise?''
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Madigan: ''Is this the last order of business and if it is,

Representative Currie would like to make an announcement

before you shut downe''

Speaker Churchill: ''We will be finishing with the Death

Resolution of a former Member. Representative Currie.''

Curries ''Thank you, Speaker. I did want to make an announcement

and had my liqht on before we moved to this order. In

fact, when you announced it was time for announcements is

when I put Ry lkght on.

Members that this is the last Gay of the Session week and

al1 of us children are instructed and reminded to clean off

our desks so that importank papers don't :et wisked away

while the ehamber is being cleaned over the next 10 day

period, and while I have this opportunity, Wish you a11 a

happy holiday and we'll see you in 10 days time.''

Churchkllt ''Thank yau, Representative Currie. We alWays

look forward to you reminding us of those things. We will

close this evening on the Resolution of the Death of a

former Member. Mr. Clerk, please read House Resolution

#! 5 * 13

I just wanted to remind the

Speaker

Clerk KcLennand: ''House Resolution #5, offered by Representative

Black. WHEREAS, the Members of the House were saddened to

learn of the death of William E. Wayland of Danville on

December 30th, 1994 at Fort Myers: Florida; and WHEREAS, he

was born on Pebruary 25th, 1905 in Danville, the son of

Joseph and Rhoda Brock Wayland; and WHEREAS, he was married

to Esther L. French on July 11th, 1923 in Williamsport,

Indiana; she preceded him in death on January 31st, 1989;

and WHERCAS, Mr. Wayland operated a trucking business and

later then an insurance and real estate office; and

WHEREAS, knoWn in Vermilion County as 'Mr. zepublican'y

Bill Wayland was a former precinct committeemanr sheriff,
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treasurer, probate clerk and magistrate judge, justice of

*he peace, Danville township supervisor, Vermilion County

Board member, Illinois State Representativey and Skake

Senator; and WHEREAS, he was a member of St. Janes United

Methodist Church, Olive Branch Masoiic Lodge 38z Danville

Scottish Rite Bodiesy Ehe 6ao Grotto, Ansar Shrine, the Oak

Hill Cemetery Board, the Elks Clubz and the American

Business Club; and WHEREAS: h1s passing will be deeply felt

by h:s family and friendsr especlally his son and

daughter-in-lau, 3i11 and Mary Allce Wayland; his daughter

and son-in-law, Lou Ann and Andrew Young, his

grandchildren, Susan Kellyr Nancy Link, Suzanne Arnett,

Cheryl Risch, Joan Gillett, Deborah Hoschg William Youngg

and William Wayland 111; and 17 great-grandchildren;

therefore, be it RESOLVE: Bï THE HOUSE 0F REPRESENTATIVES

OP THE 89TH GENERAL ASSEMBLI GP THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, khak
' we noke with sorroW and regret the death of our former

colleague, William E. Wayland, and extend our sincere

condolences ko his family and friends; and be it further

RESOLVED, that suitable copies of this Resolution be

presented to the fanily of Willian E. Wayland.''

Speaker' Churchill: ''The Gentleman from Vermilione Representative

Black.''

Black: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. Bill Whalen was my mentor from the time I

can remember. In facEy got my father involved in politics

uhen my tather served on the Vermklion County Board, Which

Mr. Whalen also was Chairman of the Vermilion County Board

for many years. Truly a remarkable man and I know Bill

Well enough Eo know that he Would say to me, keep it short.

He didn't like ceremony or eulogles. He held practically

every elected office from the State Legislature on through
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Vermilion County. Just a remarkable man, one whose advice

I have always tried to follow and whose footsteps I have

tried to Walk, and day after day, I'm reminded how murh I

fail to live up to the exanple that the Bill Whalens of

thks world and the people who have been Rentors to a11 of

us when we go into public life. We need to be more like

them. They kneW...They seem to have a knack for

constituent service for keepinq things on a level other

. than personal. He was truly, I wish you could a11 have

known him. He had just a remarkable heart and Nas just a

 beautiful person Eo know. Always up, never a bad word to
say abouk anyone or anythinq and oa behalf of hks fanily, 1

thank you very much for this observance and the man Was 89

years o1d and had never been i1l a day in his life, and in

fact, thak magnificent heart of his stopped Nhile he was

picking oranges at his winter residence in Fort Myers
,

Which is exactly the way that he would have wanted to go.

And I knoW on behalf of his famlly and his many, many

, .vofriends and-the people Who try so hard to follow in his

footsteps, we thank the Members of the House for this

recosnitkon an; this Gentleman Will truly be missed. There

are so few like him today.f'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black now moves for the

adoption of House Resolution 5 and upon that adopkion that

the House stand adjourned until Tuesdayy April 18th at khe

hour of 11:00 a.m. A11 khose in favor signify by saying

'aye'; any opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair,

kHe 'ayes' have kt and alloWing perfunctory time for the

Clerk, the House now stands adjourned until Tuesday, April
18th at the hour of 11:00 a.m.''

Clerk McLennand: f'Perfunctory Session Will be in order. Being no

business, the House Perfunctory Session stands adjourned
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untsl Tuesday, April 18th, k995 at the hour of 11:00 a.m .''
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